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Map 1. Hand-drawn 1920s map showing the locations of Zion, Grand Canyon and Bryce 
Canyon National Parks along with the Kaibab National Forest and Cedar Breaks National 

Monument. Union Pacific Museum Collection. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In July 2015, the referenced project was initiated between the 
parties listed above. Utilizing students and preservation professionals 
the project represents a Historic Structures Report for the Bryce Can
yon National Park Old Housing Historic District comprising 8 historic 
structures and their immediate site contexts as identified and listed 
within the National Register of Historic Places. 

The structures were built in the 1930s and early 1940s and have been 
deemed significant as contributing to the built infrastructure of Bryce 
Canyon National Park (BRCA). Throughout their history, 7 of the build
ings generally referred to as "cabins" have been used for N PS employ
ee housing while one structure has served a utilitarian role as a wood 
storage in the past and today a common employee laundry. In relatively 
close proximity to each other, the 8 structure grouping contributes to 
the cultural landscape as represents the morphology of human occu
pation and use of the land from the beginning of the development of 
the Park. 

The primary purpose of this study is to provide the NPS with a com
prehensive documentation of the evolution of historic structures as ex
amined, their current condition, possible causes for deterioration, and 
appropriate treatment guidelines going forward. 

In addition to the practical goal of increasing awareness and support 
for the preservation and stewardship of the cultural resources and his
toric sites included in this project, the effort provides opportunities 
for young architectural preservationists to gain valuable experience as 
contributors to the process of reporting on historic structures toward 
their continued use and long-term preservation. 
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Figure 1. Small Cabin Context 
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As examined, documented, and interpreted 
for the purposes of this study, the domestic scaled 
historic buildings were found to be in generally 
sound usable condition despite considerable physi
cal alterations due to successive cabin interior spatial 
modernizations and evidence of material integrity 
problems due to lapses in maintenance. While the 
Large Cabins (HS-2, HS-4) have undergone the most 
dramatic change across their history, thereby result
ing in more extensive building fabric compromises, 
these year-round occupancy dwellings are actually 
better maintained than the Small Cabins or Auxiliary 
Buildings included in the report. 

In the case of the Small Cabins (HS-5, HS-7, HS-8, 
HS-9, and HS-10), the buildings are evidently lack
ing in annual cyclical maintenance as often plagues 
non-program related NPS support structures as com
pared to the care given to higher profile visitor ac
commodations. Nevertheless, the Small Cabins are 
in reasonably good shape given their age and back
of-house relevance in the prioritization of Park mis
sion and funding. 

Of greatest concern with respect to the long-term 
preservation of the District, the immediate cabin set
tings and their collective overall context have been 

SUMMARYI 

impacted most notably atthe hands of site utility proj
ects and automobile infrastructural changes through 
the years. While the architecture of the standing 
structures would be recognizable to the Park's in
spired original planners and builders, the dominance 
of the vehicular service oriented site modifications 
would confound early Park residents as to how the 
car could so seriously impact the character of this 
once idyllic compound of employee housing. 

Despite the obviousness of site alternations in the 
name of utility demands and vehicular circulation 
"improvements" resulting in a loss of District visual 
appeal, the investigated buildings and site features 
are evidently important to the identity of BRCA Na
tional Park. More problematical than visual aes
thetic compromises, site water runoff threats to the 
stabilities of cabin foundations require action on the 
part of the NPS as soon as realistically possible. By 
having this report assert the significance of the Dis
trict's structures and immediate sites, it is hoped 
that the NPS will be able to more respectfully care 
for and manage the District's cultural resources in 
the name of re-establishing a more dignified village
in-the-woods pedestrian-oriented character for the 
Old Housing Historic District for generations of NPS 
personnel and Bryce Canyon National Park visitors to 
come. 
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Figure 2. Historic Housing in the Woods at the base of Knoll 
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The project site is comprised of roadways, 
pedestrian paths, stands of native trees and 
shrubs, and a cadre of 1930's era employee 
designated residential structures expressive of 
the romanticized American or Western "Rustic" 
architectural design stylization. 

While developed in close proximity to the 
Park's key visitor facilities as to rely on the sup
port of NPS employees who need to be reason
ably close to their work stations, the Old Hous
ing Historic District was purposely positioned at 
a discrete distance from the hustle and bushel 
of daily Park operations. Despite the pressures 
of ever-increasing public visitor-ship to the Park, 
the Old Historic Housing District retains much 
of its intended physical character despite ill-ad
vised introductions of large-scale modern con
cessioner housing built adjacent to the District 
in the 1980's. For a better understanding of the 
important employee support role served by the 
historic housing described herein, refer to the 
2010 cultural landscape report for more specif
ic descriptions of the greater BRCA context and 
developmental heritage. 

Location I 
and Setting 

Positioned at the base of a gradually sloping 
knoll, the District is comprised of two large cab
ins, five small cabins, and a wood vending struc
ture turned laundry. At a short distance away 
from the concentrated grouping of small cabins 
a four-bay garage building stands as a poignant, 
albeit modest, reminder of the role that the au
tomobile has long played in providing access to 
the Park. 

For most of eighty years the District's cabins 
have been continually used as housing for NPS 
employees. The cabins are among the most con
venient of staff lodging in terms of proximity to 
Park tourist services. While additional housing 
units have been constructed in more isolated 
areas of the Park, the Old Housing WWHistoric 
District arrangement of housing is certainly the 
most distinctive in keeping with the WPA era 
thematic rustic architecture being closely akin 
in style to higher profile visitor facilities. 

Page 11 
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Map 2. Bryce Canyon National 
Park. 
Image obtained from Library of 
University of Texas at Austin. 
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Map 3. Bryce Canyon Topographic Site Plan. 

Location I 
and Setting 
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Map 4. Site plan of Old NPS Housing Historic District compcnent landscape. Source: Bryce Canyon 
National Park: Old NPS Housing and Bryce Canyon Lodge Cultural Landscape Report (CLR), 

University of Arizona. 
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Map 5. Old Historic Housing District Site Plan. 
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The Old Housing Historic District represents 
the first development within the Park of housing 
specifically designed for NPS employees. The ini
tial building was the original Ranger's Residence 
(destroyed by fire in the 1980's), followed by the 
construction of several small-scale cabins for un
married seasonal employees, as well as a small 
dormitory. All design plans for these buildings orig
inated from the NPS Branch of Plans and Design. 

HS-2 ohoto circa 1953 

HS-1 photo circa 1949 

HS-3 (Garage) ,1hoto circa 1954 
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HS-4 sketch circa 1949 

l-<S-8 photo circa 1952 

l-<S-6 photo circa 1956 

Interpretation I 
of Architecture 

Large full time 
employee cabins 

HS-2, Employee Cabin; former Ranger's Residence 
and HS-4, Employee Duplex Cabin; former Dormitory. 

Small seasonal 
employee cabins 

HS-5, HS-7, HS-8, HS-9, HS-10, summer employee 
cabins 

Auxiliary buildings 
HS-6, Laundry Structure; former Wood Vendor Struc
ture and HS-3, Garage. 
Note that HS-3 is currently denoted as a non-contrib
uting structure of the Old Historic Housing NR desig
nated district, but given the contextual relationship of 
the Garage to the District's historic dwellings and the 
ruins of the former Superintendent's House, initiative 
was taken to include this structure in th is study. 
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Large full time 
employee cabins -

Small seasonal 
employee cabins 

Auxiliary buildings 
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>-IS-9 
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>-iS-4 

1-<s-·o 

l-<S-3 GARAGE 

Interpretation I 
of Architecture 

Contributing Features 

Single-Family Residence (HS-2), Ranger 

Dormitory (HS-4), Seasonal Residence (HS-
5), Wood Vendor (HS-6), Seasonal Resi
dence (HS-7), Seasonal Residence (HS-8), 
Seasonal Residence (HS-9), Seasonal Res
idence (HS-10), Stone Wall at former Su
perintendent Residence (HS-1). 

Non-Contributing/ 
Non-Compatible Features 

Garage (HS-3), Manzanita Lodge, Conces
sionaire Dorm (Ponderosa), Concession
aire Dorm (Whispering Pines). 
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1929 Construction begins on the Old Housing 
Area with the Custodian's Residence/Old 
Superintendent's Residence, HS-1 built. 

1931 Dormitory, Mess Hall, and Temporary Em
ployee Cabin completed in 1932. A later 
reconstruction of the Mess Hall becomes Cabin 
HS-2. 

1932 Seasonal Residence HS-8 constructed. 

1934 Seasonal Residence HS-9 constructed. 

1936 Three Seasonal Residences, HS-5, HS-7, and 
HS-10 constructed. 

1936-40 Time frame during which Wood Vendor 
Building, HS-6 comes into existence having been 
constructed from a fuel storage building. 

1939 Single-family Residence, HS-2 constructed as 
remodeled adaptation of 1932 Mess Hall. 

1939 Electric power made available to NPS build
ings within the Park. 

1940 Ranger Dormitory, HS-4 constructed using 
lumber salvaged from the raised 1931-1932 dor
mitory building. 
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1955 Employee Garage, HS-3 constructed as four
stall storage of employee automobiles. 

1976 List of Classified Structures identified as 
potential resources for the National Register. 

1982 Cultural Resources Management Plan com
pleted and signed. Recommends evaluation of 
structures for the NR, as well as restoration and 
adaptive use of the Old Housing Area. 

1985 Contemporary Concessionaire Dormitories 
built. Statement in effect stating that the new 
Concessionaire Dormitories access road works will 
pose a visual compromise to the integrity of the 
Old Housing District. 

1987 Manzanita Lodge/Married Couples Dorm 
built for married concessionaire employees. 

1989 Custodian's Residence/Old Superintendent's 
Residence, HS-1 burned down. 

1992 Park-wide study of plant distribution is 
carried out to provide scientific basis for under
standing vegetative ecology as baseline for Park 
management. 

Chronology of Old I 
Housing District 

1992 Historic residential road and cabin driveways 
are leveled and overlaid with asphalt within Old 
Housing Area. 

1993 An inventory and evaluation of the Old 
Housing Area conducted in preparation for nomi
nation to the National Register of Historic Places. 

1994 The Wood Vendor Building converted to a 
seasonal laundry facility. 

1995 Old NPS Housing Historic District including 
buildings HS-2 thru HS-10 established and listed 
within the NR. 

1997 Rehabilitation of Ranger Dormitory, HS-4 
completed. 

2001 Preservation work completed on Cabins HS-
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. 

2006-09 Cultural Landscape Report created 
the Bryce Canyon Development Area, including 
the Old Housing Historic District. 

2009-10.1 Cultural Landscape Inventory complet
ed for the Old Housing Historic District. 

Pagec 21 
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The development and construction of Concession 
Dormitories between 1985 and 1987 represents 
the greatest compromise to the integrity of the 
District. Much larger in scale, with considerable 
aesthetic departures from the simplistic "rustic" 
character of pre-WWII Park building constructions, 
the functional needs/cost effective justifications for 
the Concessions structures intrusions failed to keep 
with the scale, character, and materials qualities of 
the historic BRCA buildings. As a result the charac
ter of the area was dramatically altered. 

HS-9 

HS-10 

HS-4 THE EMPLOYEE DUPLEX CABIN 

Pagec 22 
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OLD HOUSING HISTORIC DISTRICT SITE 

Condition I 
Assessment 

HS-3 GARAGE 

MANZANITA LODGE 
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With few variations, the 7 cabins appear to have been constructed in accordance with original plans. 
The Garage and Wood Vendor Auxiliary buildings, being modest utilitarian structures having been altered more 
in their history, are nevertheless similarly western framed constructed being supported on cast concrete slabs. 

The following depiction of building construction methodology is based on examinations of surviving original 
construction documents (blueprints archived at BRCA) as compared to the actual existing structures. 
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FOUNDATION 

FLOOR DIAPHRAGM 

EXTERIOR WALLS 

PARTITIONS 

ROOFS 

CEILINGS 

HEATING/ HOT WATER 

FLUE STACKS 

Condition I 
Assessment 

Cabin Construction Composition 

Stone masonry piers and perimeter beams corbelled an undeter
mined depth into the grade. 

Typical floor framing consisting of 2 x 8 floor joists spaced 16" on 
center, anchored to the masonry foundation by means of treaded 
bolts set in stone piers and beams. 

Exterior walls are 2 x 4 wood framed with studs spaced 16" on 
center. Walls were originally specified to be covered by 1 x 10 
wood weather boards, but presently all buildings are clad in 1 x 8 
lap siding. 

Interior walls are 2 x 4 wood framed with studs spaced 16" on 
center. Walls providing for vertical plumbing lines are generally 2 x 
6 studs spaced 16" on center. 

The roof is supported by 2 x 6 wood rafters spaced 24" on center 
and covered by wood shingles originally nailed to 1" thick wood 
lathing boards as was traditional. Roofs are pitched or sloped 7" 
of vertical rise to 12" of horizontal run. 

Fiber board or gypsum board nailed to 2 x 4 wood ceiling joists 
spaced 24" on center generally. 

Large year-round cabins provided with LP gas fired mechanical 
equipment for space heating and hot water heaters housed in 
basements. Large cabins have wood burning fireplaces. Small sea
sonal cabins are provided limited electric resistance heating and 
electric powered hot water heaters within interior closets. 

Masonry stacks are generally 24" square, apparently running 
from within interiors through the attics of cabins. Center of ma
sonry chimney called to be lined with 8 ½" x 8 ½" clay flue liners 
extending 2' above the main roof ridge line per original drawings. 

Pagec 25 
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Methodology and Scope of Work 

The condition analysis of the project buildings 
and associated immediate settings was undertaken 
as a process of combined architecture students and 
preservation faculty professionals working collective
ly in the field. Structures and site features were field 
documented by fundamental measured drawing and 
photographic means toward developing a referenced 
point to interpreting the buildings' conditions, corre
sponding preservation needs, and rehabilitation pri
oritizations. 

Due to the likelihood that the structures will con
tinue to be utilized for their present domestic oper
ational purposes into the Park's foreseeable future, 
the dwellings and associated support structures were 
viewed with an eye on improved occupant accommo
dations and safety, historic building fabric preserva
tion, and long-range maintenance priorities. Given 
the limitations of the buildings' practical uses, yet the 
respectfully sound conditions of the structures in the 
project focus area, no conversations were had with 
client representatives regarding any anticipated ma
jor BRCA mission alternations concerning the dwell
ings' or Auxiliary Buildings' uses. 

Despite the absence of any overtures by the client 
regarding any assumed redevelopment hypotheses 
for the NR listed buildings within the project area, it 
is important to underscore that the structures and 
landscape features contributing to the study focus 
district are afforded protections under the National 
Historic Preservation Act concerning such designated 
NPS cultural resources. No consulting engineers were 
included in the project's scope of work. 

In light of the relatively stable and serviceable states 
of the buildings, coupled with a perceived hesitan
cy on the part of the client to move too aggressively 
toward any actual immediate rehab construction or 
new building introductions to the project site context, 
no invasive testing of building materials was under
taken to determine the presence of any potentially 
harmful contaminates such as asbestos, lead paint, 
biological toxins, or insect/rodent infestations, etc. 
Such detailed condition determinations should be 
planned for as part of any significant rehabilitation 
construction undertaking as may impact specific Dis
trict structures or site features. 
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Figure 3. Garage Context 

Site I 
Characterizations 

Roads running through the restricted access 
area in which the focus structures lie are in good con
dition, with infrastructural amenities of water, sewer 
lines, natural gas lines, and electrical power wiring (all 
routed underground) reportedly properly operational 
to the convenience of N PS employees that reside in 
the dwellings. 

As previously introduced, concerns over the evidence 
of site erosion issues and corresponding cabin foun
dation compromises, the results of site infrastructural 
projects and miss managed vehicular developments 
across the District, warrant careful considerations as 
to their impacts on the historic District. 

In addition to several minor historical archaeologi
cal features that exist within the District, a surviving 
stone wall and stairs once associated with the Park's 
former original Superintendent Cabin {HS-1), rep
resent but a remnant of what was once the site of 
the first Superintendent's residence. This was the 
first building that was constructed in this district in 
the early 1930's. The building has been described as 
featuring an "exaggerated" rustic design with a mas
sive stone foundation and fireplace. Unfortunately 
the cabin was completely destroyed by a fire in 1989. 
The wall is therefore the only remaining portion of a 
landscaped fore-court on the north side of the origi
nal building. 
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Figure 4. Cabins context 
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I n general terms, the large full time employee 
cabins and immediate sites were found to be in very 
good condition. The two large dwellings as are lived 
in on a year-round basis appeared to be reasonably 
well maintained by NPS staff and cabin residents. 
Due to in-Park housing shortages and costly off-site 
housing, occupant's respect for the large fulltime 
residences was confirmed within dwelling interiors 
as the study's team found interiors to be clean and 
generally well organized. 

On the other hand, the small seasonal occupant 
cabins and this core grouping of buildings' immedi
ate sites, were found to be in fair but declining states 
of repair and appearance. In light of the evidence 
that a diligent cyclical maintenance program is dif
ficult to adhere to in light of this group of buildings 
seasonal use demand (the best time to work on the 
cabins is unfortunately when seasonal employees 
are in residence), the need for a more watchful eye 
on preventative maintenance matters needs to be 
exercised on the small cabins. Even as it is beyond 
the specific scope of this study, it is important to un
derscore that one of the greatest perceived threats 
to the integrity of the small cabins comes from the 
unruly and unkempt state of interior spaces while 
employees where in residence during the project's 
interior investigations. 

Integrity I 
of Buildings 

The spaces were found to be untidy and cluttered 
by seasonal occupants' possessions, thus creating a 
risk of rodent infestation and/or fire. 

The matter of NPS commitment to small cabin me
chanical service inspections did come up in conver
sations with staff in light of ad missions of an early 
summer 2015 incident involving a water line break 
that leaked unchecked for perhaps weeks, partially 
filling the basement of Cabin HS-8 with water. As 
a result, fears of possible biological contamination 
to this cabin rendered the dwelling unavailable for 
occupancy for much of the 2015 summer. 

The Laundry and Garage Auxiliary Buildings were 
found to be in fairly good overall condition despite 
building code concerns with regard to the laundry's 
ventilation in the name of occupant safety. 

Once again, human threats seem to pose the great
est risk to the longevity of the ongoing domestic 
use of individual buildings, while the domineering 
nature of auto access across the District seems to 
have been allowed to develop unabated ever since 
the construction of concessioner buildings in the 
1980's. 
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HS-2. Ranger's Residence 

NPS Employee Cabin (HS-2), otherwise referred 
to as the former Ranger's Residence, was built in 
1939-40 and has a rather distinct placement at the 
base of a knoll along the west side of the District's 
North Access Road. The one-story rectangular, west
ern-framed building is supported on top of a stone 
masonry foundation. A partial basement, directly be
neath the building's footprint, is defined by load bear
ing stone walls that extend above the ground plane 
in some cases to form part of the house's perimeter 
foundation. The basement is used for storage and fa
cilitation of modern mechanical equipment. 

The Cabin's exterior is clad with nominal 8" wide x 
1" thick horizontal wood siding painted a dark brown 
color. The roof is covered by wood shingles painted 
green. Wood shingles also serve as cladding for the 
dwelling's roof gable ends. A wood-framed open en
try porch with a cross-gable roof is located on the 
east elevation. The enclosed basement stairway 
exist within an elongated building form located on 
the north end of the house. Contemporary exterior 
wooden doors and four-over-two light aluminum sin
gle-hung windows were introduced as replacements 
of the house's original wood doors and wood win
dows. The main wooden entry porch is accessed by 
means of stone masonry steps. 

The cabin, at its main gable roof and secondary off
setting gable roof forms, is currently covered by a 
unique "wave" patterned cedar shingle roof that like
ly dates from the house's last significant remodeling. 

The shingles appear to be in generally sound condi
tion even as areas of green colored paint are showing 
some signs of wear. Painted metal roof valleys and 
metal stepped flashing at the roof-to-wall condition 
occurring where the house's north basement stair 
enclosure abuts the main structure, are in good con
dition. 

The metal flashing surrounding the base of the 
building's historic stone chimney represents a some
what clumsy approach at contemporary roof-to-ver
tical-surface flashing, but views of this flashing detail 
are fortunately on the secondary rear elevation of 
the building. Despite this minor aesthetic criticism, 
the chimney flashing does appear to be performing 
as intended in keeping moisture from finding its way 
down the chimney stack. Pre-formed plumbing vent 
stack boots, acting to flash against moisture penetrat
ing the attic space, appear intact and functional. 

As the only section of roof guttering to be found on 
any of the project cabins, the 6 foot long section of 
preformed galvanized metal gutter located immedi
ately above the cabin's back west elevation door ap
pears adequately anchored and does provide some 
limited protection from dripping rainwater being 
blown directly against the door. Despite the good in
tentions of the gutter, the absence of any form of roof 
downspout means that a column of rainwater coming 
out of the gutter likely splashes on the concrete land
ing adjacent to the rear door and thus impacts the 
door and immediate wood siding all the same. 
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Along with the exposed roof surface, wood barge 
boards at end gables, shingle molds at gables as 
roof-support edge, 6x timber out-riggers acting as 
gable barge board supports, exposed 2x6 wood raf
ter ends (tails), and roof overhangs soffits and front 
porch ceiling, appear to be in sound serviceable con
dition. 

The roof attic space is availed fresh air convection 
ventilation by means of screened, wooden slated ga
ble end vents. The gable vents are in good condition. 

VTCDl~D \/\ltd I ~ 

The dwelling's masonry grade beams and wood 
frame walls are representative of original construc
tion methodologies that yielded a wooden structure 
placed atop a stone masonry grade beam or plinth 
in defense of surrounding grade level moisture attack 
from rainwater the result of roof drip lines, surround
ing sloping site rainwater runoff, and/or snow banking 
against the base of the house. 

The stone plinth is in generally good conditionex
ceptfor the occasional wall crack. Evidence suggests 
that re-pointing maintenance work in the past in
troduced contemporary hard cement mortar as op
posed to the likely original lime-enriched mortars that 
were characteristic of the era of original construction. 
Even as some degree of mortar material and tooling 
incompatibility exist at stone plinth walls, recent cam
paigns of dwelling rehabilitation work appear to have 
altered original mortar coloration and texturing in an 
attempt to express mortar and stones as a uniform 
visual monolith. 

Differing from the stone work appearance at cabin 
HS-4, reportedly built at the same time, this dwell
ing's stone plinth represents an intentional attempt 
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to generally colorize historically light gray-to-buff col
ored stone to appear more uniformly reddish in color. 
What appears to have been a purposeful broadcast
ing of a red tinted mortar colorization wash across the 
face of the historic stone plinth is distinctive to this 
cabin and in contrast to the other structures within 
the District. The stone plinth treatments represent an 
unfortunate attempt to more uniformly express stone 
and mortar as the same color for whatever reason. It 
is important to note that the cabin's main entry porch 
surrounding plinth did not receive the same degree 
of stone wash colorization. 

A rather crudely applied cement grout cap, placed on 
top of the stone plinth as extends beyond the surface 
of the lap wood siding wall, represents a most obvi
ous stone plinth compromise to the cabin. This rough 
grout cap treatment is not in keeping with traditional 
water-table transition details and base-of-wood-wall 
flashing methods characteristic of such construction. 
The rough plinth grout cap displays numerous cracks 
around the perimeter of the house. In broad areas 
the grout has been feathered onto lower weather
boards in a way that poses the risk of aiding in mois
ture migrating from concrete cap to wood siding, thus 
attributing to potential wood rot. No mortar samples 
were collected or analyzed as this form of testing was 
beyond the scope of this project. 

Rough sawn lx8 wood siding is in generally good 
condition. Board knots are sound and board-to-board 
joints relatively tight. The finished painting of walls 
and all trim, including door and window trim boards, 
barge board support out-riggers, exposed roof rafter 
ends, bird-blocking, overhang soffits, and main entry 
porch post and beam details appear sound and ser
viceable. Gable roof ends' covered by cedar shingles 
are uniformly intact and seemingly weather tight. 
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HS-2. Ranger's Residence 

FOUNDATION AND BASEMENT 

By all visual indications the cabin's masonry pier and 
beam foundation is sound and adequate in meeting 
the demands of the structure's ongoing residential 
use. Exterior stone masonry conditions, seem to 
pose the greatest challenge to the long-term preser
vation of the Cabin's foundation. 

As observed from basement space access, wooden 
floor joists resting atop conventional wooden an
chor plates and timber beams appear sound. Stone 
walls forming the rectangular partial basement ap
pear true and sound. The basement's cast concrete 
floor is in good condition. Despite the stable condi
tion of the walls, evidence of masonry joint weeps 
suggest that moisture does periodically infiltrate the 
rear west elevation wall of the basement. Weeping 
through perimeter walls aside, the basement does 
not appear to take on significant amounts of wa
ter. The basement does have a middle-of-the-room 
recessed steel grate covering a dry-well within the 
concrete floor. A relief condensation drain running 
from the mechanical equipment is routed to the 
basement floor dry-well grate. Given the inherently 
dry conditions of the Park and the absence of refrig
erated air-conditioning, no significant condensation 
water is expected to collect in the basement. 

It appears that the present day structure covering 
the basement access stair was either extensively 
rehabilitated or perhaps added to the building at 

some point in history. This is derived by examining 
the deteriorated state of stone stair treads leading 
to the basement (suggesting that the stairs may have 
been exposed to the elements at some time) and by 
evidence that the top-of-stairway walls are capped 
by a continuous old wooden plate that displays old 
framework (studs) anchorage locations differing 
from the current enclosure framing. The basement 
stairway enclosure is in good condition even as the 
house extension is a very modest structure combin
ing stone wall and wood framing construction con
stituting an unconditioned water-tight space. The 
stair enclosure is accessed by a door at the top of 
the stairs leading to the basement by way of another 
door at the bottom of the stairs. 

Of concern regarding the house's underfloor con
dition is the notable unkempt nature of the poorly 
supported batten insulation occurring between floor 
joists. In addition, modern plumbing lines (water 
as well as LP gas), electrical conduit routings, and 
forced-air mechanical heating system duct introduc
tions within the basement and crawl spaces have 
been added in crude and not well-organized fash
ions. Where such building infrastructure additions 
have been made, some historic stone masonry walls 
and original wood framing members have been dis
respectfully damaged in the course of successive 
building remodeling campaigns over the years. Re
fer to structural integrity comments regarding the 
house's main floor timber beam deflection observa
tions. 
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Figure 5. Stone Plinth 

Figure 6. Wood Veneer 
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Figure 7. Basement 

Figure 8. Unkempt Crawl Space 
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HS-2. Ranger's Residence 

MASONRY STAIRS, ENTRY 
PORCHES AND TERRACE 

The dwelling's main entry stone stairs are in gen
erally good condition even if the stair treads were 
roughly hand-fashioned and by contemporary safety 
measures pose certain risks to users. 

The wooden main entry porch is in fair condition 
having been paint treated through the years. The 
absence of a main entry stair handrail and lower 
than advisable porch balustrade (per contemporary 
life safety code) pose some additional dwelling user 
risk concerns. The historic basement stairway does 
not have any form of handrail, posing some risks for 
users. 

The rear elevation cast concrete door stoop, back
door porch landing, and the small patio area ter
raced above to the rear elevation of the house are 
in good condition. A minor stone retaining wall serv
ing to define and keep earth from washing onto the 
concrete terrace site feature shows signs of spall ing 
and mortar join deterioration. This relatively minor 
landscape feature, while very fragile, is nonetheless 
a site detail very much worth preserving. 

A representative section of historic stone flat work, 
adjacent to the house's rear door, is in fair condition. 
This minor but important section of gradually slop
ing stone flat work is suggestive of a location where 
wood may have been stacked adjacent to the house's 
rear door; an ideal staging area from which to sup
ply the historic house's original wood fireplace. This 
point in mind, it is important that this site feature be 
preserved even if no longer used as a wood staging 
location. 

Figure 9. Masonry Stairs & Concrete Terrace 

STONE MASONRY 
FIREPLACE AND CHIMNEY 

The existing masonry fireplace and corresponding 
chimney appear to be in sound stable condition. 
The top opening of the chimney has at some point 
been capped by contemporary gray colored cement 
grout surrounding a modern galvanized flue stack 
topped by a smoke exhaust rain-cap. The historic 
firebox hosts a contemporary cast iron heath insert. 
Contemporary quarry tile has been added in front 
of the historic fireplace heath in the name of keep
ing ash from spilling out onto the living area floor 
for obvious fire prevention purposes. The quarry 
tiles are not particularly aesthetically appropriate 
to the interior space but the safety intention is 
worth noting. 
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WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Openings into historic frame structures always pose 
potentially compromising preservation challenges 
for any historic building. In the case of this cabin's 
non-original single hung metal windows and mod
ern front and rear entry doors the reasonably well 
installed windows and doors appear to be perform
ing as intended in keeping water and wind from in
filtrating the building. Aluminum screens are largely 
intact, protecting lower operable sashes of windows 
from insect invasion. Exterior doors as well as storm 
doors protecting both front and rear doors are stylis
tically inappropriate for the character of the house 
despite their likely being effective at protecting door 
openings from the elements. 
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Even as the windows and doors are trimmed with 
wooden boards in keeping with original window 
openings surrounds, the inappropriate contempo
rary metal windows and replacement wooden doors 
with storm over-doors represent the greatest aes
thetic compromise to the historic integrity of the 
dwelling. 

No historic window shading or blinds exist in the 
cabin. 

Figure 10. Windows and Entry Door. 
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HS-2. Ranger's Residence 

EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Electrical power and cable TV connections are rout
ed into the building by underground means entering 
the structure at the dwelling's west elevation. LP gas 
and water are metered along the building's south 
elevation. Sewer lines exit the building's basement 
from the front of the house. 

While recognized as necessary modern infrastruc
ture equipment that is inevitably and obviously at
tached to building exteriors, the host of utility make
up points represent unsightly additions to the cabin's 
elevations even as generally mounted on secondary 
elevations. 

INTERIOR SPACES 

The main floor plan of the cabin is reflective of nu
merous documented generations of evolved plan re
configurations and modernization upgrades that have 
aesthetically altered the house far greater than any 
exterior modifications. While the kitchen and bath
room spaces reside were roughly originally located, 
these spaces have undergone the most revolutionary 
changes due to plumbing and cooking appliance in
troductions. 

Despite regrets over the degree of contemporary in
terior spatial alteration found throughout the cabin, 
the building was nevertheless included as a contribut
ing component of the NR listed District as recently as 
1996. With the all but complete removal of original 
finishes and thus character defining historic interior 
building fabric, this study's interior spatial emphasis 
rests with making sure that the building is safe, well 
managed, and maintained in a dignified manner that 
does not contribute further to the previous aesthetic 
compromises suffered by the dwelling. 

Depending on what area of the house one is in, a 
variety of contemporary spatial improvements have 
obviously been exercised in the name of user con
venience, sanitation improvements, and occupant 
comfort across the life of the building. Beginning 
with floors, original wood floors have been covered 
by carpet in sleeping and living areas, and quarry tile 
in passage areas as well as the bathroom and kitchen. 
The kitchen's and bathroom's ceramic tile flooring is 
in good condition. 

The carpeting within living area is in generally poor 
condition and need of replacement, while carpeting 
in the bedroom is in fair condition. The fireplace re
lated quarry tile is in good condition. 

Walls in the more passive bathing and sleeping areas 
are white painted gypsum board while active occu
pant zones such as the entry area and adjoining living 
room are presented in a combination of inexpensive 
wainscot paneling at lower walls with wallpaper over 
upper gypsum board surfaces. 

The kitchen and dining area walls are painted gyp
sum board when not covered by stained wooden 
cabinetry. Wet areas of the bathroom are covered 
by ceramic tile wainscots. The tub/shower is treated 
with a 6 foot high ceramic tile surfacing. Even as the 
ceramic tile within tub area is sound, the tub itself 
shows signs of wear. 

Ceilings throughout the cabin are clad in gypsum 
board that is light texture and painted white. 

Cabinetry within the kitchen appears to date from 
the 1970's when it was likely custom built in place. 
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The kitchen cabinetry is in fair condition with some 
evidence of wear. The plastic laminate countertops 
in the kitchen are in fair condition. Cabinetry in the 
bath is in good condition as it represents a more re
cent addition to the house that was likely factory fab
ricated. The bathroom vanity is topped by a single 
piece molded acrylic counter that is in good condi
tion. A plastic laminate countertop surrounding kitch
en sink is in deteriorated condition. 

Kitchen appliances are contemporary and appar
ently in good working order. Electrical lighting fix
tures are simple and sparse throughout. The bath 
is equipped with an exhaust fan, the cooking oven/ 
range provided an overhead ventilator, and all spaces 
generally heated by floor mounted supply registers 
ducted from the house's basement or crawl space. 

Windows and doors are trimmed with simple stock 
wood trim. Trim is painted to match painted walls and 
stained in the living and entry areas where openings 
fall within wall panes with stained wood paneling. 
Exterior and interior wood doors are stain finished. 
All interior trim, doors, cabinetry, lightly textured wall 
and ceiling surfaces, and floor coverings are non-orig
inal interior finishes. Arguably the only surviving in
terior feature of the original cabin's construction is 
the masonry fireplace within the living room. 

Wood trim, including baseboards, door and win
dow surrounds and facing trims, moldings, and clos
et built-ins are in good condition. All interior spatial 
appointments such as appliances, electrical fixtures, 
plumbing fixtures, and mechanical equipment are re
ported to be in good working order. 
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Figure 11. Living Room 

Figure 12. Kitchen 
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HS-2. Ranger's Residence 

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

The house appears to be in reasonably good struc
tural repair, despite the occurrence of some minor 
stone plinth cracks suggestive of possible building 
grade beam movement, and the deformed timber 
beam's deflection as noted within the exposed base
ment ceiling cavity as intended to support the upper 
living room floor. 

Identified as the building's most troubling structur
al concern, the main floor's mid-span timber beam 
as observed overhead within the basement has evi
dently deflected and deformed through the years of 
main living area floor loadings resulting in the need 
to introduce wood blocking serving as shims as rep
resent past efforts of leveling the living area's floor 
plane. This deformed beam and the corresponding 
stresses placed on wooden joists resting atop and 
anchored to the beam shims pose one of the most 
serious preservation conditions with respect to the 
cabin. 

Despite the lack of a comprehensive examination of 
the building's pier and beam system of floor support 
due to limitations of access throughout the house's 
crawl space, the main floor's diaphragm appears to 
be reasonably rigid under the usual floor loading of 
several adults standing in the middle of any of the 
large rooms. While it is suspected that concealed 
layers of original wood flooring survive beneath 
modern floor finishes, no invasive explorations to 
prove this assumption were undertaken. It is there
fore reasonable to believe that a single layer of lx 
dimensional wood sheathing or decking spanning 
floor joists spaced at 16" on center is adequate in 
supporting usual residential floor loads of this type. 
Aside from the pier and beam sections of the build

ing's floor structure, slab on grade cast concrete rear 

porches and terraces, and the basement floor slab 
do not lend themselves to being precisely analyzed 
and documented relative to the depth of concrete, 
under-slab bearing conditions, or the extent and 
quality of steel reinforcing that exist within the com
positions of concrete slabs. Despite the lack of actual 
evidence of the structural state of all concrete slabs, 
such installations appear to be sound and stable. 

Roof structural systems appear to be generally 
sound with roof spans' ridge lines and supporting 
plate lines of rafters and ceiling joists showing no 
significant signs of deflection or stress. 

Figure 13. Deflected Floor Beam 
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IMMEDIATE SITE 

In its current state, the cabin site reads as minimally 
maintained. Of utmost concern to any trained ob
server of site topography, the dwelling's surrounding 
grade is in need of improved positive flow of water 
away from the perimeter of the building. This is par
ticularly evident by the lack of a positive flow line 
for evacuating water that might collect on the west 
elevation of the house. 
Contemporary concrete sidewalks from the east el

evation parking area and leading to the main house 
entry are in very good condition albeit somewhat 
suburban in feel in contradiction to the NPS rustic 
characterization of the Park's original development 
theme. The concrete was colorized to diminish its 
visual impact on the site. 
Surviving historical archaeological site features such 

as a set of clothesline poles and a very early fire hy
drant should remain in place and be preserved. 

Figure 14. Outdoors Utilities 
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LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

In its current occupied and fully operational state, 
the house represents a dwelling that is at low risk 
of loss. While generally safe, orderly, and sanitary 
in its present state, the cabin for its historic signif
icance and prestigious location within the Park's 
employee housing settings, is an outstanding candi
date for long-term preservation. The lack of minor 
life safety deficiencies, such as handrails at the main 
entry steps and basement stairs, pose minor but im
portant concern with respect to ongoing use of the 
dwelling. 

In the absence of a precise interpretation of the 
house's electrical wiring, age and safety of light 
fixtures, power receptacles, and switches, etc., as 
may be deficient in meeting contemporary power 
requirements, it is reasonable to expect that some 
extent of electrical system enhancements will need 
to be undertaken as part of any significant future 
rehabilitation campaign. While equipped with con
temporary smoke alarms on the main floor level, the 
house is not fire-suppression sprinkled. 

Figure 15. Foundation and Siding Detail 
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HS-2. Ranger's Residence 

ACCESSIBILITY 

The cabin is not a publicly accessible building within 
the framework of the Park's visitor accommodations 
obligations. Due to the elevated nature of the pier 
and beam main floor plane of the house, the dwell
ing is not ADA accessible, nor is the house equipped 
in any measurable way to meet the demands of the 
ADA mandates for certain residential properties. 
NPS regulations should be referred to with respect 
to employee housing performance requirements in 
response to employees with disabilities consider
ations. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

With evidence that the house's existing water sup
ply lines and sewer lines are in good working order, 
and that all other underground-routed utilities are 
relatively recent improvements to the dwelling's 
occupant services and immediate site demands, no 
specific clarification of utility conditions were under
taken as part of the scope of this project's investiga
tion. The cabin is heated by means of a LP gas fired, 
forced-air heating system housed in the basement 
with treated air conveyed by underfloor, crawl space 
insulated ducts. The house is not air conditioned. 

The kitchen's cooking surface is ventilated by over
head mechanical means and exhausted through the 
roof. The bathroom is likewise ventilated out of the 
south facing elevation roof gable by overhead ceiling 
mounted mechanical fan means. The historic fire
place is vented through the existing stone masonry 
chimney stack that lies within a furred chase backing 
up to the kitchen. 

Existing electrical panels, meter make-ups, light fix
tures, switches and convenience outlets, baseboard 
resistance heaters, etc., appear to be in good states 
of repair. In order to qualify the overall condition, 
and therefore the safety and efficiency of such elec
trical systems, an engineering consultant would need 
to be contracted to specifically survey such systems 
beyond the scope of the architectural historic struc
tures report. In the event of future electrical and me
chanical equipment upgrades, a well-orchestrated 
approach to replacing and/or adding state-of-the-art 
electrical infrastructure should be defined as critical 
to any significant house rehabilitation initiative. 

Night-lighting appears to be lacking beyond wall 
mounted light fixtures at the front porch and rear 
entry landing for the advantage of ensuring good 
security and building access safety. Some degree of 
appropriate immediate site lighting is in order in the 
name of user safety and security. 
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 

In the event of any future significant remodeling of 
the cabin, it is advisable that steps be taken to ad
dress any hazardous materials that may be present. 
Plans to provide for the treatments of potentially 
harmful contaminants, such as asbestos, lead paint, 
mold, radon gas, etc., should involve a complete se
ries of tests to determine their presence (or substan
tiate the absence). Such suggested tests are beyond 
the scope of this study. 

While it is important to state the obvious need to 
make sure that cabin spaces are healthy environ
ments for occupants, it is assumed that the NPS has 
gone to considerable lengths over the years to im
prove on spatial atmospheric qualities in accordance 
with U.S. governmental health standards, this espe
cially in light of the number of times the house has 
been upgraded and remodeled over the years of em
ployee occupancy. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous 
materials or contaminants; that could pose an un
acceptable health risk to rehab workers and future 
house occupants, appropriate methods of material 
removal, eradication, and/or containment should 
be undertaken by specific specialists employing ap
proved treatment methods prior to any significant 
dwelling rehab campaign. 
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HS-2. Ranger's Residence 
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HS-4. The Employee Duplex Cabin 

The Employee Duplex Cabin (HS-4), otherwise re
ferred to as the former Dormitory Building, was built 
in 1939-40 and is accessed by means of a vehicular 
road at the northern edge of the parking lot at the 
end of the employee housing spur road. The for
mer Dormitory Building is visually separated from 
the other housing structures in the District finding 
itself more strongly associated with the contempo
rary Manzanita Lodge of which it is in clear view. The 
structure's footprint is irregularly shaped with princi
ple and rear elevation offsets to the plan. The dwell
ing is distinguished by two cross-gables on the east 
elevation, and one cross gable on the west elevation. 
The dwelling is constructed on a stone masonry foun
dation and has a distinctive stone fireplace. A partial 
basement exist beneath the building footprint and is 
defined by loadbearing stone walls. The basement 
is used for storage and houses modern mechanical 
and plumbing equipment. 

Of interest regarding this cabin's history there exist 
some credible evidence that the wood frame portion 
of the building may have been moved to the present 
site shortly after being constructed on another Park 
site. 

The partial basement was constructed on the cur
rent site, modeled generally on the original base
ment's configuration so as to support the main oc
cupancy floor level. 

The cabin's exterior is clad with nominal 8" wide x 
1" thick horizontal wood siding painted dark brown 
in color. The roof is covered by wood shingles painted 
green. The main open porch on the east (principal) 
elevation has a cross-braced railing and is accessed 
by means of stone masonry steps. 

The interior floor plan has been altered considerably 
across the history of the building's use. The once 
open-plan dormitory has today evolved into a duplex 
housing unit with in the confines of the original build
ing form. Interior finishes have been remodeled ex
tensively in the course of developing the once more 
rustic dormitory into permanent year-round NPS 
employee housing. A two bedroom unit is accessed 
by way of the Cabin's original main porch on the east 
side of the building, while the one bedroom unit is 
accessed from the north elevation of the structure. 
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ROOF 

The cabin, at its main gable roof and secondary 
gable offsetting roof forms, is currently cove red by 
a unique "wave" patterned cedar shingle roof that 
likely dates from the house's last significant remod
eling. The singles appear to be in generally sound 
condition with some signs of green colored paint 
wear. 

Painted metal roof valleys appear to be in good con
dition. Metal step flashings at roof-to-stone chimney 
stack locations appear to be lacking upon visual ob
servation. Suspect metal step flashings, occurring at 
the base of the building's historic stone chimneys, 
represent questionable water prevention at a criti
cal point where moisture may make its way into the 
cabin's attic space. Despite this speculative concern 
regarding what appears to be the dwelling's historic 
original chimney flashings, the painted flashing ap
pears to be performing as intended with no obvious 
evidence of rain water infiltration on interior spaces. 
Preformed plumbing vent stack boots, acting to flash 
against moisture penetrating the attic space, appear 
intact and functional. 

Along with the exposed shingled roof surface, 
wood barge boards at end gables, shingle molds at 
gables, exposed 2x6 wood rafter ends (tails), 6x tim
ber out-riggers acting as barge board supports, roof 
overhang soffits, and porch ceilings appear to be in 
sound serviceable condition. 

The roof attic space is availed fresh air convection 
ventilation by means of screened, wooden slated 
gable end vents. The gable vents are in good con
dition. 
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Figure "6 So ... thwcst Oblique view 

F gurc 17. Roof 
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HS-4. The Employee Duplex Cabin 

EXTERIOR WALLS 

As previously described, the dwelling's masonry 
grade beams and wood-frame walls are represen
tative of original construction methodologies that 
yielded a wooden structure placed atop a stone ma
sonry plinth in defense of surrounding grade level 
moisture attack from rain water the result of roof 
drip lines, surrounding sloping site rainwater runoff, 
and/or snow banking against the base of the house. 

The stone plinth is in generally good condition ex
cept for the occasional wall crack, evidence suggests 
re-pointing maintenance work in the past intro
duced contemporary cement mortar as opposed to 
original lime-enriched mortars that would have been 
characteristic of the era of original construction. 
Even as some degree of mortar material and tool
ing incompatibility exist at stone plinth walls, recent 
campaigns of dwelling rehabilitation work appear to 
have attempted to retain the original putty gray mor
tar coloration and sand texturing. Differing from the 
stone plinth appearance at cabin HS-2, this dwelling's 
stone plinth represent a more natural stone color
ation with somewhat contrasting gray tonal mortar 
joints. This observation is likewise applicable to the 
house's stone masonry chimney stacks. 

Among the most obvious of stone wall compromis
es appears to be the rather crudely applied cement 
grout cap placed where the stone plinth's depth ex
tends beyond the base of wood sided walls. This 
rough grout cap does not appear to be in keeping 
with traditional water-table transition details and 
base-of-wood-wall flashing methods characteristic 
of such construction. The rough plinth grout cap dis
plays numerous cracks around the perimeter of the 
house. In broad areas the grout has been feathered 
onto lower weatherboards in a way that poses the 
risk of aiding in moisture migrating from concrete 
cap to wood siding, thus attributing to potential 

wood rot. No mortar samples were collected and 
analyzed as being beyond the scope of this project. 

Rough sawn lx8 wood siding is in generally good 
condition. Board knots are sound and board-to-board 
joints relatively tight. The finished painting of walls 
and all trim, including door and window trim boards, 
barge board support outriggers, exposed roof rafter 
ends, bird-blocking, overhang soffits, and main entry 
porch post and beam details appear sound and ser
viceable. Roof gable end enclosures are covered by 
lx8 wood siding as opposed to the cedar shingled 
gable finish treatment found at cabin HS-2. Historic 
drawings of this cabin indicate that gable ends were 
originally cedar shingle covered similar to cabin HS-
2, yet weatherboards enclose gables today. Gable 
siding, like weatherboard wall planes, are uniformly 
intact and seemingly weather tight. 

Figure 18. North Elevation Exterior Veneer 
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FOUNDATION AND BASEMENT 

By all reasonable indications the cabin's masonry 
pier and beam foundation is sound and adequate 
in meeting the demands of the structure's ongoing 
residential use. Exterior stone masonry conditions, 
seem to pose some of the most significant challeng
es to the long-term preservation of the Cabin's fou n
dation. 

As observed from basement space access, wooden 
floor joists resting atop conventional wooden anchor 
plates and timber beams appear sound. Stone walls 
forming the rectangular partial basement appear 
true and sound. The basement's cast concrete floor 
is in good condition. Despite the stable condition of 
the walls, evidence of masonry joint weeps suggest 
that moisture does periodically infiltrate the base
ment. Moisture weeping through perimeter walls 
aside, the basement does not appear to take on sig
nificant amounts of water. The basement does have 
a recessed dry well within the concrete floor. This 
well appears to provide relief for condensation drain 
lines running from mechanical equipment. Given 
the inherently dry conditions of the Park, and the 
absence of refrigerated air-conditioning, no signifi
cant condensation water is expected to collect in the 
basement. 

The basement access stairway is built of hand tooled 
stone forming stairwell walls as well as stair treads. 
The basement appears to be utilized for some limit
ed resident storage in addition to its main purpose 
of housing the building's mechanical heating equip
ment, hot water heaters, and plumbing make-up 
equipment. The basement's contemporary utilitari
an equipment accommodation is in keeping with the 
original intended purpose of the space as a mechan
ical room. Even as modern equipment has been up
graded since the dwelling's original dormitory use, 
the historic furnace flue-stack still provides for me-
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chanical heating equipment exhaust ventilation as 
well as LP gas fired hot water heater exhaust. The 
basement stairway is in generally good condition. 

Of greatest concern regarding the house's crawl 
space and basement condition is the notable un
kempt nature of the poorly supported batten insu
lation occurring between main level floor joists. In 
addition, modern plumbing lines (water as well as 
LP gas), electrical conduit routings, and forced-air 
mechanical heating equipment duct introductions 
within the basement and crawl spaces have been 
added to the house in not well-organized fashions. 
In the process of such mechanical system upgrades, 
historic stone masonry walls and original wood fram
ing members have on occasion been disrespectfully 
damaged in the course of successive building re
modeling campaigns over the years. 

MASONRY STAIRS, ENTRY 
PORCHES AND TERRACE 

In addition to theabove mentioned basement ac
cess masonry stairway, the dwelling's main entry and 
secondary north elevation stone stairs are in gen
erally good condition even if the stair treads were 
roughly hand-fashioned and by contemporary safety 
measures pose certain risks to users. 

The wooden main entry porch is in fair condition, 
having been paint treated through the years. The 
absence of a main entry stair handrail and lower than 
allowed porch balustrade (per contemporary safety 
code) pose some additional dwelling user risk con
cerns. The historic basement stairway does not have 
any form of handrail, posing some risks for users. 

The west elevation historic stone leading to the 
basement stairway, the north elevation's stone porch 
landing, and front east elevation's entry stone porch 
steps are in reasonably good condition. 
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HS-4. The Employee Duplex Cabin 

STONE MASONRY AND CHIMNEY 

The existing masonry fireplace incorporated into 
the cabin's south elevation and the basement flue
stack chimney centered on the building's main roof 
ridge, appear to be in sound stable condition. The 
top opening of the fireplace chimney has at some 
point been capped by contemporary gray colored ce
ment grout surrounding a modern galvanized stove 
flue stack topped off by a smoke exhaust feature. 

The historic fireplace firebox has been fitted with a 
contemporary cast iron insert. Limitations in the ex
tent of the interior fireplace hearth appears to pose 
a possible fire threat given the proximity of living 
room carpeting running right up to the historic stone 
hearth. 

The existing historic masonry chimney stack, resting 
directly over a furring-space housed flue stack, runs 
through the main floor level and is positioned direct
ly above the cabin's basement. The mechanical flue 
stack appears to be is in good condition. Built as a 
masonry lined (fire brick and likely clay tile core) fur
nace exhaust stack, the chimney was at some point 
in time co-opted into providing access for modern LP 
gas fired heating equipment exhaust vents, as well as 
hot water heater exhaust vent. A collection of metal 
piped stacks are therefore routed within the historic 
masonry chimney with the top of the feature having 
been grouted over to prevent rain water from enter
ing the masonry flue stack and thus the basement 
below. 

WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Openings into historic frame structures always 
pose potentially compromising preservation chal
lenges for any historic building. In the case of this 
cabin's surviving original wood sash casement 
windows, set in original wood frames, the win
dows are in generally good repair. While a majority 
of out-swinging multi-light window sashes have 
interior in-swinging wood framed insect screens (or 
interior thermal break sashes in the case of winter 
weatherproofing) a number of the seasonal screens 
were found to be missing in the two bedroom unit. 
All interior window screens were accounted for in 
the one bedroom unit. Windows appear to be in 
good working order. 

Contemporary duplex unit entry doors, as well as 
the rear basement stairway entry door are in rea
sonably good condition. All three of the matching 
exterior doors are clearly non-original, inappropri
ate stylized wooden panel doors installed in original 
door frames. Storm doors protecting all exterior 
doors are stylistically inappropriate for the charac
ter of the house despite the likelihood of the doors 
being effective at protecting main door openings 
from the elements. The main doors and storm 
over-doors appear to be performing as intended in 
keeping water and wind from infiltrating the build
ing. 

Existing wood window frames, wood sash case
ment windows, and wooden trim boards appear 
to be original to the house. As previously noted, 
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Figure 19. Living Room Fireplace 
Figure 20. Exterior Fireplace View 

except for a few missing window screens, the win
dows appear to be functioning as intended having 
been fairly well maintained. 

The existing non-original shed enclosure covering 
the historic west elevation areaway leading to the 
basement is obviously intended to keep water from 
filling the well and breaching basement windows 
within the areaway. The areaway shed enclosure is 
in good condition and poses only minor aesthetic 
compromise to the building's secondary rear eleva
tion. 

Large Full time I 
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EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Electrical power and cable TV connections are 
routed into the building by underground means 
entering the structure at the dwelling's west and 
north elevations. LP gas and water are metered 
along the building's east elevation. Sewer lines 
exit the building's basement from the front of the 
house. 

While recognized as necessary modern infrastruc
ture equipment that is inevitably and obviously 
attached to building exteriors, the electrical meter
ing and power distribution boxes attached to the 
cabin's northern, most front offset represent an 
unsightly contemporary intrusion on the historic 
exterior character of the building. 
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HS-4. The Employee Duplex Cabin 

INTERIOR SPACES 

The main floor plan of the cabin is reflective of nu
merous documented generations of evolved plan 
reconfigurations and modernization upgrades that 
have aesthetically altered the house far greater 
than any of the noted exterior modifications. In the 
course of extensively altering the cabin's floor plan 
from an employee dormitory into a duplex dwelling, 
the two units' kitchens and bathrooms were intro
duced into spaces once used for sleeping and rec
reation. As these infrastructure critical spaces were 
fitted with considerable contemporary electrical and 
plumbing equipment, cabinetry appointments, and 
contemporary surface finishes, considerable change 
occurred influencing the spatial character of the pre
viously open-plan interior spaces. 

Depending on what area of the duplex one is in, a 
variety of contemporary spatial improvements have 
obviously been exercised in the name of user con
venience, sanitation improvements, and occupant 
comfort across the life of the building. Beginning 
with floors, original wood floors have been covered 
by carpet in sleeping and living areas, while sheet 
vinyl presently covers bathroom and kitchen areas. 
Kitchen and bathroom vinyl floors in both units are 
in good condition. Entries of both units have seen a 
small section of quarry tile added at some point. The 
tile is in good condition in both units. The remainder 
of living rooms are carpeted. The carpeting of both 
unit's living areas is in good condition. 

Wall and ceiling surfaces, defining interior rooms, 
are finished as lightly textured, white painted gyp
sum board planes. The kitchen and dining area 
walls are painted gypsum board when not covered 
by stained wooden cabinetry. Wet areas of the bath
rooms are covered by ceramic tile wainscots. The 
tub/shower enclosures are treated with a 6 foot high 

ceramic tile wall surfacing that is showing some wear 
and could be re-grouted. All vinyl and tile surfaces 
appear to be in good condition. 

Cabinetry throughout the house is factory fabricat
ed and stained. Counter tops in kitchens and baths 
are plastic laminate finished. Wood cabinetry with 
plastic laminate counter tops in both kitchens and 
bathrooms are in generally good condition. Kitch
en appliances are contemporary and apparently in 
good working order. 

Electrical lighting fixtures are simple and sparse 
throughout both units. The bathrooms are equipped 
with exhaust fans, the cooking areas oven/ranges 
provided with overhead ventilators, and all spaces 
generally heated by floor mounted supply registers 
ducted from the house's basement and crawl spac
es. 

Windows and doors are trimmed with simple stock 
wood trim. Trim is painted in matching adjacent wall 
surfaces. Exterior and interior wood doors are stain 
finished. All interior trim, doors, cabinetry, lightly 
textured wall and ceiling surfaces, and floor cover
ings are non-original interior finishes. Doors to the 
master bedroom closet of the two bedroom unit 
have at some point been removed. 

Wood trim, including baseboards, door and win
dow surrounds and facing trims, moldings, and clos
et built-ins are in good condition. All interior spatial 
appointments such as appliances, electrical fixtures, 
plumbing fixtures, and mechanical equipment are 
reported to be in working order. Their does exist a 
wall access hole where a missing electric wall heater 
has been removed at some point in time. This wall 
cavity has been covered over by dark colored plastic 
sheeting and tape in a rather crude fashion. 
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Figure 21. Living Room 

Figure 22. Living Room 
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STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

The house appears to be in reasonably good struc
tural repair, despite the occurrence of some minor 
stone plinth cracks suggestive of possible minor 
building beam movement at some point in time. 

Despite the lack of a comprehensive examination 
of the building's pier and beam system of floor sup
port, due to limitations of access throughout the 
house's crawl space, the main floor's diaphragm 
appears to be reasonably rigid under the usual floor 
loading of several adults standing in the middle of 
any of the large rooms. While it is suspected that 
concealed layers of original wood flooring survive 
beneath modern floor finishes, no invasive explora
tions to confirm this assumption were undertaken. 
It is therefore reasonable to believe that a single 
layer of lx dimensional wood sheathing spanning 
floor joists spaced at 16" on center is adequate in 
supporting usual residential floor loads in the case 
of this dwelling. 

Aside from the pier and beam sections of the 
building's floor structure, exterior stone masonry 
flat work forming the rear stairway entry porch as 
well as the west duplex unit entry terrace porch are 
in reasonably sound and serviceable condition. The 
basement floor slab does not lend itself to being 
precisely analyzed and documented relative to the 
depth of concrete, under-slab bearing conditions, 
or the extent and quality of steel reinforcing that 
may exist within the compositions of basement 
concrete slabs. Despite the lack of actual evidence 
of the structural state of all concrete slabs, such in
stallations appear to be sound and stable. 
Roof structural systems appear to be generally 

sound with roof spans' ridge lines and supporting 
plate lines of rafters and ceiling joists showing no 
significant signs of deflection or stress. 
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HS-4. The Employee Duplex Cabin 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

In its current state, the duplex cabin's site reads as 
minimally maintained. With respect to immediate 
site topography, the dwelling's surrounding grade 
is in need of some improved positive flow of water 
away from the perimeter of the building. This is par
ticularly evident by the lack of a positive flow line 
for evacuating water that might collect on the west 
elevation of the house as the sizable knoll rises from 
th is elevation. 

Contemporary concrete sidewalks from the east ele
vation parking area and leading to both duplex units' 
entries are in very good condition albeit somewhat 
suburban in feel in contradiction to the NPS rustic 
characterization of the Park's original development 
theme. However the concrete was colorized to di
minish its visual impact on the site. 

Surviving historical archaeological site features, such 
as a very early fire hydrant and adjacent fire-fighting 
hose storage cabinet, should be respectfully cared 
for and preserved as these elements should remain 
in place. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

The cabin is not a publicly accessible building within 
the framework of the Park's visitor accommodations 
obligations. Due to the elevated nature of the pier 
and beam main floor plane of the house, the dwell
ing is not ADA accessible, nor is the house equipped 
in any measurable way to meet the demands of the 
ADA mandates for certain residential properties. 
NPS regulations should be referred to with respect 
to employee housing performance requirements in 
response to employees with disabilities consider
ations. 

LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

In its current occupied and fully operational state, 
the house represents a shared use residence that is 
at low risk of being lost. While generally safe, or
derly, and sanitary in its present state, the cabin for 
its historic significance and prestigious location with
in the Park's employee housing contexts, is an out
standing candidate for long-term preservation. The 
lack of certain life safety retrofits, such as handrails 
at the main entry steps and basement stairs, pose 
minor (albeit noteworthy) concern with respect to 
ongoing occupant use of the dwelling. 

In the absence of a precise interpretation of the 
house's electrical wiring, age and safety of light fix
tures, power receptacles, and switches, etc., as may 
be deficient in meeting contemporary power require
ments, it is reasonable to expect that some extent 
of electrical system enhancements will need to be 
undertaken as part of any significant future rehabil
itation campaign. Both housing units are equipped 
with contemporary smoke alarms on the main floor 
level and fire-suppression sprinklers in certain areas 
of each unit. Fire sprinkler heads are let into spaces 
by means of high-wall plumbing angles in response 
to the obvious need to avoid running any plumbing 
into the attic for obvious pipe freezing concerns. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

With evidence that the house's existing water sup
ply lines and sewer lines are in good working order, 
and that all other underground-routed utilities are 
relatively recent improvements to the dwelling's oc
cupant services and its immediate site, no specific 
clarification of utility conditions were undertaken as 
part of the scope of this project's investigations. The 
cabin is heated by means of two LP gas fired, forced
air heating units housed within the basement with 
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treated air conveyed through insulated ducts routed 
throughout crawl spaces. The house is not air-con
ditioned. 

The kitchen cooking surfaces are ventilated by 
overhead mechanical means. The bathrooms are 
likewise ventilated by overhead ceiling mounted me
chanical fan means. The historic fireplace is vented 
through the existing stone masonry chimney stack 
on the south building elevation. 

Existing electrical panels, meter make-ups, light fix
tures, switches and convenience outlets, baseboard 
resistance heaters, etc., appear to be in good states 
of repair. In order to qualify the overall condition, 
and therefore the safety and efficiency of such elec
trical systems, an engineering consultant would need 
to be contracted to specifically survey such systems 
beyond the scope of the architectural historic struc
tures report. In the event offuture electrical and me
chanical equipment upgrades, a well-orchestrated 
approach to replacing and/or adding state-of-the-art 
electrical infrastructure should be defined as critical 
to any significant house rehabilitation initiative. 

Night-lighting, for the advantage of ensuring good 
security and building access safety, appears lacking 
beyond wall mounted light fixtures at immediate 
entry porches and rear stair entry landing. Despite 
the presence of contemporary exterior porch lights, 
outside lighting is lacking. Some degree of appropri
ate immediate site lighting is in order in the name of 
user safety and security. 

Noting that original crawl space vents have been 
tightly boarded over around the perimeter of the 
dwelling, concerns are raised in terms of the need 
for some positive airflow to cross ventilate the base
ment and crawl space for proper drying following 
periods wet weather. 

Large Full time I 
Employee Cabins 
POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 
In the event of any future significant remodeling of 

the cabin, it is advisable that steps be taken to ad
dress any hazardous materials that may be present. 
Plans to provide for the treatments of potentially 
harmful contaminants, such as asbestos, lead paint, 
mold, radon gas, etc., should involve a complete se
ries of tests to determine the presence (or substan
tiate the absence). Such suggested tests are beyond 
the scope of this study. 

While it is important to state the obvious need to 
make sure that cabin spaces are healthy environ
ments for occupants, it is assumed that the NPS has 
gone to considerable lengths over the years to im
prove on spatial atmospheric qualities in accordance 
with U.S. governmental health standards, this espe
cially in light of the house having been upgraded and 
remodeled over the years of employee occupancy. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous ma
terials or contaminants that could pose an unaccept
able health risk to rehab workers and future house 
occupants, appropriate methods of material remov
al, pest eradication, and/or harmful material con
tainment should be undertaken by specific special
ists employing approved treatment methods prior to 
any significant dwelling rehab campaign. 

Figure 23. West elevation Lacks positive fall 
from base of cabin 
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HS-4. The Employee Duplex Cabin 

BASEMENT PLAN 

227 sq. ft. 

FLOOR PLAN 
1,480 sq. ft. 
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SOUTH ELEVATION 
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EAST ELEVATION 

WEST ELEVATION 

NORTH ELEVATION 

Scale: 3/32"= 1 '0" 
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Figure 24. Small Seasonal Cabin Context 
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N PS seasonal employee housing, recognized as 
the core of the NR District, has changed little since 
the construction of the cabins by the beginning of 
WWII. While the majority of this closely arranged 
collection of small residential structures was built 
within a 4 year period starting in 1932, and intend
ed as single seasonal employee residences, the most 
distinctive house of the five dwelling group, noted as 
HS-10, was built in 1936-40. 

Though the cabins in this core group are not identi
cal structures, the design principles and Rustic styl
ization features follow a very uniform selection of 
materials and applications of scale and simple craft 
details. Given the cabins' close proximity to one 
another, the resulting tightly related alignment of 
simple cabins placed in two relatively regularly rows 
along either side of a vehicular lane (gravel originally 
and asphalt paved today) represents an intentional 
idealized collective community. Similar to the large 
full time employee cabins, the five smaller dwellings 
are representative of the Rustic Style that guided the 
design of NPS service buildings during the New Deal 
Era period of historical significance. The buildings 
are unadorned and deliberately void of the more 
elaborate details such as logs timber members, large 
view windows, and Rustic Style embellishments as 
characteristic of the Park's visitor-focused structures 
such as the Lodge and immediate guest cabins locat
ed closer to the Canyon Rim. 

The natural stone foundations and small cabin en
try stoops amplify the more modest nature of sea
sonal park employee housing as compared to public 
oriented structures. The Small Seasonal Employee 
Cabins, clad in dark brown painted 8" wide x 1" thick 
wood weatherboard siding and simple wood singled 
gabled roofs, reflect the basic tenets of the purity of 
the Simplified Rustic style. 

Even as the Main Access Road would have been ser
viceable for automobiles during the period of signif-
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icance, the road on which the cabins face was origi
nally concluded as a dead end. Therefore the main 
roadway would have received only limited service 
and resident traffic historically. The buildings have 
maintained their intimate relationship with one an
other, and their relation to the contour of the land 
and the surrounding forest, with only a few small 
scale features having been introduced to remind one 
of the contemporary era. The most significant im
pact to the Small Seasonal Cabin grouping has been 
the expanded size of the central vehicular roadway 
and changes to the view shed caused by the addition 
of the contemporary Concessionaire Dormitories to 
the immediate south or the District core. 

Cabin HS-8 is reputed to have been the first dwell
ing built of the core grouping of cabins completed 
before WWII. As physical evidence clearly suggests, 
this cabin had an addition introduced along the en
tire length of its rear or west elevation in 1947. This 
dwelling is unique in its having a small food storage 
cellar constructed of brick masonry retaining walls 
located directly beneath the elongated building ad
dition. The basement storage is accessed by means 
of a floor hatch and wooden ships ladder. 

Residences HS-5, HS-7, and HS-9 are almost verba
tim in design and construction having been modeled 
on the original core configuration of the initial bay 
plan of Cabin HS-8. 

Residence HS-10 was the last constructed cabin 
in the grouping and has a slightly larger and more 
elaborate plan as compared to the other Small Sea
sonal Employee cabins. It is a one story rectangular 
building resting on a stone foundation. The exteri
or is covered with 8" wide x 1" thick weatherboard 
siding painted dark brown in color. The building's 
multi-level gable roof is clad in green painted wood 
shingles. A stone masonry porch and steps lead to 
the main entry on the southeastern corner of the 
cabin. 
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HS-5. Employee Cabin 

Figure 25. Front Elevation of the Core Cabin 

Figure 26. West Elevation 

ROOF 

The cabin is covered by a typical uniform overlap
ping cedar shingle roof that exhibits signs of shingle 
cupping, splitting, and the occasional missing shingle. 
Despite evidence that the roof was painted a green 
color in years past, the paint has largely leached out 
of the shingles. 

Metal roof valleys occurring at the building's front 
elevation offset roof show signs of rusting. Unpaint
ed metal step flashings and surface applied metal 
counterflashing, at the roof-to-stone chimney stack, 
appear to be potentially lacking in waterproofing ca
pability upon visual observation. The suspect metal 
step flashings and counter flashing have been very 
poorly applied at some time in the past representing 
not only a questionable water prevention situation 
but an unsightly aesthetic compromise to the cabin's 
appearance. Pre-formed plumbing vent stack boots, 
occurring on the secondary rear elevation roof 
plane, seem to be acting sufficiently to flash against 
moisture penetrating the attic space. 

Beyond the deteriorated condition of the exposed 
shingled roof surfaces, wood barge boards at end ga
bles, shingle molds at gables, exposed 2x6 wood raf
ter ends (tails), 6x timber out-riggers acting as barge 
board supports, roof overhang soffits, and porch 
ceilings appear to be in reasonably sound condition. 

The roof attic space is not provided with any form of 
fresh air ventilation, either by roof-top vent or gable 
end vents as characteristic on other District cabins. 
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EXTERIOR WALLS 

The dwelling's masonry grade beams and wood 
frame walls are representative of original construc
tion methodologies that yielded a wooden frame 
structure placed atop a stone masonry plinth. The 
stone building base is purposeful in defense of sur
rounding grade level moisture attack from rainwa
ter the result of roof drip lines, surrounding sloping 
site rainwater runoff, and/or snow banking against 
the base of the cabin. The stone plinth along the 
building's west elevation is in a very serious state of 
deterioration with obvious sections of stone-work 
failing to keep moisture from making its way into the 
dwelling's crawl space. 

Existing mortar joint material and tooling is visual
ly inconsistent around the perimeter of the house. 
Differing from the stone plinth appearance at large 
employee cabins HS-2 and HS-4, this dwelling's 
stone plinth represents a much cruder application of 
un-tooled gray and buff tonal colored stones of less 
uniform sizes. The cabin's stone veneered chimney 
stack is in very poor condition. Chimney stack inter
nal fire bricks have become exposed to the elements 
over time resulting in upper most bricks that are in 
very poor condition. The fire stack's metal venting 
cap, installed at some point to serve as a means of 
venting the dwelling's hot water heater (presumed 
to have been originally gas fired but presently elec
tric powered) is constructed of steel pipe that is bad
ly rusted. 

Rough sawn lx8 wood siding is in generally fair con
dition. Board knots are sound and board-to-board 
joints relatively tight. Of utmost concern is the obvi
ous number of weatherboards that are split on face 
surfaces presumably allowing rainwater to possibly 
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infiltrate wood framing cavities covered by the 
siding. Corner boards forming inside corners (butt 
jointed) and outside corners (miter jointed) are 
gapped in numerous areas thus likely contributing 
to cavity wall moisture infiltration. While no wood 
siding was removed to confirm if the cabin has a 
layer of felt paper behind weatherboards, as was 
called for in the cabins' original drawings and char
acteristic of such domestic construction, the threat 
of moisture reaching wood framing members is 
very serious as long as surface siding cracks and 
corner gaps are allowed to remain. 

The finished painting of walls and trim, including 
door and window trim boards, barge board support 
out-riggers, exposed roof rafter ends, bird-block
ing, overhang soffits, and main entry porch post 
and beam details appear relatively sound and ser
viceable. Evidence of rather sloppy campaigns of 
exterior painting is obvious. 

Roof gable end enclosures are covered by lx8 
wood siding as called for in original drawings. The 
gable ends of HS-5 are lacking of any attic space 
vents as are indicated in original drawings and pres
ent at other cabins. Gable siding, like weatherboard 
wall planes, are uniformly intact and seemingly 
weather tight. 

Figure 27. Roof Detail 
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HS-5. Employee Cabin 

FOUNDATION 

By means or visual inspection the cabin's masonry 
pier and beam foundation is in serviceable condition 
even as the building's west rear elevation plinth is 
in a deteriorated state. Exterior stone masonry con
ditions seem to pose the greatest challenge to the 
long-term preservation of the Cabin's foundation. 

Mortar join cracks on all sides of the dwelling are in
dicative of masonry mortar join material stress and/ 
or possible building movement in years past. Incon
sistent mortar joint material is suggestive of past 
re-pointing maintenance work involving the intro
duction of contemporary Portland cement mortar as 
opposed to lime-enriched mortars that would have 
been characteristic of the era of original construc
tion. Cabin HS-5 does not have a basement. 

Figure 28. Foundation Detail 

MASONRY STAIRS AND PORCHES 

The dwelling's main east elevation entry stair treads 
and porch landing are in generally good condition. 
Stair treads were roughly hand-fashioned with ma
sonry mortar joints. Due to the unevenness of stairs 
and landings surfaces the cabin presents certain 
safety deficiencies and possible risks to users. The 
historic masonry stairs and porch landing are absent 
any form of hand rail, posing some risks for users. 

WOODEN PORCH 

The secondary west elevation wooden porch is in 
fair to poor condition. The absence of a handrail 
poses some limited dwelling user risk. 

Figure 29. Masonry Stairs and Main Entry Porch 
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Figure 30. Windows and Doors 

STONE MASONRY CHIMNEY 

The existing historic masonry chimney stack, when 
once seved as a flue stack for the dwelling's hot wa
ter heater, is in very poor condition above the roof
line. The original fire brick lined exhaust stack was 
at some point fitted with a steel pipe flue in order to 
presumably exhaust the hot water heater. While the 
condition of the internal furring space concealed flue 
stack is uncertain, due to limitations on material in
vasive inspections, the brick masonry stack has likely 
been damaged by years of moisture infiltration. 

This unique architectural feature is in critical need 
of rehabilitation attention. 

Small Seasonal I 
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WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Openings into historic frame structures always 
pose potentially compromising preservation chal
lenges for any historic building. In the case of this 
cabin's surviving original wood sash casement win
dows, set in original wood frames, the windows 
are in generally good repair. While a number of 
out-swinging multi-light window sashes have interi
or in-swinging wood framed insect screens, a num
ber of screens are missing. Windows appear to be 
in relatively good working order. 

It appears that the cabin's original entry doors re
main intact. The doors are in reasonably good con
dition. Exterior wooden framed screen doors, oc
curring at the front and rear doors, are stylistically 
appropriate for the character of the house despite 
the likelihood that the screen doors replaced earlier 
such doors at some point in time. The screen doors 
are in poor condition even as the doors appear to 
be performing as intended in keeping insects from 
infiltrating the building. 

Existing wood window frames, wood sash case
ment windows, and wooden trim boards appear to 
be original to the house. Except for a few missing 
window screens, the windows appear to be func
tioning as intended having been fairly well main
tained. 
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HS-5. Employee Cabin 

EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Electrical power and cable TV connections are rout
ed into the building by underground means enter
ing the structure at the dwelling's south elevation. 
Water and sewer lines are connected to the house 
along the building's west elevation. 

While recognized as necessary modern infrastruc
ture equipment inevitably and obviously attached to 
building exteriors, the electrical metering and power 
distribution appliances attached to the cabin's south 
elevation are unsightly contemporary intrusions on 
the historic exterior character of the building. 

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

The house appears to be in reasonably good struc
tural repair, despite the occurrence of some critical 
stone plinth deterioration at the cabin's west eleva
tion base and where cracks are occurring periodical
ly around the plinth perimeter suggestive of possible 
building beam movement at some point in time. 

Despite the lack of a comprehensive examination of 
the building's pier and beam system offloor support 
due to limitations of access throughout the house's 
crawl space, the main floor's diaphragm appears to 
be reasonably rigid under the usual floor loading of 
several adults standing in the middle of any of the 
large rooms. While it is suspected that concealed 
layers of original wood flooring survive beneath 
modern floor finishes, no invasive explorations 
to confirm th is assumption were undertaken. It is 
therefore reasonable to believe that a single layer of 
lx dimensional wood sheathing spanning floor joists 
spaced at 16" on center is adequate in supporting 
usual residential floor loads in the case of this dwell
ing. 
Aside from the pier and beam sections of the build-

ing's floor structure, exterior stone masonry flat 
work forming the front east elevation stairway and 
entry porch are in reasonably sound and serviceable 
condition. 
Roof structural systems appear to be generally 

sound with roof spans' ridge lines and supporting 
plate lines of rafters and ceiling joists showing no 
significant signs of deflection or stress. 

Figure 31. Siding 

Figure 32. Rafter and Door Detail 
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INTERIOR SPACES 

The floor plan of the cabin appears to be intact as 
reflective of the original plan configuration. Numer
ous generations of evolved modernization upgrades 
within interiors have aesthetically altered the house 
far greater than any of the noted exterior modifi
cations. In the course of extensively remodeling 
interior surfaces within the cabin, the kitchen and 
bath room spaces have been significantly altered. 
As these infrastructure critical spaces have been fit
ted with considerable contemporary electrical and 
plumbing equipment, cabinetry appointments, and 
contemporary surface finishes, considerable change 
has occurred impacting the "feeling" of the spaces. 

Contemporary spatial improvements have obvious
ly been exercised in the name of user convenience, 
sanitation improvements, and occupant comfort 
across the life of the building. Beginning with floors, 
original wood floors have been covered by carpet in 
sleeping and living areas, while sheet vinyl presently 
covers the entry, bathroom and kitchen areas. 

Wall and ceiling surfaces defining interior rooms are 
finished as lightly textured, white painted gypsum 
board planes. The kitchen and dining area walls are 
painted gypsum board when not covered by stained 
wooden cabinetry. The contemporary fiberglass 
shower enclosure is in poor condition having been 
marred by use over the years. Contemporary vinyl 
sheeting has been applied to all bathroom wall sur
faces. The bath area vinyl wall treatment is in good 
condition. All vinyl flooring surfaces appear to be in 
fair condition. 

Cabinetry throughout the house is factory fabricat
ed and stained. Countertops in kitchens are plas
tic laminate finished, while the bath vanity top is a 
molded acrylic material. Wood cabinetry with plas-
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tic laminate countertops in both kitchen and bath
room are in generally good condition. Kitchen ap
pliances are contemporary and apparently in good 
working order. 

Electrical lighting fixtures are simple and sparse 
throughout the cabin. The bathroom is equipped 
with an exhaust fan while the cooking area's oven/ 
range is not provided with an overhead ventilator. 
The bathroom exhaust fan is vented through the at
tic leading to the exterior of the house through the 
south end gable. 

Windows and doors are trimmed with simple stock 
wood trim. Trim is painted to match adjacent wall 
surfaces. Exterior and interior wood doors are stain 
finished. All interior trim, doors, cabinetry, lightly 
textured wall and ceiling surfaces, and floor cover
ings are non-original interior finishes. 

Wood trim, including baseboards, door and win
dow surrounds and facing trims, moldings, and clos
et built-ins are in good condition. All interior spatial 
appointments such as appliances, electrical fixtures, 
plumbing fixtures, and mechanical equipment are 
reported to be working. 

Figure 33. Kitchen 
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HS-5. Employee Cabin 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

In its current state, the cabin's site reads as min
imally maintained. With respect to immediate site 
topography, the dwelling's surrounding grade is in 
need of some improved positive flow of water from 
around the perimeter of the building. This is partic
ularly evident by the lack of a positive flow line for 
evacuating water that might collect on the west rear 
elevation of the house as the adjacent knoll tends to 
slop and therefore drain toward the west elevation 
of the cabin. 

LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

In its current state of repair the house represents 
a seasonal use residence that is at low risk of being 
lost. While generally safe, orderly, and sanitary in its 
present state, the cabin for its historic significance 
and prestigious location within the Park's employ
ee housing contexts is an outstanding candidate for 
long-term preservation. The occurrence of certain 
life safety deficiencies, such as entry door porches 
that dramatically step down from interior spaces, 
pose some concern with respect to ongoing occu
pant safety. 

In the absence of a precise interpretation of the 
house's electrical wiring, age and safety of light 
fixtures, power receptacles, and switches, etc., as 
may be deficient in meeting contemporary power 
requirements, it is reasonable to expect that some 
extent of electrical system enhancements will need 
to be undertaken as part of any significant future re
habilitation campaign. The dwelling is equipped with 
contemporary smoke alarms. No fire-suppression 
sprinklers exist within the cabin. 

Figure 34. West Elevation Immediate Site 

ACCESSIBILITY 

The cabin is not a publicly accessible building within 
the framework of the Park's visitor accommodations 
obligations. Due to the elevated nature of the pier 
and beam main floor plane of the house, the dwell
ing is not ADA accessible, nor is the house equipped 
in any measurable way to meet the demands of the 
ADA mandates for certain residential properties. 
NPS regulations should be referred to with respect 
to employee housing performance requirements in 
response to employees with disabilities consider
ations. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

With evidence that the house's existing water sup
ply lines and sewer lines are in good working order, 
and that all other underground-routed utilities are 
relatively recent improvements to the dwelling's oc
cupant services and its immediate site, no specific 
clarification of utility conditions were undertaken as 
part of the scope of this project's investigation. The 
cabin is not mechanically heated or air-conditioned 
except for the occurrence of electric resista nee base
board heat sources at the bedroom and kitchen area. 
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Resistance heating represents significant energy in
efficiencies and some degree of life safety concern. 
The current hot water heater is electric powered. 

The kitchen cooking surface is not ventilated by 
overhead mechanical means. The bathroom is ven
tilated by means of an overhead ceiling mounted 
mechanical fan. The bathroom ventilator is vented 
into the house's attic space. 

Existing electrical panels, meter make-ups, light fix
tures, switches and convenience outlets appear to 
be in good states of repair. In order to qualify the 
overall condition, and therefore the safety and ef
ficiency of such electrical systems, an engineering 
consultant wou Id need to be contracted to specifi
cally survey such systems beyond the scope of the 
architectural historic structures report. In the event 
of future electrical and mechanical equipment up
grades, a well-orchestrated approach to replacing 
and/or adding state-of-the-art electrical infrastruc
ture should be defined as critical to any significant 
house rehabilitation initiative. 

Night-lighting, for the advantage of ensuring good 
security and building access safety, appears lacking 
beyond immediate front entry porch wall hung light 
fixture. The rear entry landing does not have an out
side light. Some degree of appropriate immediate 
site lighting is in order in the name of user safety and 
security. 

Original underfloor crawl space vents occurring 
within the cabin's stone plinth are intact yet covered 
by plywood. Such features are important as they 
provide for some positive air flow to cross ventilate 
the crawl space for proper drying following periods 
of wet weather. 
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 

In the event of any future significant remodeling 
of the cabin, it is advisable that steps be taken to 
address any hazardous materials that may be pres
ent. Plans to provide for the treatments of poten
tially harmful contaminants, such as asbestos, lead 
paint, mold, radon gas, etc., should involve a com
plete series of tests to determine the presence of 
such potentially harmful environmental contami
nants. This should be a vital first step to any actual 
rehab development undertaking. Such suggested 
tests are beyond the scope of this study. 

While it is important to state the obvious need to 
make sure that cabin spaces are healthy environ
ments for occupants, it is assumed that the N PS 
has gone to considerable lengths over the years to 
improve on spatial atmospheric qualities in accor
dance with U.S. governmental health standards. 
This especially in light of the number of times the 
house has been upgraded and remodeled over the 
years of employee occupancy. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous 
materials or contaminants that could pose an un
acceptable health risk to rehab workers and future 
house occupants, appropriate methods of material 
removal, pest eradication, and/or harmful material 
containment should be undertaken by specific spe
cialists employing approved treatment methods 
prior to any significant dwelling rehab campaign. 
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HS-5. Employee Cabin 
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EAST ELEVATION 

SOUTH ELEVATION 
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WEST ELEVATION 

NORTH ELEVATION 

Scale: 1/8"=1 '0" 
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HS-7. Single Occupancy Cabin 

ROOF 

The cabin is covered by a typical uniform overlap
ping cedar shingle roof that exhibits signs of shingle 
cupping, splitting, and the occasional missing shingle. 
Despite evidence that the roof was painted a green 
color in years past, the paint has largely leached out 
of the shingles. 

Metal roof valleys occurring at the building's front 
elevation offset roof show signs of rushing. Unpaint
ed metal step flashings and surface applied metal 
counterflashing at the roof-to-stone chimney stack 
appear to be potentially lacking in waterproofing ca
pability upon visual observation. The suspect metal 
step flashings and counter flashing have been very 
poorly applied at some time in the past representing 
not only a questionable water prevention situation 
but an unsightly aesthetic compromise to the cabin's 
appearance. Preformed plumbing vent stack boots, 
occurring on the secondary rear elevation roof plan 
seem to be acting sufficiently to flash against mois
ture penetrating the attic space. 

Beyond the deteriorated condition of the exposed 
shingled roof surfaces, wood barge boards at end ga
bles, shingle molds at gables, exposed 2x6 wood raf
ter ends (tails), 6x timber out-riggers acting as barge 
board supports, and roof overhang soffits, appear to 
be in reasonably sound condition. 

The roof attic space is provided fresh air ventilation 
by means of gable end vents as characteristic on oth
er District cabins. The vents appear to be in good 
condition. 

Figure 35. Front West Elevation 

Figure 36. Roof Detail 

Figure 37. South Elevation Facade with Stone 
Plinth Covered by Soil 
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EXTERIOR WALLS 

The dwelling's masonry grade-beams and wood 
frame walls are representative of original construc
tion methodologies that yielded a wooden frame 
structure placed atop a stone masonry plinth. The 
stone building base is purposeful in defense of sur
rounding grade level moisture attack from rainwater 
the result of roof drip lines, surrounding sloping site 
rainwater runoff, and/or snow banking against the 
base of the cabin. With the stone plinth along the 
building's west front and south end elevation having 
been largely covered by soil over the years concerns 
are warranted about the approximation of surround
ing grade to vulnerable wood building fabric. 

As the plinth is presently below the exterior grade 
level, bottom weatherboards are directly exposed 
to the grade as the affected sections of stonework 
fail to keep moisture from impacting lower boards of 
wood siding. Rainwater runoff is likewise likely find
ing its way within the dwelling's crawl space during 
extended periods of rain. This is a circumstance of 
serious preservation concern. 

Existing mortar joint material and tooling is fair
ly consistent visually around the perimeter of the 
house. Differing from the stone plinth appearance 
at Large Employee Cabins HS-2 and HS-4, this dwell
ing's stone plinth represents a much cruder applica
tion of un-tooled gray and buff tonal colored stones 
of less uniform sizes. The cabin's stone veneered 
chimney stack is in very poor condition. As chim
ney stack internal fire bricks have become exposed 
to the elements over time, uppermost bricks are in 
very poor condition. The fire stack's metal venting 
cap, installed at some point to serve as a means of 
venting the dwelling's hot water heater, is construct
ed of steel pipe that is badly rusted. 

Rough sawn lx8 wood siding is in generally fair con-
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dition. Board knots are sound and board-to-board 
joints relatively tight. Of utmost concern is the obvi
ous number of weatherboards that are split on face 
surfaces, presumably allowing rainwater to possibly 
infiltrate wood framing cavities covered by the sid
ing. Corner boards forming inside corners (butt joint
ed) and outside corners (miter jointed) are gapped 
in numerous areas thus likely contributing to cavity 
wall moisture infiltration. While no wood siding was 
removed to confirm if the cabin has a layer of felt pa
per behind weatherboards, as was called for in the 
cabins' original drawings and characteristic of such 
domestic construction, the threat of moisture reach
ing wood framing members is very series as long as 
surface siding cracks and corner gaps are allowed to 
remain. 

Likely some 10 percent of exterior weatherboards 
are in need of replacement due to surface splitting. 

The finished painting of walls and all trim, including 
door and window trim boards, barge board support 
out-riggers, exposed roof rafter ends, bird-blocking, 
overhang soffits, and main entry porch post and 
beam details appear relatively sound and service
able. Evidence of rather sloppy campaigns of exteri
or painting was obvious. 

Roof gable end enclosures are covered by lx8 wood 
siding as called for in original drawings. The gable 
ends of HS-7 are fitted with attic space vents as are 
indicated in original drawings in providing for fresh 
air ventilation within the attic. The vents appear to 
be in good condition. 

Gable siding, like weatherboard wall planes, are 
uniformly intact and seemingly weather tight. 
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HS-7. Single Occupancy Cabin 

Figure 38. Chimney Stack 

FOUNDATION 

By means or visual inspection, where observable, 
the cabin's masonry pier and beam foundation is in 
serviceable condition even as the building's west 
front and south end elevations' plinth is largely cov
ered by the surrounding earthen grade. Exterior 
stone masonry grade level encroachments seem to 
pose the greatest challenge to the long-term preser
vation of the cabin's foundation. 

Minor join cracks on all sides of the dwelling are in
dicative of masonry mortar join material stress and/ 
or possible building movement in years past. Incon
sistent mortar joint material is suggestive of past 
re-pointing maintenance work involving the intro
duction of contemporary Portland cement mortar as 
opposed to lime-enriched mortars that would have 
been characteristic of the era of original construc
tion. 

Cabin HS-7 does not have a basement. 

• 

Figure 39. Wood Siding Deficiencies 
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MASONRY PORCHES 

The dwelling's main west elevation entry porch 
landing and the building's east rear doorway porch 
landing are in fair to poor condition. Given the 
porches' stone masonry construction and question
able below-grade foundations, it is amazing that 
such modest historic flat work features continue to 
exist. Comprising of roughly hand-fashioned stone 
masonry and cement mortar joints, the porches do 
pose conservation challenges and given the surfac
es' unevenness, the porches do present contem
porary life-safety deficiencies and possible risks to 
users. The historic masonry porch landings are low 
enough to grade as to not require any form of hand
rails. Nevertheless the small stoop-like size and mod
eled nature of porch surfaces do present some risks 
for users. 

Figure 40. Stone Foundation Detail 
at Northeast Comer 
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STONE MASONRY CHIMNEY 

The existing historic masonry chimney stack, serv
ing as a flue stack for the dwelling's hot water heat
er, is in poor condition above the roof line. The orig
inal fire brick lined exhaust stack was at some point 
fitted with a steel pipe flue in order to exhaust the 
hot water heater. While the condition of the inter
nal furring space concealed flue stack is uncertain, 
due to limitations on material invasive inspections, 
the brick masonry stack has likely been damaged 
by years of moisture infiltration. 

This unique architectural feature is in critical need 
of rehabilitation attention. 

The current hot water heater is 220 electric pow
ered. 

Figure 41. Front Elevation 
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HS-7. Single Occupancy Cabin 

WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Openings into historic frame structures always pose 
potentially compromising preservation challenges 
for any historic building. In the case of this cabin's 
surviving original wood sash casement windows, set 
in original wood frames, the windows are in gener
ally good repair. While a number of out-swinging 
multi-light window sashes have interior in-swinging 
wood-framed insect screens, a number of screens 
are missing. Windows appear to be in relatively 
good working order. 

It appears that the cabin's original entry doors re
main intact. The doors are in reasonably good con
dition. Exterior wooden framed screen doors, oc
curring at the front and rear doors, are stylistically 
appropriate for the character of the house despite 
the likelihood that the screen doors replaced earlier 
such doors at some point in time. The screen doors 
are in poor condition even as the doors appear to 
be performing as intended in keeping insects from 
infiltrating the building. 

Existing wood window frames, wood sash case
ment windows, and wooden trim boards appear to 
be original to the house. As previously noted, except 
for a few missing window screens, the windows ap
pear to be functioning as intended having been fairly 
well maintained. 
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Figure 42. Wood Window Detail 

EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Electrical power and cable TV connections are rout
ed into the building by underground means entering 
the structure at the dwelling's east elevation. Water 
and sewer lines are connected to the house along 
the building's east elevation. 

While recognized as necessary modern infrastruc
ture equipment inevitably and obviously attached to 
building exteriors, the electrical metering and power 
distribution appliances attached to the cabin's east 
elevation are unsightly contemporary intrusions on 
the historic exterior character of the building. 

Figure 43. Kitchen 
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INTERIOR SPACES 

The floor plan of the cabin appears to be intact as 
reflective of the original plan configuration. Numer
ous generations of evolved modernization upgrades 
within interiors have aesthetically altered the house 
far greater than any of the noted exterior modifi
cations. In the course of extensively remodeling 
interior surfaces within the cabin, the kitchen and 
bathroom spaces have been significantly altered. 
As these infrastructure critical spaces have been fit
ted with considerable contemporary electrical and 
plumbing equipment, cabinetry appointments, and 
contemporary surface finishes, considerable change 
has occurred impacting the "feeling" of the spaces. 

Contemporary spatial improvements have obvious
ly been exercised in the name of user convenience, 
sanitation improvements, and occupant comfort 
across the life of the building. Beginning with floors, 
original wood floors have been covered by carpet in 
sleeping and living areas, while sheet vinyl presently 
covers the entry, bathroom, and kitchen areas. 

Wall and ceiling surfaces, defining interior rooms, 
are finished as lightly textured, white painted gyp
sum board planes. The kitchen and dining area walls 
are painted gypsum board when not covered by 
stained wooden cabinetry. The contemporary fiber
glass shower enclosure is in poor condition having 
been marred by use over the years. Contemporary 
vinyl sheeting has been applied to all bathroom wall 
surfaces. The bath area vinyl wall treatment is in 
good condition. All vinyl flooring surfaces appear to 
be in fair condition. 

Cabinetry throughout the house is factory fabri
cated and stained. Countertops in kitchens are plas
tic laminate finished, while the bath vanity top is a 
molded acrylic material. The cabinetry and counter-
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tops are in generally good condition. Kitchen appli
ances are contemporary and apparently in working 
order. 

Electrical lighting fixtures are simple and sparse 
throughout the cabin. The bathroom is equipped 
with an exhaust fan while the cooking area's oven/ 
range is not provided with an overhead ventilator. 
The bathroom ventilator is simply vented within 
the dwelling's attic space in violation contemporary 
building codes. 

Windows and doors are trimmed with simple stock 
wood trim. Trim is painted to match adjacent wall 
surfaces. Interior wood doors are stain finished. 
All interior trim, doors, cabinetry, lightly textured 
wall and ceiling surfaces, and floor coverings are 
non-original interior finishes. 

Wood trim, including baseboards, door and win
dow surrounds and facing trims, moldings, and 
closet built-ins are in good condition. All interior 
spatial appointments such as appliances, electrical 
fixtures, plumbing fixtures, and mechanical equip
ment are reported to be working. 

Figure 44. Bathroom Vinyl Flooring 
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HS-7. Single Occupancy Cabin 

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

As previously suggested, the house appears to be in 
reasonably good structural repair, despite suspicions 
that underfloor crawl spaces may have been impact
ed by groundwater at some time. Previously noted 
critical stone plinth deterioration on the cabin's west 
and south elevation base and cracks occurring peri
odically around the plinth perimeter are suggestive 
of foundation beam movement at some point in 
time. 

Despite the lack of a comprehensive examination of 
the building's pier and beam system of floor support 
due to limitations of access throughout the house's 
crawl space, the main floor's diaphragm appears to 
be reasonably rigid under the usual floor loading of 
several adults standing in the middle of any of the 
large rooms. While it is suspected that concealed 
layers of original wood flooring survive beneath 
modern floor finishes, no invasive explorations 
to confirm th is assumption were undertaken. It is 
therefore reasonable to believe that a single layer of 
lx dimensional wood sheathing spanning floor joists 
spaced at 16" on center is adequate in supporting 
usual residential floor loads in the case of this dwell
ing. 

Aside from the pier and beam sections of the build
ing's floor structure, exterior stone masonry flat
work forming the west facing front entryway porch 
and rear east elevation entry porch are in poor con
dition. 

Roof structural systems appear to be generally 
sound with roof spans' ridgelines and supporting 
plate lines of rafters and ceiling joists showing no 
significant signs of deflection or stress. 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

In its current state, the cabin's site reads as mini
mally maintained. With respect to immediate site 
topography, the dwelling's surrounding grade is in 
need of some improved positive flow of water away 
from the perimeter of the building. This is particular
ly evident by the lack of a positive flow I ine for evac
uating water that might collect on the southwest el
evation of the house as the adjacent roadway tends 
to shed water toward the base of the cabin. 

LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

In its current state of repair the house represents 
a seasonal use residence that is at low risk of being 
lost. While generally safe, orderly, and sanitary in its 
present state, the cabin for its historic significance 
and prestigious location within the Park's employ
ee housing contexts is an outstanding candidate for 
long-term preservation. In light of certain life safety 
deficiencies, such as entry door porches that dramat
ically step down from interior spaces, and the lack of 
handrails at entry steps, it seems possible that hand
rails might be added to the building's entries 

While it is widely recommended that aPpropriate 
and aesthetically compatible handrails be added 
to the entry stairs of the majority of cabins within 
the district, HS-7's masonry porches are so relative
ly close to grade that the introduction of handrails 
seems unnecessary provided that proper stone 
porch rehabilitation work is accomplished. 
In the absence of a precise interpretation of the 

house's electrical wiring, age and safety of light 
fixtures, power receptacles, and switches, etc., as 
may be deficient in meeting contemporary power 
requirements, it is reasonable to expect that some 
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extent of electrical system enhancements will need 
to be undertaken as part of any significant future re
habilitation campaign. The dwelling is equipped with 
contemporary smoke alarms. No fire-suppression 
sprinklers exist within the cabin. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

With evidence that the house's existing water sup
ply lines and sewer lines are in good working order, 
and that all other underground-routed utilities are 
relatively recent improvements to the dwelling's oc
cupant services and its immediate site, no specific 
clarification of utility conditions were undertaken as 
part of the scope of this project investigation. The 
cabin is not mechanically heated or air-conditioned 
except for the occurrence of electric resistance base 
board heat sources at the bedroom and kitchen area. 
Resistance heating represents significant energy in
efficiencies and some degree of life safety concern. 
The current hot water heater is electric powered. 

The kitchen cooking surface is not vented by me
chanical means. The bathroom is ventilated by 
means of an overhead ceiling mounted mechanical 
fan that appears to be exhausted into the attic space. 
Exhaust venting into attic spaces is not allowed by 
contemporary building codes. 

Existing electrical panels, meter make-ups, light fix
tures, switches and convenience outlets appear to 
be in good states of repair. In order to qualify the 
overall condition, and therefore the safety and ef
ficiency of such electrical systems, an engineering 
consultant would need to be contracted to specifi
cally survey such systems beyond the scope of the 
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architectural historic structures report. In the event 
of future electrical and mechanical equipment up
grades, a well-orchestrated approach to replacing 
and/or adding state-of-the-art electrical infrastruc
ture should be defined as critical to any significant 
house rehabilitation initiative. 

Night-lighting, for the advantage of ensuring good 
security and building access safety, appears lacking 
beyond the immediate front entry porch. The rear 
entry landing is not night lighted. Some degree of 
appropriate immediate site lighting is in order in the 
name of user safety and security. 

Original underfloor crawl space vents, occurring 
within the cabin's stone plinth are intact, but the 
vents have been boarded over by plywood at some 
point in time. Such features are important as they 
provide for some positive airflow to cross ventilate 
the crawl space for proper drying following periods 
wet weather. 

Figure 45. East Elevation Immediate Site 
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HS-7. Single Occupancy Cabin 

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 

In the event of any future significant remodeling of 
the cabin, it is advisable that steps be taken to ad
dress any hazardous materials that may be present. 
Plans to provide for the treatments of potentially 
harmful contaminants, such as asbestos, lead paint, 
mold, radon gas, etc., should involve a complete se
ries of tests to determine the presence of such po
tentially harmful environmental contaminants. This 
should be a vital first step to any actual rehab devel
opment undertaking. Such suggested tests are be
yond the scope of th is study. 

While it is important to state the obvious need to 
make sure that cabin spaces are healthy environ
ments for occupants, it is assumed that the NPS has 
gone to considerable lengths over the years to im
prove on spatial atmospheric qualities in accordance 
with U.S. governmental health standards. This es
pecially in light of the number of times the house 
has been upgraded and remodeled over the years of 
employee occupancy. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous 
materials or contaminants that could pose an un
acceptable health risk to rehab workers and future 
house occupants, appropriate methods of material 
removal, pest eradication, and/or harmful material 
containment should be undertaken by specific spe
cialists employing approved treatment methods pri
or to any significant dwelling rehab campaign. 

Figure 46 Roof 

F1gu'C 48 Roof Det 
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HS-7. Single Occupancy Cabin 
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HS-8. Double Occupancy Cabin 

PLAN CONFIGURATION 
AND BUILDING FORM 

A substantial addition was made to the original cab
in employing stone pier footings (plinth) as a contin
uous beam foundation on which the wood framed 
bedroom addition was placed in keeping with the 
original cabin's structural composition. The result
ing double-pitched roof that has covered house was 
later over-roofed by a very awkward single-slopping 
roof that dramatically changed the aesthetic charac
ter of the cabin. Both the double-pitched roof form 
and single-slopped over-roof form are visible on 
both north and south elevations of the cabin. 

Vertical lx wood boards that form the exterior ga
ble end enclosures of the over-roof feature define 
an inaccessible attic space above the bedroom ad
dition. While not obvious from the cabin's principle 
east facing elevation, the unusual over-roof aspect 
of the house's form is nevertheless compromising to 
the original single bay cabin massing and more shal
low addition roof's pitch. 

r1gu C' 4q ra&t rront nevat1on 
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ROOF 

The cabin is covered by a uniform overlapping ce
dar shingle roof that exhibits signs of shingle cup
ping, splitting, and the occasional missing shingle. 
Despite evidence that the roof was painted a green 
color in years past, the paint has largely leached 
out of the shingles. 

Metal roof valleys occurring at the building's front 
elevation offset roof show signs of rusting. Unpaint
ed metal step flashings and surface applied metal 
counterflashing at the roof-to-stone chimney stack 
appear to be potentially lacking in waterproofing 
capability upon visual observation. The suspect 
metal step flashings and counter flashing have 
been very poorly maintained over the years in rep
resenting not only a questionable water prevention 
situation but an unsightly aesthetic compromise to 
the cabin's appearance. Pre-formed plumbing vent 
stack boots, occurring on the secondary rear ele
vation roof plane seem to be acting sufficiently to 
flash against moisture penetrating the attic space. 

Beyond the deteriorated condition of the exposed 
shingled roof surfaces, wood barge boards at end 
gables, shingle molds at gables, exposed 2x6 wood 
rafter ends (tails), 6x timber out-riggers acting as 
barge board supports, and roof overhang soffits ap
pear to be in reasonably sound condition. 

The roof attic space is not provided with any form 
of fresh air ventilation, either by roof top vent or 
gable end vents as characteristic on other District 
cabins. 

The cabin was added on to along the length of its 
entire western elevation. Construction of the addi
tion is noted within the building campaign chronol
ogy section of this report. 
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HS-8. Double Occupancy Cabin 

EXTERIOR WALLS 

The dwelling's masonry grade-beams and wood
frame walls are representative of original construc
tion methodologies that yielded a wooden frame 
structure placed atop a stone masonry plinth. The 
stone building base is purposeful in defense of sur
rounding grade level moisture attack from rainwater 
the result of roof drip lines, surrounding sloping site 
rainwater runoff, and/or snow banking against the 
base of the cabin. The stone plinth along the build
ing's west elevation is in a very serious state of dete
rioration with obvious sections of stonework failing 
to keep moisture from making its way to the dwell
ing's crawl space and into the partial (historic food 
storage cellar) basement. 

Existing mortar joint material and tooling is visual
ly inconsistent around the perimeter of the house. 
Differing from the stone plinth appearance at large 
employee cabins HS-2 and HS-4, this dwelling's 
stone plinth represents a much cruder application 
of un-tooled gray and buff tonal colored stones of 
less uniform sizes. The cabin's chimney stack differs 
from the other cabins inasmuch as it appears to have 
never been clad in veneer stone, or to have seen its 
stone veneer removed at some point in time. The 
brick masonry chimney stack is in fair condition with 
the upper courses of brick appearing to have suf
fered some degree of critical material loss. The fire 
stack's metal venting cap, installed at some point to 
serve as a means of venting the dwelling's hot water 
heater (presumed to have been originally gas fired 
but presently electric powered) is constructed of 
steel pipe that is badly rusted. 

Rough sawn lx8 wood siding is in generally fair con
dition. Board knots are sound and board-to-board 
joints relatively tight. Of utmost concern is the obvi
ous number of weatherboards that are split on face 

surfaces, presumably allowing rainwater to possibly 
infiltrate wood framing cavities covered by the sid
ing. Corner boards forming inside corners (butt joint
ed) and outside corners (butt jointed) are gapped in 
numerous areas thus likely contributing to cavity 
wall moisture infiltration. While no wood siding was 
removed to confirm if the cabin has a layer of felt 
paper behind weatherboards (as was called for in 
the cabins' original drawings and characteristic of 
such domestic construction), the threat of moisture 
reaching wood framing members is very serious as 
long as surface siding cracks and corner gaps are al
lowed to remain. 

The finished painting of walls and all trim, including 
door and window trim boards, barge board support 
out-riggers, exposed roof rafter ends, bird-blocking 
and overhang soffits, appear relatively sound and 
serviceable. Evidence of rather sloppy campaigns of 
exterior painting was obvious. 

Roof gable end enclosures are covered by lx8 wood 
siding as called for in original drawings. The gable 
ends of HS-8 are lacking of any attic space vents as 
are indicated in original drawings and present at oth
er core cabins. Gable siding, like weatherboard wall 
planes, is uniformly intact and seemingly weather 
tight. 

Figure 50. South Elevation 
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FOUNDATION AND BASEMENT 

By means or visual inspection the cabin's masonry 
pier and beam foundation is serviceable condition 
even as the building's west rear elevation plinth is in 
a deteriorated state. Exterior stone masonry cond i
tions seem to pose the greatest challenge to the Ion
term preservation of the Cabin's foundation. 

Mortar join cracks on all sides of the dwelling are in
dicative of masonry mortar join material stress and/ 
or possible building movement in years past. Incon
sistent mortar joint material is suggestive of past 
re-pointing maintenance work involving the intro
duction of contemporary Portland cement mortar as 
opposed to lime-enriched mortars that would have 
been characteristic of the era of original construc
tion. 

As observed from basement space access, wooden 
floor joists resting atop conventional wooden anchor 
plates appear sound. Load bearing brick walls form
ing the rectangular partial basement appear reason
ably true and sound. The basement's cast concrete 
floor appears to be in fair condition. Despite the 
relatively stable condition of the walls, evidence of 
masonry joint weeps and soil having washed over 
the top of the basement's west wall, clearly suggest 
that periodic infiltration of moisture to the rear west 
elevation wall of the basement does occur. It is un
certain if the basement is fitted with a dry well drain 
within the concrete floor due to earth having been 
washed into the basement. 

As result of a reported water leak that occurred in 
proximity to the basement, a considerable amount of 
water did collect in the basement for several weeks. 
The basement does not appear to have suffered sig
nificant structural compromise. By September 2015, 
the basement was dry. Given the inherently dry con-
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ditions of this part of Utah, the basement had not 
been predisposed to being impacted by water infil
tration until which time the noted water line break 
occurred. 

It appears that the basement may not have been 
accessed for some length of time prior to the re
cent water line break. The basement ships-ladder 
stair, accessed through a floor level service hatch, 
is in very poor condition to the point of being 
deemed unsafe. Appearing to have not been used 
for a considerably long time, it is fair to deduce that 
the basement will continue to be a non-accessible 
space within the dwelling. 

Figure 51. Roof Details 

Figure 52. West Elevation with Soil Banked 
Against Lower Wall. 
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HS-8. Double Occupancy Cabin 

Figure 53. Stone Plinth Detail, Southeastern comer 

BRICK MASONRY CHIMNEY 

The existing historic brick masonry chimney stack, 
originally serving as a flue stack for the dwelling's 
hot water heater, appears to be in reasonably good 
condition above the roofline. The uppermost brick 
courses of the stack show signs of spalling even with 
the stack's top opening having been cement grout 
sealed at some point in the past. The masonry stack 
has also been fitted with a steel pipe flue at some 
time in order to exhaust the dwelling's hot water 
heater when LP gas fired. The contemporary wa
ter heater is electric powered. While the condition 
of the internal furring space concealed flue stack 
is uncertain, due to limitations on material invasive 
inspections, the brick masonry stack is likely in fair 
condition in judging the exterior condition of the 
brick stack. 

The chimney stack is in critical need of rehabilita
tion attention. 

MASONRY STAIRS AND PORCHES 

The dwelling's main east elevation entry stair treads 
and porch landing are in generally good condition 
even if presenting certain user safety issues. Stair 
treads and porch were roughly hand-fashioned with 
masonry mortar joints that due to their unevenness 
present contemporary life-safety deficiencies and 
possible risks to users. The historic masonry stairs 
and porch landing are absent any form of handrail, 
posing some risks for users. 

Figure 54. Brick Masonry Basement Walls 
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Figure 55. Basement Ships-ladder 

Figure 56. Wooden Side Entry Porch 
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WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Openings into historic frame structures always 
pose potentially compromising preservation chal
lenges for any historic building. In the case of this 
cabin's surviving original wood sash casement win
dows, set in original wood frames, the windows are 
in fair condition. While a number of out-swinging 
multi-light window sashes have interior in-swinging 
wood framed insect screens, a number of screens 
are missing. The window screens are missing from 
the building addition's in-swinging hopper windows. 
Windows appear to be in relatively good working or
der. 

It appears that the cabin's original front entry doors 
remains intact. The east elevation entry door is in 
reasonably good condition. The north elevation side 
entry door is not original to the cabin. 

Exterior wooden framed screen doors, occurring at 
the front and side doors, are stylistically appropriate 
for the character of the house despite the likelihood 
that the screen doors replaced earlier such doors at 
some point in time. The screen doors are in poor 
condition even as the doors appear to be performing 
as intended in keeping insects from infiltrating the 
building. 

Existing wood window frames, wood sash case
ment windows, and wooden trim boards appear to 
be generally original to the house. As opposed to 
the other small core cabins' windows, the windows 
of cabin HS-8 are in noticeably poorer condition thus 
rendering the windows less functional not having 
been sufficiently maintained. 
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HS-8. Double Occupancy Cabin 

Figure 57. Wood window detail 

INTERIOR SPACES 

The floor plan of the cabin appears to be intact as 
reflective of the original plan configuration plus the 
dwelling's 1940's addition. Numerous generations 
of evolved modernization upgrades within interi
ors have aesthetically altered the house far greater 
than any of the noted exterior modifications. In the 
course of extensively modifying interior surfaces 
within the cabin, the kitchen and bathroom spac
es have been significantly altered. As these infra
structure critical spaces have been fitted with con
siderable contemporary electrical and plumbing 
equipment, cabinetry appointments, and contem
porary surface finishes, considerable change has 
occurred impacting the "feeling" of the spaces. 

Contemporary spatial improvements have obvious
ly been exercised in the name of user convenience, 
sanitation improvements, and occupant comfort 
across the life of the building. Beginning with floors, 
original wood floors have been covered by carpet in 
sleeping and living areas, while sheet vinyl present
ly covers the entry, bathroom, and kitchen areas. 

Wall and ceiling surfaces defining interior rooms 
are finished as lightly textured, white painted gyp-

sum board planes. The kitchen and dining area 
walls are painted gypsum board when not cov
ered by stained wooden cabinetry. The contem
porary fiberglass shower enclosure is in poor con
dition having been marred by use over the years. 
Contemporary vinyl sheeting has been applied 
to all bathroom wall surfaces. The bath area vi
nyl wall treatment is in good condition. All vinyl 
flooring surfaces appear to be in fair condition. 

Cabinetry throughout the house is factory fab
ricated and stained. Countertops in kitchens are 
plastic laminate finished, while the bath vanity 
top is a molded acrylic material. Wood cabine
try with plastic laminate countertops within the 
kitchen and bathroom cabinetry are in generally 
good condition. Kitchen appliances are contem
porary and apparently in good working order. 

Electrical lighting fixtures are simple and 
sparse throughout the cabin. The bathroom is 
equipped with an exhaust fan while the cook
ing area's oven/range is not provided with an 
overhead ventilator. The bathroom exhaust fan 
is vented through the attic leading to the exte
rior of the house through the south end gable. 

Windows and doors are trimmed with sim
ple stock wood trim. Trim is painted in match
ing adjacent wall surfaces. Interior wood doors 
are stain finished. All interior trim, doors, cabine
try, lightly textured wall and ceiling surfaces, and 
floor coverings are non-original interior finishes. 

Wood trim, including baseboards, door and win
dow surrounds and facing trims, moldings, and 
closet built-ins are in good condition. All interi
or spatial appointments such as appliances, elec
trical fixtures, plumbing fixtures, and mechan
ical equipment are reported to be in working. 
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Figure 58. Floor composition showing original 1x Shiplap 
Decking, h1stonc 1 x Hardwood finishing flooring and con

temporary 3/8'' thick plywood leveling sub-flooring 

EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Electrical power and cable TV connections are rout
ed into the building by underground means enter
ing the structure at the dwelling's north elevation. 
Water and sewer lines are connected to the house 
along the building's west rear elevation. 

While recognized as necessary modern infrastruc
ture equipment inevitably and obviously attached to 
building exteriors, the electrical metering and power 
distribution appliances attached to the cabin's north 
elevation are unsightly contemporary intrusions on 
the historic exterior character of the building. 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

In its current state, the cabin's site reads as mini
mally maintained. With respect to immediate site 
topography, the dwelling's surrounding grade is in 
need of some improved positive flow of water from 
around the perimeter of the building. This is partic
ularly evident by the lack of a positive flow line for 
evacuating water that might collect on the west rear 
elevation of the house as a knoll rises immediately 
to the west of the house sloping toward the cabin. 

Surviving historical archaeological site features such 
as a very early firehydrant and adjacent firefighting 
hose storage cabinet should be respectfully cared for 
and remain in place. 

Small Seasonal I 
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WOODEN PORCH 

The secondary north elevation wooden porch is in 
fair to poor condition. The absence of a handrail 
poses some limited dwelling user risk. 

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

The house appears to be in reasonably good struc
tural repair, despite the occurrence of some criti
cal stone plinth deterioration on the cabin's west 
elevation base and cracks occurring periodically 
around the plinth perimeter suggestive of build
ing foundation beam movement at some point in 
time. 

Despite the lack of a comprehensive examination 
of the building's pier and beam system of floor sup
port due to limitations of access throughout the 
house's crawl space, the main floor's diaphragm 
appears to be reasonably rigid under the usual 
floor loading of several adults standing in the mid
dle of any of the large rooms. While inspecting the 
cabin, concealed layers of original wood flooring 
were discovered beneath modern floor finishes. It 
is therefore reasonable to conclude that a single 
layer of lx dimensional wood sheathing spanning 
floor joists spaced at 16" on center is adequate in 
supporting usual residential floor loads in the case 
of this dwelling and likely the other cabins. 

Aside from the pier and beam sections of the 
building's floor structure, exterior stone masonry 
forming the front east elevation entry stairway are 
in reasonably sound and serviceable condition. 
Roof structural systems appear to be generally 

sound with roof spans' ridgelines and supporting 
plate lines of rafters and ceiling joists showing no 
significant signs of deflection or stress. 
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HS-8. Double Occupancy Cabin 

LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

In its current state of repair the house represents 
a seasonal use residence that is at low risk of being 
lost. While generally safe, orderly, and sanitary in its 
present state, the cabin for its historic significance 
and prestigious location within the Park's employ
ee housing context, is an outstanding candidate for 
long-term preservation. Despite certain life safety 
deficiencies, such as entry door porches that dra
matically step down from interior spaces, it is obvi
ous that the cabin is vital to ongoing occupant use as 
seasonal Park housing. 

In the absence of a precise interpretation of the 
house's electrical wiring, age and safety of light 
fixtures, power receptacles, and switches, etc., as 
may be deficient in meeting contemporary power 
requirements, it is reasonable to expect that some 
extent of electrical system enhancements will need 
to be undertaken as part of any significant future re
habilitation campaign. The dwelling is equipped with 
contemporary smoke alarms. No fire-suppression 
sprinklers exist within the cabin. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

The cabin is not a publicly accessible building within 
the framework of the Park's visitor accommodations 
obligations. Due to the elevated nature of the pier 
and beam main floor plane of the house, the dwell
ing is not ADA accessible, nor is the house equipped 
in any measurable way to meet the demands of the 
ADA mandates for certain residential properties. 
NPS regulations should be referred to with respect 
to employee housing performance requirements in 
response to employees with disabilities consider
ations. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

At the time of this report's initial field survey work, 
the water had been turned off within the house 
awaiting a final confirmation that the rear water line 
repairs had been adequately accomplished. Return
ing the house's plumbing to sound working order 
was deemed vital to getting occupants back in the 
dwelling and thus critical to the ongoing utilization 
and maintenance of the cabin. 

According to NPS building maintenance personnel, 
the house's existing water supply Ii nes and sewer 
lines were in good working order prior to the house 
being taken out of service due to the main water line 
break. All other underground-routed utilities are 
relatively recent improvements to the dwelling's oc
cupant services and its immediate site. No specific 
clarification of utility conditions were undertaken as 
part of the scope of this project investigation. The 
cabin is not mechanically heated or air-conditioned 
except for the occurrence of electric resista nee base
board heat sources at the bed room and kitchen area. 
Resistance heating represents significant energy in
efficiencies and some degree of life safety concern. 
The current hot water heater is electric powered. 

The kitchen cooking surfaces are not ventilated by 
overhead mechanical means. The bathroom is ven
tilated by means of an overhead ceiling mounted 
mechanical fan. The bathroom ventilator is vented 
to the exterior of the house by way of the south roof 
gable. 

Existing electrical panels, meter make-ups, light fix
tures, switches and convenience outlets appear to 
be in good states of repair. In order to qualify the 
overall condition, and therefore the safety and ef
ficiency of such electrical systems, an engineering 
consultant would need to be contracted to specifi-
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cally survey such systems beyond the scope of the 
architectural historic structures report. In the event 
of future electrical and mechanical equipment up
grades, a well-orchestrated approach to replacing 
and/or adding state-of-the-art electrical infrastruc
ture should be defined as critical to any significant 
house rehabilitation initiative. 

Night-lighting, for the advantage of ensuring good 
security and building access safety, appears lacking 
beyond immediate main entry porches and side en
try landing lights. Some degree of appropriate im
mediate site lighting is in order in the name of user 
safety and security. 

Underfloor crawl space vents occurring within the 
original cabin's stone plinth at gable ends of the 
house are intact, yet the vents have been impact
ed by earth banking up against some of the vents at 
some point in time. One existing underfloor space 
vent along the building's west rear elevation is open 
to air circulation. Such features are important as 
they provide for some positive airflow to cross ven
tilate the crawls space for proper drying following 
periods of wet weather. 

Figure 59. Historic Firehose Cabinet, Fire 
Hydrant and Water Cut-off Access 
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 
In the event of any future significant remodeling of 

the cabin, it is advisable that steps be taken to ad
dress any hazardous materials that may be present. 
Plans to provide for the treatment of potentially 
harmful contaminants, such as asbestos, lead paint, 
mold, radon gas, etc., should involve a complete se
ries of tests to determine their presence or absence. 
This should be a vital first step to any actual rehab 
development undertaking. Such suggested tests are 
beyond the scope of this study. 

While it is important to state the obvious need to 
make sure that cabin spaces are healthy environ
ments for occupants, it is assumed that the NPS has 
gone to considerable lengths over the years to im
prove on spatial atmospheric qualities in accordance 
with U.S. governmental health standards. This es
pecially in light of the number of times the house 
has been upgraded and remodeled over the years of 
employee occupancy. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous ma
terials or contaminants that could pose an unaccept
able health risk to rehab workers and future house 
occupants, appropriate methods of material remov
al, pest eradication, and/or harmful material con
tainment should be undertaken by specific special
ists employing approved treatment methods prior to 
any significant dwelling rehab campaign. 

Figure 60. Soil Banked Against Cabin Wall 
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HS-8. Double Occupancy Cabin 
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HS-9. Single Occupancy Cabin 

ROOF 

The cabin is covered by a typical uniform overlap
ping cedar shingle roof that exhibits signs of shingle 
cupping, splitting, and the occasional missing shingle. 
Despite evidence that the roof was painted a green 
color in years past, the paint has largely leached out 
of the shingles. 

Metal roof valleys occurring at the building's front 
elevation offset roof show signs of rushing. Surface 
applied metal flashing surrounding the roof-to-stone 
chimney stack appear to be potentially lacking in 
waterproofing capability upon visual observation. 
The suspect metal flashings have been very poorly 
applied at some time in the past representing not 
only a questionable water prevention situation but 
an unsightly aesthetic compromise to the cabin's ap
pearance. Pre-formed plumbing vent stack boots, 
occurring on the secondary rear elevation roof plane 
seem to be acting sufficiently to flash against mois
ture penetrating the attic space. 

Beyond the deteriorated condition of the exposed 
shingled roof surfaces, wood barge boards at end ga
bles, shingle molds at gables, exposed 2x6 wood raf
ter ends (tails), 6x timber out-riggers acting as barge 
board supports, and roof overhang soffits, appear to 
be in reasonably sound condition. 

The roof attic space is provided fresh air ventilation 
by means of gable end vents as characteristic on oth
er District cabins. The vents appear to be in good 
condition. 

Figure 6" Front ea~t elevat10" 

F19.,•e 62 Roof Deta 

F 1gu•e 63 Roof Det.3 
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EXTERIOR WA S 

As previously described, the dwelling's masonry 
grade-beams and wood frame walls are represen
tative of original construction methodologies that 
yielded a wooden frame structure placed atop a 
stone masonry plinth. The stone building base is 
purposeful in defense of surrounding grade level 
moisture attack from rain water the result of roof 
drip lines, surrounding sloping site rainwater runoff, 
and/or snow banking against the base of the cabin. 
With the stone plinth along the building's west front 
and south end elevation having been partially cov
ered by soil over the years, concerns are warranted 
about the approximation of surrounding grade to 
venerable wood building fabric. 

As the plinth is presently below the exterior grade 
level at the southwest corner for the dwelling, bot
tom weatherboards are directly exposed to the grade 
as the affected sections of stone work fail to keep 
moisture from impacting lower boards of wood sid
ing. Rain water runoff is likely finding its way within 
the dwelling's crawl space during extended periods 
of rain. This is a circumstance of serious preservation 
concern. 

Existing mortar joint material and tooling is fair
ly consistent visually around the perimeter of the 
house. Differing from the stone plinth appearance at 
large employee cabins HS-2 and HS-4, this dwelling's 
stone plinth represents a much cruder application of 
u n-tooled gray and buff tonal colored stones of less 
uniform sizes. The cabin's stone veneered chimney 
stack is in very poor condition. As chimney stack in
ternal fire bricks have become exposed to the ele
ments over time, upper-most bricks are in very poor 
condition. The fire stack's rather long metal venting 
stack, installed at some point to serve as a means of 
venting the dwelling's hot water heater; is construct
ed of galvanized metal that is badly rusted. 
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Rough sawn lx8 wood siding is in generally fair 
condition. Board knots are sound and board-to
board joints relatively tight. Of utmost concern is 
the obvious number of weatherboards that are split 
on face surfaces presumably allowing rain water to 
possibly infiltrate wood framing cavities covered by 
the siding. Corner boards forming inside corners 
(butt jointed) and outside corners (miter jointed) 
are gapped in numerous areas thus likely contribut
ing to cavity wall moisture infiltration. 

While no wood siding was removed to confirm if 
the cabin has a layer of felt paper behind weath
erboards, as was called for in the cabins' original 
drawings and characteristic of such domestic con
struction, the threat of moisture reaching wood 
framing members is very serious as long as surface 
siding cracks and corner gaps are allowed to re
main. 

The finished painting of walls and all trim, including 
door and window trim boards, barge board support 
out-riggers, exposed roof rafter ends, bird-blocking, 
and overhang soffits, appear relatively sound and 
serviceable. Evidence of rather sloppy campaigns 
of exterior painting is obvious. 

Roof gable end enclosures are covered by lx8 
wood siding as called for in original drawings. The 
gable ends of HS-9 are fitted with attic space vents 
as are indicated in original drawings in providing for 
fresh air ventilation within the attic. The vents ap
pear to be in good condition. 

Gable siding, like weatherboard wall planes, are 
uniformly intact and seemingly weather tight. 
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HS-9. Single Occupancy Cabin 

Figure 64. Southwest Oblique Exhibiting 
Grading Challenges 

FOUNDATION 

By means of visual inspections where observable, 
the cabin's masonry pier and beam foundation is in 
serviceable condition even as the building's west 
front and south end elevations' plinth is partially 
covered by the surrounding earthen grade. Exterior 
stone masonry grade level encroachments seem to 
pose the greatest challenge to the long-term preser
vation of the cabin's foundation. 

Minor join-cracks on all sides of the dwelling are in
dicative of masonry mortar joint material stress and/ 
or possible building movement in years past. Incon
sistent mortar joint material is suggestive of past 
re-pointing maintenance work involving the intro
duction of contemporary Portland cement mortar as 
opposed to lime-enriched mortars that would have 
been characteristic of the era of original construc
tion. 

Cabin HS-9 does not have a basement. 

Figure 65. Asphalt road bed at base of structure 

Figure 66. Stone plinth 
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MASONRY PORCHES 

The dwelling's main west elevation entry porch 
landing is in fair condition, while the building's east 
rear doorway porch landing is in very poor condition 
to the point of being dangerous for cabin occupants. 
Given both porches' stone masonry construction 
and questionable below-grade foundations, it is 
amazing that such modest historic flatwork features 
continue to exist. Comprising of roughly hand-fash
ioned stone masonry and cement mortar joints, the 
porches do pose conservation challenges, given the 
surfaces' unevenness, the porches also pose con
temporary life-safety deficiencies and possible risks 
to users. The historic masonry porch landings are 
low enough to grade as to not require any form of 
handrails. Nevertheless the small stoop like size and 
uneven nature of porch surfaces do present some 
risks for users. 

STONE MASONRY CHIMNEY 

The existing historic masonry chimney stack, wich 
most recently served as a fluestack for the dwelling's 
hot water heater, is in poor condition above the roof
line. The original fire brick lined exhaust stack was at 
some point fitted with a rather long metal flue in or
der to exhaust the hot water heater. While the con
dition of the internal furring space concealed flue 
stack is uncertain, due to limitations on material in
vasive inspections, the brick masonry stack has likely 
been damaged by years of moisture infiltration. 

This unique architectural feature is in critical need 
of rehabilitation attention. 
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Figure 67. Chimney Stack 
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HS-9. Single Occupancy Cabin 

WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Openings into historic frame structures always pose 
potentially compromising preservation challenges 
for any historic building. In the case of this cabin's 
surviving original wood sash casement windows, set 
in original wood frames, the windows are in gener
ally good repair. While a number of out-swinging 
multi-light window sashes have interior in-swinging 
wood-framed insect screens, a number of screens 
are missing. Windows appear to be in relatively 
good working order. 

It appears that the cabin's original entry doors re
main intact. The doors are in reasonably good con
dition. Exterior wooden framed screen doors, oc
curring at the front and rear doors, are stylistically 
appropriate for the character of the house despite 
the likelihood that the screen doors replaced earlier 
such doors at some point in time. The screen doors 
are in poor condition even as the doors appear to 
be performing as intended in keeping insects from 
infiltrating the building. 

Existing wood window frames, wood sash case
ment windows, and wooden trim boards appear to 
be original to the house. As previously noted, except 
for a few missing window screens, the windows ap
pear to be functioning as intended having been fairly 
well maintained. 

Figure 68. Window 

Figure 69. Window Detail 

Figure 70. Door Detail 
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INTERIOR SPACES 

The floor plan of the cabin appears to be intact as 
reflective of the original plan configuration. Numer
ous generations of evolved modernization upgrades 
within interiors have aesthetically altered the house 
far greater than any of the noted exterior modifica
tions. In the course of extensively altering interior 
surfaces within the cabin, the kitchen and bathroom 
spaces have been significantly modified. As these 
infrastructure critical spaces have been fitted with 
considerable contemporary electrical and plumbing 
equipment, cabinetry appointments, and contem
porary surface finishes, considerable change has oc
curred impacting the "feeling" of the spaces. 

Contemporary spatial improvements have obvious
ly been exercised in the name of user convenience, 
sanitation improvements, and occupant comfort 
across the life of the building. Beginning with floors, 
original wood floors have been covered by carpet in 
sleeping and living areas, while sheet vinyl presently 
covers the entry, bathroom, and kitchen areas. 
Wall and ceiling surfaces defining interior rooms are 

finished as lightly textured, white painted gypsum 
board planes. The kitchen and dining area walls are 
painted gypsum board when not covered by stained 
wooden cabinetry. The contemporary fiberglass 
shower enclosure is in poor condition having been 
marred by use over the years. Contemporary vinyl 
sheeting has been applied to all bathroom wall sur
faces. The bath area vinyl wall treatment is in good 
condition. All vinyl flooring surfaces appear to be in 
fair condition. 

Cabinetry throughout the house is factory fabricat
ed and stained. Countertops in kitchens are plastic 
laminate finished, while the bath vanity top is a mold
ed acrylic material. The cabinetry and countertops 
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are in generally good condition. Kitchen appliances 
are contemporary and apparently in working order. 

Electrical lighting fixtures are simple and sparse 
throughout the cabin. The bathroom is equipped 
with an exhaust fan, while the cooking area's oven/ 
range is not provided with an overhead ventilator. 
Mechanical ventilators are simply vented within the 
dwelling's attic space in violation of contemporary 
building codes. 

Windows and doors are trimmed with simple stock 
wood trim. Trim is painted to match adjacent wall 
surfaces. Interior wood doors are stain finished. 
All interior trim, doors, cabinetry, lightly textured 
wall and ceiling surfaces, and floor coverings are 
non-original interior finishes. 

Wood trim, including baseboards, door and win
dow surrounds and facing trims, moldings, and clos
et built-ins are in good condition. All interior spatial 
appointments such as appliances, electrical fixtures, 
plumbing fixtures, and mechanical equipment are 
reported to be in working order. 

Figure 71. Kitchen cabinetry 
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HS-9. Single Occupancy Cabin 

Figure 72. Typical Contemporary Lighting 

EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Electrical power and cable TV connections are rout
ed into the building by underground means entering 
the structure at the dwelling's east elevation. Water 
and sewer lines are connected to the house along 
the building's east elevation. An in-ground concrete 
encased water main make-up element exists behind 
this cabin as a very obvious utility site feature. 

While recognized as necessary modern infrastruc
ture equipment inevitably and obviously attached to 
building exteriors, the electrical metering and power 
distribution appliances attached to the cabin's east 
elevation are unsightly contemporary intrusions on 
the historic exterior character of the building. 

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

The house appears to be in reasonably good struc
tural repair, despite suspicions that underfloor crawl 
spaces may have been impacted by groundwater at 
some time. Previously noted points where the stone 
plinth is concealed by earth on part of the cabin's 
west and south elevation pose important preserva
tion challenges for the building. Areas where base 
cracks occur periodically around the plinth perime
ter are suggestive of possible building beam move
ment at some point in time. 

Despite the lack of a comprehensive examination of 
the building's pier and beam system offloor support 
due to limitations of access throughout the house's 
crawl space, the main floor's diaphragm appears to 
be reasonably rigid under the usual floor loading of 
several adults standing in the middle of any of the 
large rooms. While it is suspected that concealed 
layers of original wood flooring survive beneath 
modern floor finishes, no invasive explorations 
to confirm this assumption were undertaken. It is 
therefore reasonable to believe that a single layer of 
lx dimensional wood sheathing spanning floor joists 
spaced at 16" on center is adequate in supporting 
usual residential floor loads in the case of this dwell
ing. 

Aside from the pier and beam sections of the build
ing's floor structure, exterior stone masonry forming 
the west facing front entryway porch and rear east 
elevation entry porch are in poor condition. 

Roof structural systems appear to be generally 
sound with roof spans' ridgelines and supporting 
plate lines of rafters and ceiling joists showing no 
significant signs of deflection or stress. 
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IMMEDIATE SITE 

In its current state, the cabin's site reads as mini
mally maintained. With respect to immediate site 
topography, the dwelling's surrounding grade is in 
need of some improved positive flow of water away 
from the perimeter of the building. This is particu
larly evident by the lack of a positive flow line for 
evacuating water that might collect on the south
west corner of the main elevation of the house as 
the water appears to tend to run off of the core road 
bed toward the cabin. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

The cabin is not a publicly accessible building within 
the framework of the Park's visitor accommodations 
obligations. Due to the elevated nature of the pier 
and beam main floor plane of the house, the dwell
ing is not ADA accessible, nor is the house equipped 
in any measurable way to meet the demands of the 
ADA mandates for certain residential properties. 
NPS regulations should be referred to with respect 
to employee housing performance requirements in 
response to employees with disabilities consider
ations. 
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Figure 73. Water Meter and Basement Vent 

Figure 74. Soil Covering Foundation 

Figure 75. Siding 
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HS-9. Single Occupancy Cabin 

LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

In its current state of repair the house represents 
a seasonal use residence that is at low risk of being 
lost. While generally safe, orderly, and sanitary in its 
present state, the cabin for its historic significance 
and prestigious location within the Park's employ
ee housing context is an outstanding candidate for 
long-term preservation. Despite certain life safety 
deficiencies, such as entry door porches that dra
matically step down from interior spaces, and the 
lack of handrails at entry steps, it is obvious that the 
cabin is vital to ongoing occupant use as seasonal 
Park housing. 

The cabin's rear entry porch poses considerable 
building user safety concerns. 

In the absence of a precise interpretation of the 
house's electrical wiring, age and safety of light 
fixtures, power receptacles, and switches, etc., as 
may be deficient in meeting contemporary power 
requirements, it is reasonable to expect that some 
extent of electrical system enhancements will need 
to be undertaken as part of any significant future re
habilitation campaign. The dwelling is equipped with 
contemporary smoke alarms. No fire-suppression 
sprinklers exist within the cabin. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

With evidence that the house's existing water sup
ply lines and sewer lines are in good working order, 
and that all other underground-routed utilities are 
relatively recent improvements to the dwelling's oc
cupant services and its immediate site, no specific 
clarification of utility conditions were undertaken as 
part of the scope of this project investigation. The 
cabin is not mechanically heated or air-conditioned 
except for the occurrence of electric resista nee base
board heat sources at the bedroom and kitchen area. 
Resistance heating represents significant energy in
efficiencies and some degree of life safety concern. 

The kitchen cooking surfaces are not ventilated by 
overhead mechanical means. The bathroom is ven
tilated by means of an overhead ceiling mounted 
mechanical fan. The bathroom ventilator appears to 
be vented into the attic of the house. Exhaust vent
ing into attic spaces is not allowed by contemporary 
building codes. 

Existing electrical panels, meter make-ups, light fix
tures, switches and convenience outlets appear to 
be in good states of repair. In order to qualify the 
overall condition, and therefore the safety and ef
ficiency of such electrical systems, an engineering 
consultant would need to be contracted to specifi
cally survey such systems beyond the scope of the 
architectural historic structures report. In the event 
of future electrical and mechanical equipment up
grades, a well-orchestrated approach to replacing 
and/or adding state-of-the-art electrical infrastruc
ture should be defined as critical to any significant 
house rehabilitation initiative. 
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Night-lighting, for the advantage of ensuring good 
security and building access safety, appears lacking 
beyond immediate front entry porch landing light. 
The rear entry landing is not night lighted. Some de
gree of appropriate immediate site lighting is in or
der in the name of user safety and security. 

Original underfloor crawl space vents occurring 
within the cabin's stone plinth are intact, but the 
vents have been boarded over by plywood at some 
point in time. Such features are important as they 
provide for some positive airflow to cross ventilate 
the crawl space for proper drying following periods 
wet weather. 
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 

In the event of any future significant remodeling 
of the cabin, it is advisable that steps be taken to 
address any hazardous materials that may be pres
ent. Plans to provide for the treatments of poten
tially harmful contaminants, such as asbestos, lead 
paint, mold, radon gas, etc., should involve a com
plete series of tests to determine their presence. 
This should be a vital first step to any actual rehab 
development undertaking. Such suggested tests 
are beyond the scope of this study. 

While it is important to state the obvious need to 
make sure that cabin spaces are healthy environ
ments for occupants, it is assumed that the NPS 
has gone to considerable lengths over the years to 
improve on spatial atmospheric qualities in accor
dance with U.S. governmental health standards. 
This especially in light of the number of times the 
house has been upgraded and remodeled over the 
years of employee occupancy. 

When planning to abate any potentially hazardous 
materials or contaminants that could pose an un
acceptable health risk to rehab workers and future 
house occupants, appropriate methods of material 
removal, pest eradication, and/or harmful material 
containment should be undertaken by specific spe
cialists employing approved treatment methods 
prior to any significant dwelling rehab campaign. 
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HS-9. Single Occupancy Cabin 
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HS-10. Double Occupancy Cabin 

PLAN CONFIGURATION 
AND BlJI DING FORM 

A substantial addition was made to the original cab
in employing stone pier footings (plinth) as a contin
uous beam foundation on which the wood framed 
bedroom addition was placed in keeping with the 
original cabin's structural composition. Historic pho
tos verify that a shallower pitched secondary roof 
was placed over the bedroom addition. The resulting 
double-pitched roof that has covered the house was 
added at a later date was over-roofed by a very awk
ward single-slopping roof that dramatically changed 
the aesthetic character of the cabin. Both the dou
ble-pitched roof form and single-slopped over-roof 
form are visible on both north and south elevations 
of the cabin. 

Vertical lx wood boards that form the exterior ga
ble end enclosures of the over-roof feature define 
an inaccessible attic space above the bedroom ad
dition. While not obvious from the cabin's principle 
east facing elevation, the unusual over-roof aspect 
of the house's form is nevertheless compromising to 
the original single bay cabin massing. 

Figure 76. East F•ort Elevation 

Figure 77. South Elevat o" 
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ROOF 

The cabin is covered by a uniformly overlapping 
cedar shingle roof that exhibits signs of shingle cup
ping, splitting, and the occasional missing shingle. A 
stripped patterning of shingle courses occurring ap
proximately every 5 or 6 courses result in equal bays 
of gridded lines running length wise across the roof. 
Despite evidence that the roof was painted a green 
color in years past, the paint has largely leached out 
of the shingles. 

Painted metal surface applied metal flashings at 
the roof-to-stone chimney stack, appear to be well 
installed in acting to waterproof attic space from 
moisture infiltration. The metal flashing appears to 
have been nicely maintained as compares the oth
er district cabins. Pre-formed plumbing vent stack 
boots, occurring on the secondary rear elevation 
roof plane, seem to be acting sufficiently to flash 
against moisture penetrating the attic space. 

Beyond the deteriorated condition of the exposed 
shingled roof surfaces, wood barge boards at end ga
bles, shingle molds at gables, exposed 2x6 wood raf
ter ends (tails), 6x timber out-riggers acting as barge 
board supports, roof overhang soffits and entry 
porch ceiling, and entry porch timber framing mem
bers appear to be in reasonably sound condition. 

The roof attic space is provided fresh air ventilation 
by a gable end vent on the south facing elevation. A 
roof attic gable vent is noticeably absent from the 
cabin's north elevation. The cabin was added on to 
along the length of its entire western elevation in the 
late 1940's. 
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F gure 78. Roof detail 

F !Jure 79. Lower west wall siding cove·ed by S011 
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HS-10. Double Occupancy Cabin 

Figure 80. Chimney Stack Detail Figure 82. Main Entry Post and Beam Works 

Figure 81. Split Weatherboard Siding Figure 83. Stone Plinth, South Elevation 
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EXTERIOR WALLS 
The dwelling's masonry grade-beams and wood 

frame walls are representative of original construc
tion methodologies that yielded a wooden frame 
structure placed atop a stone masonry plinth. The 
stone building base is purposeful in defense of sur
rounding grade level moisture attack from rainwater 
the result of roof drip lines, surrounding sloping site 
rainwater runoff, and/or snow banking against the 
base of the cabin. The stone plinth along the build
ing's west elevation is largely covered by soil that has 
been deposited against the lower weatherboards 
of the west elevation. In light of this circumstance 
moisture is likely making its way to the dwelling's 
crawl space and possibly negatively impacting the 
house's floor support framing. 

Where exposed on the east and north elevations, 
existing mortar joint material and masonry tooling is 
visually more consistent than the other cabins that 
contribute to the District core. Differing from the 
stone plinth appearance at large employee cabins 
HS-2 and HS-4, and the other smaller seasonal em
ployee housing, this dwelling's stone plinth it capped 
by a wood water-table detail as a transition between 
plinth and wood siding wall. The roughly tooled gray 
and buff tonal colored stones contributing to the 
plinth are laid up more in keeping with the large em
ployee cabins. 

The stone masonry chimney stack is in good con
dition as compared to the other small cabins'. De
spite the sound appearance of the chimney it is likely 
that the stack's stone veneer surface has been par
tially reduced in height, thereby exposing twin clay 
flue stacks that extend well above the existing stone 
chimney height. The metal coupling feature sur
rounding the clay flue stacks is rusted and of ques
tionable integrity in support of the stacks. 
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The chimney serves as a means of venting the 
dwelling's freestanding woodstove. Twin clay tile 
flue stacks are absent any kind of rain hood. 

Rough sawn lx8 wood siding is in fair to poor 
condition. Board knots are largely absent even as 
board-to-board joints are gapped and lower wall 
weatherboards along the west and south eleva
tions show signs of extensive wood rot. 

Of utmost concern is the obvious number of 
weatherboards that are split on face surfaces, pre
sumably allowing rainwater to possibly infiltrate 
wood framing cavities covered by the siding. Cor
ner boards forming inside corners (butt jointed) 
and outside corners (miter jointed) are gapped in 
numerous areas thus likely contributing to cavity 
wall moisture infiltration. While no wood siding 
was removed to confirm if the cabin has a layer of 
felt paper behind weatherboards (as was called for 
in the cabins' original drawings and characteristic 
of such domestic construction), the threat of mois
ture reaching wood framing members is very seri
ous as long as surface siding cracks and corner gaps 
are allowed to remain. 

The finished painting of walls and all trim, including 
door and window trim boards, barge board support 
out-riggers, exposed roof rafter ends, bird-block
ing, overhang soffits, and main entry porch post 
and beam details appear relatively sound and ser
viceable. Evidence of rather sloppy campaigns of 
exterior painting is obvious. 

Roof gable end enclosures are covered by lx verti
cal wood siding seemingly in character with original 
construction. The gable ends include a wood vent 
at the south elevation only allowing some degree 
of air circulation within attic spaces. 
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HS-10. Double Occupancy Cabin 

MASONRY FOUNDATIONS 

To the extent that visual inspections can be made 
of the cabin's masonry pier and beam foundation, 
stone beams appear serviceable even as the build
ing's west rear elevation plinth and much of the 
south elevation stone base show signs of serious de
terioration. Exterior stone masonry conditions seem 
to pose the greatest challenge to the longterm pres
ervation of the cabin. 

Mortar joint cracks on viewable sides of the dwell
ing's plinth are indicative of masonry mortar joint 
material stress and/or possible building movement 
in years past. Inconsistent mortar joint material is 
suggestive of past re-pointing maintenance work in
volving the introduction of contemporary Portland 
cement mortar as opposed to lime-enriched mor
tars that would have been characteristic of the era 
of original construction. 

Wooden floor joists resting atop conventional 
wooden anchor plates appear sound even with the 
above described masonry plinth problems. 

Figure 84. Stone Masonry Entry Porch 

MASONRY STAIRS AND PORCHES 

The dwelling's main southeast facing entry stair 
treads and porch landing are in generally good condi
tion. Stair treads and porch were roughly hand-fash
ioned stone with masonry mortar joints. Due to the 
unevenness of stairs and landing, the entry rep
resents contemporary life-safety deficiencies and 
possible risks to users. The historic masonry stairs 
and porch landing are absent any form of handrail, 
posing some risks for users. 

CONCRETE PORCH 

The crudely formed secondary north elevation con
crete porch is in poor condition. Of greatest concern 
with respect to the safety of this porch is the uneven 
nature of the landing at this important secondary 
side elevation exist. 

Figure 85. Masonry Chimney Stack 
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MASONRY CHIMNEY 

The existing historic brick masonry chimney stack, 
serving as a fluestack for the dwelling's freestand
ing heating stove, appears to be in reasonably good 
condition as extends above the roofline. The upper
most courses of the original firebrick lined stack (as 
is characteristic of other District cabins' chimneys) 
appear to have been removed at some point in time 
with twin clay tile flues, having been mounted atop 
the masonry chimney. Aside from the process of in
troducing the clay flues the historic masonry stack's 
rusticated stone veneer remains in place with the 
stone exhibiting signs of having been repointed and 
capped with cement grout. While the condition of 
the internal tu rring space concealed flue stack is 
uncertain, due to limitations on material invasive 
inspections, the brick masonry stack is likely in fair 
condition in judging the exterior condition of the 
chimney. 

This unique architectural feature is in critical need 
of rehabilitation attention as the clay flue sections 
are out of character with all other cabin chimneys. 

Figure 86. West Elevation Wooden Windows 
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WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Openings into historic frame structures always 
pose potentially compromising preservation chal
lenges for any historic building. In the case of this 
cabin's surviving original wood sash double-hung 
and hopper windows set in original wood frames, 
the windows are in relatively good condition. Dif
fering from all the other District cabins with original 
wood windows, HS-10 has double hung windows 
occurring within the walls of the oldest part of the 
house. The double-hung windows and rear addi
tion's in-swinging hopper windows are fitted with 
exterior wood framed screens. 

A number of window screens are missing, and one 
kitchen area screen has been fitted with Plexiglas at 
some point in time. 

It appears that the cabin's original entry doors re
main intact. The doors are in reasonably good con
dition. Exterior wooden framed screen doors, oc
curring at the front and side doors, are stylistically 
appropriate for the character of the house despite 
the likelihood that the screen doors replaced earlier 
such doors at some point in time. The screen doors 
are in fairly good condition as the doors appear to 
be performing as intended in keeping insects from 
infiltrating the building. 

Existing wood window frames, wood sash dou
ble-hung and hopper windows, and wooden trim 
boards appear to be generally original to the 
house. As opposed to the other small core cabins' 
out-swinging casement windows, the double-hung 
windows of cabin HS-10 appear to be in noticeably 
better condition providing for better operation as 
an important part of dwelling summer occupancy. 
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HS-10. Double Occupancy Cabin 

EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Electrical power and cable TV connections are rout
ed into the building by underground means enter
ing the structure at the dwelling's north side eleva
tion. Water and sewer lines are connected to the 
house along the building's west rear elevation. An 
in-ground concrete encased water main make-up el
ement exist behind this cabin as a very overt utility 
site feature. 

While recognized as necessary modern infrastruc
ture equipment inevitably and obviously attached to 
building exteriors, the electrical metering and power 
distribution appliances attached to the cabin's south 
elevation are unsightly contemporary intrusions on 
the historic exterior character of the building. 

Figure 87. Contemporary Interior Finishes 

INTERIOR SPACES 

The floor plan of the cabin is documented as having 
been altered considerably in facilitation of contem
porary spatial changes. Additionally numerous gen
erations of evolved modernization upgrades within 
interiors have aesthetically altered the house far 
greater than any of the noted exterior modifications. 
In the course of extensively altering interior surfaces 
within the cabin, the kitchen and bathroom spaces 
have been significantly reconfigured. As these in
frastructure critical spaces have been fitted with 
considerable contemporary electrical and plumbing 
equipment, cabinetry appointments, and contem
porary surface finishes, considerable change has oc
curred impacting the "feeling" of the spaces. 

Contemporary spatial improvements have obvious
ly been exercised in the name of user convenience, 
sanitation improvements, and occupant comfort 
across the life of the building. Beginning with floors, 
original wood floors have been covered by carpet in 
sleeping and living areas, while sheet vinyl presently 
covers the entry, bathroom, and kitchen areas. All vi
nyl flooring surfaces appear to be in good condition. 
Carpeting in the living and bedroom spaces is in poor 
condition. 

Wall and ceiling surfaces defining interior rooms are 
finished as lightly textured, white painted gypsum 
board planes in all spaces except for the living room 
that has a 12"x12" acoustical tile ceiling glued to 
board backing. The kitchen and dining area walls are 
painted gypsum board when not covered by stained 
wooden cabinetry. 

The contemporary bath tub/shower enclosure is in 
good condition. Wet areas of the bathroom are cov
ered by ceramic tile wall wainscots. The tub/shower 
is treated with a 6 foot high ceramic tile surfacing. 
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Cabinetry throughout the house is factory fabri
cated and stained. Counter tops in the kitchen are 
covered in plastic laminate while the bathroom van
ity countertop is finished with a one-piece poly-res
in surface. Wood cabinetry in both the kitchen and 
bath room are in generally good condition. Kitch
en appliances are contemporary and apparently in 
good working order. 

Electrical lighting fixtures are simple and sparse 
throughout the cabin. The bathroom is equipped 
with an exhaust fan and the cooking area's oven/ 
range provided with an overhead ventilator. The 
bathroom exhaust fan appears to be simply vented 
into the attic of the house, while the kitchen's venti
lator is vented through the roof of the dwelling. 

Windows and doors are trimmed with simple stock 
wood trim. Trim is painted in matching adjacent 
wall surfaces. Interior wood doors are stain finished. 
All interior trim, doors, cabinetry, lightly textured 
wall and ceiling surfaces, and floor coverings are 
non-original interior finishes. 

Figure 88. Kitchen Cabinetry 

Small Seasonal I 
Employee Cabins 

Wood trim, including baseboards, door and win
dow surrounds and facing trims, moldings, and 
closet built-ins are in good condition. All interior 
spatial appointments such as appliances, electrical 
fixtures, plumbing fixtures, and mechanical equip
ment are reported to be in working order. 

The non-historic freestanding heating stove is po
sitioned within the living room taking advantage of 
the house's original masonry flue stack and central 
location. The recent introductions of a brick veneer 
wall and adjoining floor area serve to protect the 
wooden framed house from fire due to the incor
poration of the contemporary cast iron heating 
stove. Masonry wall and hearth veneer treatments 
were made in the name of keeping stove heat and 
ash from impacting the cabin as an obvious fire 
prevention decision. The brick fire protections and 
contemporary heating stove, well intended as they 
are for user comfort and relatively simple in design, 
are not in keeping with the historic rustic stylistic 
character of the cabin. 

Figure 89. Non -Historic Interior Masonry 
at Heating stove 
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HS-10. Double Occupancy Cabin 

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

The house appears to be in reasonably good struc
tural repair despite the occurrence of some critical 
stone plinth deterioration on the cabin's west eleva
tion base and cracks occurring periodically around 
the plinth perimeter suggestive of building beam 
movement at some point in time. 

Despite the lack of a comprehensive examination of 
the building's pier and beam system of floor support 
due to limitations of access throughout the house's 
crawl space, the main floor's diaphragm appears to 
be reasonably rigid under the usual floor loading of 
several adults standing in the middle of any of the 
large rooms. While it is suspected that concealed 
layers of original wood flooring survive beneath 
modern floor finishes, no invasive explorations 
to confirm this assumption were undertaken. It is 
therefore reasonable to believe that a single layer of 
lx dimensional wood sheathing spanning floor joists 
spaced at 16" on center is adequate in supporting 
usual residential floor loads in the case of this dwell
ing. 

Aside from the pier and beam sections of the build
ing's floor structure, exterior stone masonry flat
work forming the front east elevation stairway and 
entry porch are in reasonably sound and serviceable 
condition. 

Roof structural systems appear to be generally 
sound with roof spans' ridgelines and supporting 
plate lines of rafters and ceiling joists showing no 
significant signs of deflection or stress. 

Figure 90. West Elevation grading 
challenge at base of cabin 

Figure 91. Landscape feature to be preserved 
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IMMEDIATE SITE 

In its current state, the cabin's site reads as mini
mally maintained. With respect to immediate site to
pography, the dwelling's surrounding grade is in dire 
need of some improved positive flow of water from 
around the perimeter of the building. This is partic
ularly evident by the lack of a positive flow line for 
evacuating water that might collect on the west and 
south rear elevations of the house as a knoll rises 
immediately to the west of the house sloping toward 
the cabin. 
Surviving roughly sized stones set in the grade be

tween the house and the roadway form an angular 
"yard" symbolically separating the cabin from the 
path of the road. On the south elevation of the 
house, a hand-laid stone drainage trough and addi
tional yard edging stones speak to feeble attempts 
to aid in south elevation water runoff away from 
the base of the cabin. These modestly planned fea
tures are among very few such cultural landscape 
improvements within the immediate context of the 
core grouping of District cabins attesting to purpose
ful site developments that should be protected from 
physical compromise. 

Small Seasonal I 
Employee Cabins 

LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

In its current state of repair the house represents 
a seasonal use residence that is at low risk of be
ing lost. While generally safe, orderly, and sanitary 
in its present state, the cabin for its historic signif
icance and prestigious location within the Park's 
employee housing context is an outstanding candi
date for long-term preservation. In light of certain 
life safety deficiencies, such as the main entry door 
porch that dramatically steps down from interior 
spaces, it is obvious that the cabin is vital to ongo
ing occupant use by Park personnel. 

In the absence of a precise interpretation of the 
house's electrical wiring, age and safety of light 
fixtures, power receptacles, and switches, etc., as 
may be deficient in meeting contemporary power 
requirements, it is reasonable to expect that some 
extent of electrical system enhancements will need 
to be undertaken as part of any significant future 
rehabilitation campaign. The dwelling is equipped 
with contemporary smoke alarms. No fire-suppres
sion sprinklers exist within the cabin. 
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HS-10. Double Occupancy Cabin 

ENVIRONMETAL SYSTEMS 

According to NPS building maintenance person
nel, the house's existing water supply lines and 
sewer lines were in good working order. All other 
underground-routed utilities are relatively recent 
improvements to the dwelling's occupant services 
and its immediate site. No specific clarification of 
utility conditions were undertaken as part of the 
scope of this project investigation. The cabin is heat
ed by means of a centrally located stove, and elec
tric resistance baseboard heating in the bedroom 
and living area. The dwelling is not air-conditioned. 

The kitchen cooking surfaces are ventilated by over
head mechanical means extending through the roof 
of the building. The bathroom is likewise ventilat
ed by means of an overhead ceiling mounted me
chanical fan. The bathroom's exhaust fan does not 
appear to be vented to the exterior of the house, 
and instead is likely simply vented into the attic. 

Existing electrical panels, meter make-ups, light 
fixtures, switches and convenience outlets appear 
to be in good states of service. In order to quali
fy the overall condition, and therefore the safety 
and efficiency of such electrical systems, an en
gineering consultant would need to be contract
ed to specifically survey such systems beyond the 
scope of the architectural historic structures re
port. In the event of future electrical and mechan
ical equipment upgrades, a well-orchestrated ap
proach to replacing and/or adding state-of-the-art 
electrical infrastructure should be defined as critical 
to any significant house rehabilitation initiative. 

Night-lighting, for the advantage of ensur
ing good security and building access safe
ty, appears lacking beyond immediate entry 
porches and side entry landing lights. Some 
degree of appropriate immediate site lighting is 
in order in the name of user safety and security. 

Underfloor crawl space vents occurring with
in the original cabin's stone plinth are intact, yet 
west and south elevation vents are presently cov
ered over by earth that has been allowed to bank 
up against the base of the house. West and north 
elevation underfloor space vents are intact, suffi
ciently screened and open to air circulation. Such 
features are important as they provide for some 
positive airflow to cross ventilate the crawl space 
for proper drying following periods wet weather. 

Figure 92. Context 
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ACCESSIBILITY 

The cabin is not a publicly accessible building within 
the framework of the Park's visitor accommodations 
obligations. Due to the elevated nature of the pier 
and beam main floor plane of the house, the dwell
ing is not ADA accessible, nor is the house equipped 
in any measurable way to meet the demands of the 
ADA mandates for certain residential properties. 
NPS regulations should be referred to with respect 
to employee housing performance requirements in 
response to employees with disabilities consider
ations. 

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 
In the event of any future significant remodeling 

of the cabin, it is advisable that steps be taken 
to address any hazardous materials that may be 
present. Plans to provide for the treatments of 
potentially harmful contaminants, such as asbes
tos, lead paint, mold, radon gas, etc., should in
volve a complete series of tests to determine their 
presence or absence. This should be a vital first 
step to any actual rehab development undertak
ing. Such suggested tests are beyond the scope 
of this study. 

While it is important to state the obvious need to 
make sure that cabin spaces are healthy environ
ments for occupants, it is assumed that the NPS 
has gone to considerable lengths over the years to 
improve on spatial atmospheric qualities in accor
dance with U.S. governmental health standards. 
This especially the case in light of the number of 
times the house has been upgraded and remod
eled over the years of employee occupancy. 

Small Seasonal I 
Employee Cabins 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous 
materials or contaminants that could pose an 
unacceptable health risk to rehab workers and 
future house occupants, appropriate methods of 
material removal, pest eradication, and/or harm
ful material containment should be undertaken by 
specific specialists employing approved treatment 
methods prior to any significant dwelling rehab 
campaign. 
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HS-10. Double Occupancy Cabin 

BEDROOM 

Small Seasonal I 
Employee Cabins 

Scale: 1/8"=1'0" 
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While not officially deemed part of this con
tract's scope of work, historic structures re
searchers decided to include the old four-bay 
Garage building as part of the project as justi
fiable from a cultural landscape point of view. 
Inasmuch as HS-3 is currently denoted as a 

non-contributing structure within the Old Hous
ing Historic District, due to building modifica
tions and date of construction considerations 
at the time of the District's NR nomination, 
sufficient historic integrity and adequate time 
has passes since the 1990's to recommend that 
the NR nomination be amended to include the 
Ga rage as part of the District as a contributing 
feature. 

HS-6. Laundry/ Wood Vendor 
Structure 

HS-6, Laundry/Wood Vendor Structure was 
constructed around 1932-1936, and is a one 
story rectangular building defining a single open 
space. The building is resting on a non-original 
cast concrete floor slab dating from the 1960's. 
Similar to the other structures dating from the 
District's era of significance, this building is clad 
in dark brown painted nominal 8" wide x 1" 
thick weatherboard siding over western wood 
framing. The structure's gable roof is clad in 
green painted wood shingles. 

The structure is entered by means of one 
three-panel wooden door on the west eleva
tion. Four light wood hopper windows occur 
in each of the east and west elevations of the 
building. The building is being used as a season
al NPS employee laundry room presently. 

F g O I dUndr c-, ♦• .. r 
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ROOF 

The Laundry is covered by a uniformly overlapping 
cedar shingle roof that exhibits signs of shingle cup
ping, splitting, and the occasional missing shingle. A 
stripped patterning of shingle courses occurring ap
proximately every Sor 6 courses result in equal bays 
of gridded lines running lengthwise across the roof. 
Roof paint has largely leached out of the shingles. 

The building does not incorporate any roof vent 
stacks as shou Id be provided for the washing ma
chines and sinks per building codes. The roof attic 
space is not provided any form of fresh air ventila
tion. 

Beyond the deteriorated condition of the exposed 
shingled roof surfaces, wood barge boards at end 
gables, shingle molds at gables, exposed 2x4 wood 
rafter ends (tails), and roof overhang soffits appear 
to be in reasonably sound condition. 

LX T lRIOR WALLS 

Differing from the residences included in this report, 
the Laundry rests on a cast concrete foundation. Wood 
framing construction is therefore anchored directly to 
the slab-on-grade foundation absent the characteristic 
stone plinth feature. The perimeter concrete slab edge 
of the building is exposed above grade except on at 
the structure's southwest corner where dirt has been 
allowed to pile up against the lower weatherboard of 
exterior siding. 

With the foundation along the building's west front 
and south elevation having been partially covered by 
soil over the years, concerns are warranted about the 
approximation of surrounding grade to vulnerable 
wood building fabric. Concerns are warranted that 
rainwater runoff is likewise likely finding its way into 

Auxiliary Buildings 
Site F ea tu res 

the building during extended periods of rain. This is a 
circumstance of serious preservation concern. 

Rough sawn lx8 wood siding is in generally fair con
dition. Board knots are sound and board-to-board 
joints relatively tight. A few board faces exhibit sur
face splits, but these incidents are far less common on 
the Laundry than on the cabins. Of utmost concern 
are the gaps that occur at butted corner board condi
tions, presumably allowing rainwater to possibly infil
trate wood framing cavities covered by the siding. Re
lated to compromised bottom of wall weatherboards, 
exposed bottom plates of framed walls around the 
perimeter of the building pose concerns for critical 
plate anchorage of walls to concrete foundation. 

While no wood siding was removed to confirm if the 
laundry has a layer of felt paper behind weather
boards, as is characteristic of such domestic construc
tion, the threat of moisture reaching wood framing 
members is very serious as long as surface corner 
gaps persist. 

Likely some ten percent of exterior weatherboards 
are in need of replacement due to surface splitting 
and wear. 

The finished painting of walls and all trim, including 
door and window trim boards, exposed roof rafter 
ends, bird-blocking, and overhang soffits, appear 
relatively sound and serviceable. Evidence of rather 
sloppy past campaigns of exterior painting is obvious. 
Exposed yellow colored spray-foam that has appar
ently been applied to the upper exterior wall surfaces 
in an attempt to fill bird-blocking cracks, presents a 
most unsightly aesthetic circumstance. 

Roof gable end enclosures are covered by lx8 wood 
siding. No attic space air vents exist at the gable ends 
of the roof. Gable siding, like weatherboard wall 
planes, are uniformly intact and seemingly weather 
tight. 
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HS-6. Laundry/ Wood Vendor Structure 

Figure 96. Lower Wall Condition at 
Laundry's Southwest Corner 

Figure 97. Cast concrete foundation 
and gapped boards 

Figure 98. Unsightly Sprayed 
Foam Insulation Weeps 

WINDOWS AND DOORS 

The structure's surviving wood sash hopper windows 
and wood frames appear original. Aside from one re
placement window, the remainder of the original wood 
frame windows are in generally good condition. Only 
one of the windows appears operable with the other 
three painted shut. None of windows are covered by 
a window screen. 

It appears that the cabin's original entry door remains 
intact. The door is in fairly good condition but in need 
of repainting. 

EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Electrical power is connected to the building on 
the south elevation by underground service means. 
Water and sewer lines are connected to the house 
along the building's east and north elevations. An in
ground corrugated steel water cutoff access feature 
is located on the building's north side. 

While recognized as necessary modern infrastruc
ture equipment inevitably and obviously attached to 
building exteriors, the electrical metering and power 
distribution appliances attached to the south eleva
tion are unsightly contemporary intrusions on the 
historic exterior character of the building. 
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INTERIOR SPACE 

The open plan is characterized by a painted concrete 
floor that is in rough condition. Lower vinyl covered 
walls and upper white painted gypsum board wall 
and ceiling surfaces compose interior surfaces. Nu
merous generations of evolved modernization up
grades within the Laundry have aesthetically altered 
what likely was an unfinished utilitarian space when 
serving the purpose of a wood vendor's storage. 
Contemporary spatial improvements have obvious

ly been exercised in the name of user convenience, 
sanitation improvements, and occupant comfort 
across the life of the building. 

Wall and ceiling surfaces defining the interior are 
finished as a combination lower wall vinyl surface 
and lightly textured, white painted upper-wall gyp
sum board planes. A plastic laminate covered wall 
attached clothes folding counter is in very good con
dition. 

Windows and doors are trimmed with simple stock 
wood trim. Trim is painted to match adjacent wall 
surfaces. Wood trim, including baseboards, door 
and window surrounds and facing trims, and mold
ings, are in good condition. All interior spatial ap
pointments such as appliances, electrical fixtures, 
plumbing fixtures, and mechanical equipment are 
reported to be in working order. Washers and dry
ers are apparently in good working order. The twin 
laundry sinks are in very good condition appearing as 
practically new. Electrical lighting fixtures are simple 
and sparse. Vents for ventilating dryers are provided 
for through the building's east elevation wall. 

Auxiliary Buildings 
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FOUNDATION 

By means of visual inspection the Laundry's foun
dation is in serviceable condition. 

Cracks noted at the perimeter cast concrete base 
are indicative of possible loading stress and/or 
possible building movement in years past, but the 
cracks are minor in nature and do not appear to 
pose significant structure threats. The remnant of 
an at-grade cast concrete entry door landing is in 
poor condition. The porch surface's unevenness 
poses a contemporary life-safety deficiency and 
possible risks to users. 

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

As previously suggested, the Laundry appears to 
be in reasonably good structural repair, despite 
suspicions that wall base plates may have been im
pacted by groundwater and thus wood rot at some 
time. Previously noted points where the concrete 
slab edge is concealed by earth on part of the cabin 
west and south elevations pose important preser
vation challenges for the building. 

Despite the lack of any form of concrete slab inva
sive testing, the building's floor slab appears sound. 
The building's current concrete floor, installed in the 
1950's, replaced an original grade beam method of 
supporting the structure. Aside from the exposed 
cast concrete floor slab the building's exterior con
crete porch or stoop at the west facing entry door 
is in very poor condition. 
Roof structural systems appear to be generally 

sound with roof spans' ridgelines and supporting 
plate lines of rafters and ceiling joists showing no 
significant signs of deflection or stress. 
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HS-6. Laundry/ Wood Vendor Structure 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

In its current state, the building's site reads as min
imally maintained. With respect to immediate site 
topography, the dwelling's surrounding grade is in 
need of some improved positive flow of water away 
from the perimeter of the building. This is particular
ly evident by the lack of a positive flow I ine for evac
uating water that might collect on the southwest 
corner of the main elevation as the water appears to 
tend to run off of the roadway toward the Laundry. 

LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

In its current state of repair the Laundry represents 
a seasonal use facility that is at low risk of being 
lost. Given the structure's generally safe, orderly, 
and sanitary state, the building for its historic sig
nificance within the context of the Park's employee 
housing District is an outstanding candidate for long
term preservation. Despite certain minor life safety 
deficiencies and the noted deteriorated entry door 
porch it is obvious that the Laundry is vital to ongo
ing occupant use in support of seasonal Park hous
ing. 

In the absence of a precise interpretation of the 
building's electrical wiring, age and safety of light 
fixtures, power receptacles, and switches, etc., as 
may be deficient in meeting contemporary power 
requirements, it is reasonable to expect that some 
extent of electrical system enhancements will need 
to be undertaken as part of any significant future re
habilitation campaign. The structure is not equipped 
with contemporary smoke alarms or fire-suppres
sion sprinklers. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

The laundry is not a publicly accessible building 
within the framework of the Park's visitor accommo
dations obligations. Due to the elevated nature of 
the concrete floor plane of the structure, the build
ing is not ADA accessible. NPS regulations should be 
referred to with respect to employee housing per
formance requirements in response to employees 
with disabilities considerations. 

Figure 99. Northeast Oblique of Laundry 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

With evidence that the Laundry's existing water 
supply lines and sewer lines are in good working or
der, and that all other underground-routed utilities 
are relatively recent improvements to the building's 
functional purpose, no specific clarification of utili
ty conditions were undertaken as part of the scope 
of this project investigation. The Laundry is not me
chanically heated or air-conditioned. 

The building is not ventilated by mechanical means. 
It is important to note that in the absence of code 
compliant plumbing waste line vent stacks (at sinks 
and washing machines) there exist the possibility 
of sewer gas being released into the Laundry space 
thereby presenting a dangerous condition for build
ing occupants. 

Existing electrical panels, meter make-ups, light fix
tures, switches and convenience outlets appear to 
be in good states of repair. In order to qualify the 
overall condition, and therefore the safety and ef
ficiency of such electrical systems, an engineering 
consultant would need to be contracted to specifi
cally survey such systems beyond the scope of the 
architectural historic structures report. In the event 
of future electrical and mechanical equipment up
grades, a well-orchestrated approach to replacing 
and/or adding state-of-the-art electrical infrastruc
ture shou Id be defined as critical to any significant 
rehabilitation initiative. 

No night-lighting exist in the immediate vicinity of 
the Laundry. Some degree of appropriate immediate 
site lighting is in order in the name of user safety and 
security. 

Auxiliary Buildings 
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 
In the event of any future significant remodeling 

of the building, it is advisable that steps be taken to 
address any hazardous materials that may be pres
ent. Plans to provide for the treatments of poten
tially harmful contaminants, such as asbestos, lead 
paint, mold, radon gas, etc., should involve a com
plete series of tests to determine their presence or 
absenceThis should be a vital first step to any actual 
rehab development undertaking. Such suggested 
tests are beyond the scope of this study. 

While it is important to state the obvious need to 
make sure that the Laundry is a healthy environment 
for occupants, the N PS needs to go to greater lengths 
to improve on spatial atmospheric qualities in accor
dance with U.S. governmental health standards. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous ma
terials or contaminants that could pose an unaccept
able health risk to rehab workers and future occu
pants, appropriate methods of material removal, 
pest eradication, and/or harmful material contain
ment should be undertaken by specific specialists 
employing approved treatment methods prior to 
any significant rehab campaign. 
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HS-6. Laundry/ Wood Vendor Structure 

FLOOR PLAN 
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HS-3. The Garage 

Figure 100. Garage Building 

Figure 101. Garage Building 

HS-3, The Garage lies outside of the Historic District 
even as it is located a short distance away from main 
core of NR designated housing structures. The Ga
rage is located along the north side of the East Ac
cess Road. The structure composing the Garage is 
reported to have been some form of early rudimen
tary housing before being adapted for automobile 
storage. Historic records state that the structure was 
moved from its original location (unknown) and re
constructed on this site in 1954 to serve the purpose 
of Park resident automobile storage. The closest cab
in to the Garage was the original Superintendent's 
Residence {HS-1) that was destroyed by fire in the 
late 1980's. 

The Garage is a one-story, four-bay, rectangular 
building constructed on a cast concrete foundation. 
The site falls dramatically across the narrow width of 
the structure. The exterior is covered with nominal 
8" wide x 1" thick rustic wood siding painted dark 
brown. The roof is covered by wood shingles painted 
green. Gable roof ends are clad in vertical board and 
batten siding. 

The north elevation of the Garage contains four, six
light fixed sash wood windows while the east and 
west elevations contain one such window each. Four 
modern metal overhead roller doors are located on 
the principal south elevation facing the road. Despite 
having been moved to its present location, the build
ing is in good overall condition and retains spatial re
lationship to other core cabins within the Old Hous
ing Historic Residential District. At the time of the NR 
nomination for the Bryce Canyon National Park Old 
Housing Historic District, the Garage was considered 
ineligible for inclusion as a contributing architectur
al component of the District for not meeting the 50 
year threshold of qualifying age and due to a lack of 
architectural merit according to the NR records. 
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ROOF 

The Garage is covered by a uniformly overlapping 
cedar shingle roof that exhibits signs of shingle cup
ping, splitting, and the occasional missing shingle. 
A stripped patterning of shingle courses, occurring 
approximately every 5 or 6 courses, results in equal 
bays of gridded lines running lengthwise across the 
roof. Roof paint has largely leached out of the shin
gles. 

The building does not incorporate any roof vent 
stacks given the absence of any interior plumbing or 
mechanical equipment. The roof attic space is not 
provided any form of fresh air ventilation. 

Beyond the deteriorated condition of the exposed 
shingled roof surfaces, wood barge boards at end 
gables, shingle molds at gables, exposed 2x6 wood 
rafter ends (tails), and roof overhang soffits appear 
to be in reasonably sound condition. 

EXTERIOR WALLS 

Differing from the residences included in this re
port, the Garage rests on a cast concrete foundation. 
Wood framing construction is therefore anchored 
directly to the slab-on-grade foundation absent the 
characteristic stone plinth feature. The perimeter 
concrete slab edge of the building is well exposed 
above grade. There is a positive fall of the driveway 
sloping way from the four bay openings. 

Rough sawn lx8 wood siding is in generally good 
condition. Board knots are sound and board-to
board joints relatively tight. A few board faces exhib
it surface splits but these incidents are far less com
mon on the Garage than on the cabins. Of utmost 
concern are the gaps that occur at butted corner 

Auxiliary Buildings 
Site F ea tu res 

board, conditions presumably allowing rainwater 
to possibly infiltrate wood framing cavities covered 
by the siding. 

While no wood siding was removed to confirm if 
the cabin has a layer of felt paper behind weather
boards, as is characteristic of such domestic con
struction, the threat of moisture reaching wood 
framing members is very serious as long as surface 
corner gaps persist. 

The finished painting of walls and all trim, includ
ing door and window trim boards, exposed roof 
rafter ends, bird-blocking, and overhang soffits, 
appear relatively sound and serviceable. Roof ga
ble end enclosures are covered by lx vertical board 
siding with wood battens. No attic space air vents 
exist at the gable ends of the roof. Gable siding, like 
weatherboard wall planes, are uniformly intact and 
seemingly weather tight. 

F 1gure 102 Suu h E Vdl un 
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HS-3. The Garage 

Figure 103. East Elevation 

INTERIOR SPACE 

The open plan is characterized by an exposed con
crete floor and unpainted exposed structure walls 
and roof surfaces. The Garage does not have an in
terior ceiling. 

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

The Garage appears to be in reasonably good struc
tural repair. 

Despite the lack of any form of concrete slab inva
sive testing, the building's floor slab appears sound. 
The building's current concrete slab was installed in 
the 1950's with the reconstituted wood-frame build
ing assembled on the slab. Roof structural systems 
appear to be generally sound with roof spans' ridge 
lines and supporting plate lines of rafters and ceil
ing joists showing no significant signs of deflection 
or stress. 

Figure 104 North Elevation Windows 

WINDOWS AND DOORS 

The structure's surviving wood sash windows and 
wood frames appear original. The windows are in 
generally good condition. The windows appear in
operable and painted shut. None of windows are 
covered by a window screen as is evidenced by the 
east elevation window that has a broken pane. Con
temporary metal overhead doors are in good condi
tion. 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

In its current state, the building's site reads as min
imally maintained. With respect to immediate site 
topography, the Garage's surrounding grade is well 
drained. 

EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

The Garage is serviced by means of underground 
electrical power that enters the building on the 
north elevation. No water and sewer utilities are 
connected to the building. 
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LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

In its current state of repair the Garage represents a 
year-round use facility that is at low risk of being lost. 
Given the structure's generally safe, orderly, and san
itary state, the building is an outstanding candidate 
for long-term preservation. Because of the unoccu
pied use of the building as a storage facility the struc
ture poses minimal risk to humans. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

As previously noted the building does not house any 
comfort or convenience accommodations as would 
compare to the cabins. The Garage is provided elec
tricity for interior lighting purposes. The building is 
not mechanically heated or air-conditioned. The 
building is not ventilated by mechanical means. 

In the event of future electrical enhancements and 
mechanical equipment introductions, a well-orches
trated approach to planning for the inclusion of 
state-of-the-art electrical and mechanical infrastruc
ture should be undertaken by appropriate building 
adaptation specialist. No night-lighting exist in the 
immediate vicinity of the Garage. Some degree of 
appropriate immediate site lighting is in order in the 
name of user safety and security. 

Auxiliary Buildings I 
Site F ea tu res 

FOUNDATION 

By means of visual inspection the Garage's foun
dation appears to be in reasonably serviceable 
condition despite the occurrence of a sizable foun
dation crack within the north elevation of the ex
posed concrete plinth. 

Figure 105. North Elevation F oundalion Crack 
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HS-3. The Garage 
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Scale: 1/8"-1'0" 
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HS-3. The Garage 

POTENTIAL FNVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 

In the event of any future significant remodeling of 
the building, it is advisable that steps be taken to ad
dress any hazardous materials that may be present. 
Plans to provide for the treatments of potentially 
harmful contaminants, such as asbestos, lead paint, 
mold, radon gas, etc., should involve a complete se
ries of tests to determine their presence or absence. 
This should be a vital first step to any actual rehab 
development undertaking. Such suggested tests are 
beyond the scope of this study. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous ma
terials or contaminants that could pose an unaccept
able health risk to rehab workers and future build
ing users, appropriate methods of material removal, 
pest eradication, and/or harmful material contain
ment should be undertaken by specific specialists 
employing approved treatment methods prior to 
any significant rehab campaign. 
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Auxiliary Buildings 
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HS-1. Ruins of Former Superintendent's House 

HS-1, Ruins of former Superintendent's House are 
characterized by an approximately 30" high stone 
wall and cast concrete stairway that originally de
fined the western edge of a terraced platform on 
which the Superintendent's House rested unit it 
was destroyed by fire in the late 1980's. The stone 
landscape walls are in fair condition but in need of 
stabilization masonry work and some joint repair ef-

forts. Even as this archaeological area is outside of 
the project's scope of work it is recommended that 
the area be safeguarded from material loss and ap
propriately maintained by the NPS in the process of 
attending to the Old Housing Historic District on a 
cyclical basis. 
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Threats to Buildings' and District Context Integri
ty-while the in-depth depictions of the individual 
buildings' conditions can be described as good giv
en the structures' construction type, age, and use 
across time, the greatest threats to the District's ar
chitectural integrity are related to numerous recog
nized site compromises that have occurred in recent 
years. 

From the obvious incident of rainwater run-offs as 
deposit top soil against the bases of buildings (due 
to soil erosion from the slopes of adjacent knolls), 
over aggressive vehicular roadway, car parking, and 
pedestrian sidewalk infrastructural developments 
(beginning largely in the 1980s), to the encroach
ment of contemporary concessionaire housing units 
built too close in proximity to the District, the histor
ic structures and their immediate landscapes suffer 
from a loss of contextual authenticity. 

While Cabins HS-2 and HS-4 display a modest level 
of fire-suppression equipment retrofits, the remain
ing cabins and support structures are not fitted with 
fire-suppression sprinklers. Grounds in the immedi
ate vicinity of the cabins do enjoy what appears to 
be a generous number of fire hydrants in the event 
of immediate site or building fires. 
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Threats to Buildings 
and District Context Integrity 

CONTEMPORARY CONCESSIONAIRE 
HOUSING 

Intrusive contemporary housing introductions to the 
NR District built in the mid-1980s, are considered 
non-contributing elements within the Bryce Canyon 
Old National Park Housing Historic District. 

r Hl MAN ZANI TA LODGE 

This structure serves as permanent year-round hous
ing for concessionaire staff. Built in the mid-1980s, 
the building is sited diagonally across the parking 
lot from the historic Ranger Dormitory (HS-4). The 
building is located on a slope and accessed by means 
of two flights of steps leading from the parking lot. 
The design and stylistic treatment of this building at
tempted to draw from the simplified Rustic nature of 
historic dwellings within the district. 

Given the Lodge's relatively recent construction date 
and its non-contributing status to the Old Housing 
Historic District, the building is not part of the scope 
of this study other than for considerations of how 
its "presence" and accommodation of west eleva
tion oriented resident parking has compromised the 
landscape of the historic Ranger Dormitory building. 

F gurt. 112 Vv <,I E Vdl '.)I"' '\/ldnza lid LodgE 

CONCE SSIONAIRL DORMITORIES 

Ponderosa and Whispering Pines stand as large 
apartment housing structures that were built in 
1985. Though the buildings' design features do 
reflect an attempt at the Rustic Style emulations, 
the scale of the structures as well as the materials 
used in their construction are not consistent with 
the style of the historic buildings in the Old Hous
ing Historic District or the other historic areas of 
the Park. While the design and stylistic treatment 
of these two building' exteriors attempted to draw 
from the simplified Rustic nature of historic dwell
ings within the Park, the scale of the Dormitories is 
the most compromising aspect of the structures. 

Given the relatively recent construction date of 
the Dormitories and non-contributing status of 
the structures as contrast with the characteristics 
that define the Old Housing Historic District, the 
buildings are not part of the scope of this study 
other than for considerations of how the Dorms' 
"presence" and accommodation of west elevation 
oriented resident parking has compromised the 
landscape of the historic small cabin complex of 
seasonal buildings. 
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H aving generally described the current condi
tion of the District's cabins and auxiliary structures, 
and set forth an over arching viewpoint as to the 
most challenging integrity compromises facing the 
District, the following recommendations are offered 
as reasonable and logical approaches to prioritizing 
and planning for building and landscape treatments. 

All suggested treatment recommendations should 
be planned for and executed in accordance with the 
Secretary of the Interior's Standards. 

USES AND PRESERVATION 

In recognition of the long-standing use of the dwell
ings and auxiliary structures that constitute the 
BRCA Old Housing Historic District, it is the recom
mendation of the architectural documentation and 
building evaluation team that the District's historic 
resources are best served and protected by continu
ing to be utilized as housing for NPS employees. As 
established in the architectural interpretative seg
ment of this report, the historic dwellings, support 
structures, and overall District context retain suffi
cient historic and physical integrity to justify the con
tinued commitment of NPS funds, and thus tax payer 
dollars, toward the dignified utilization and care of all 
described District resources. 

DEVELOPMENTAL SCENARIOS 

In the course of carefully organizing an approach to 
systematically rehabilitating all or part of the build
ings and site considerations in the near or long term, 
it will be critical that steps be taken to address haz
ardous materials that may be present. To prepare 
to treat potentially harmful contaminants that may 
be present, such as asbestos, lead paint, mold, radon 
gas, etc., it will be necessary to conduct a complete 
series of test to determine their presence or absence 
as a vital first step to any actual rehab development 
activity. 

Given the possibility that a certain amount of asbes
tos containing materials, such as composition floor 
tiles hidden beneath vinyl flooring for example or 
adhesives used in conjunction with plastic laminate 
countertops, or remnants of original wooden shower 
stalls containing white-lead coating treatments (just 
to mention some obvious possible contaminants) 
exist, it will be important to identify such potential 
hazards in the process of earmarking finances for 
treating and/or removing such materials early in any 
development project involving the cabins and auxil
iary buildings. 

Similarly, there exists the potential that surviving 
interior and exterior surface paint coatings contain 
lead and/or other dangerous chemical toxins. This 
presumption will require testing to ensure proper 
lead-based material abatement or containment prior 
to building rehab activities. Once appropriate tests 
have been conducted, a planned cleanup should be 
initiated as an important precursor to any architec
tural rehab undertaking. 

As a critical complement to the achievable architec
tural rehabilitation of the buildings contributing to 
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the District, it is critical to underscore the importance 
of mounting a campaign to significantly improve on 
the entire District's landscape appearance and to ad
dress base-of-buildings' drainage in effective ways. 

In the name of facilitating the ongoing NPS opera
tional utilization of the dwellings and support struc
tures composing the district, it is suggested that the 
buildings be more sensitively rehabilitated in the fu
ture emphasizing retention of historic building fabric 
while incorporating less overtly contemporary ret
rofits of kitchen and bath appointments, as well as 
overall interior surface finishes. 

WORK PHASES 

Phase -18 months to 2 years from issuing of His
toric Structures Report (Sept. 2016 to Sept. 2018). 
Commission the development of a professional 

landscape enhancement plan founded on the prem
ise of improving on overall District surface water 
runoff and evacuation of water from the base of all 
buildings in particular. Attend to immediate dwelling 
regrading and site drainage improvements to aid in 
evacuating water away from the base of all struc
tures. Initiate appropriate native plant reintroduction 
program as contributes to erosion control and reveg
etation in accordance with NPS policies concerning 
fire controls relevant to the protection of standing 
structures within parks. Address the emergency ex
iting of buildings involving considerations of safer 
porches, landings, stairs, and immediate night-light
ing leading to and from interior spaces. Night-light
ing of cabin sites to be undertaken in keeping with 
BRCA Nation Park "Dark Skies" regulations in terms 
of low brilliance, ground path lighting (qualify actual 
night skies language as reference). All site and build
ing immediate site work to be accomplished while 
avoiding adversely impacting the historic cultural 
landscape integrity of the District. 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

Commission the development of a professional 
investigation into the potential of hazardous ma
terials in anticipation of mounting interior spatial 
improvements as defined per individual dwelling 
treatment recommendations. 

Phas -2 years to 3 years from issuing of Histor-
ic Structures Report (Sept 2018 to Sept. 2019). 

Improve on all exterior envelopes of each District 
building (in accordance with individual structures' 
treatment recommendations), in order to improve 
the performance by mounting exterior roofing, sid
ing, window, and door repairs and weatherization 
enhancements in keeping with the "Standards". 

Commission the development of professional ar
chitectural adaptive use design services in planning 
for interior life-safety, spatial quality, and surface 
finish enhancements of buildings in accordance 
with individual structures' treatment recommenda
tions in keeping with ongoing residential use inten
tions. 

Implement the abatement or containment of po
tentially hazardous materials prior to any actual 
contract development. 

Phase -3 years to 5 years from issuing of His-
toric Structures Report (Sept. 2019 to Sept. 2021). 
Attend to ongoing exterior building envelop; reha

bilitation priorities as HS-2 and HS-4 cabins reach 
a point in their maintenance cycles that exterior 
wood shingles and sidings will require appropri
ate replacement. Implement latter three-phase 
development efforts with regard to interior spatial 
improvements addressing the final episodes of in
terior cabinetry, light fixture, and bathroom fixture 
replacements in accordance with NPS measures in 
meeting safe, sanitary, and aesthetically appropri
ate occupancy conditions for the buildings. 
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HS-2. Employee Cabin 

ROOF 

Given that the existing shingle roof is in very good 
condition, no immediate action is anticipated for 
the cabin's roof at this time. Nevertheless when a 
new wood shingle roof is anticipated for this cabin 
(within some 5 to 7 years if well maintained) shingle 
configurations will need to be rethought. With the 
discovery that the building's "wave" pattern shingle 
roof was introduced by NPS personnel without the 
evidence to support that such a decorative roof ever 
existed on this dwelling, it is advisable to return the 
wood shingle roof to its original regular even-spaced 
staggered joint aesthetic. Wood shingles should be 
specified as fire retardant treated and at the same 
time adaptable to being painted finished. Refer to 
NPS Preservation Brief# 19. 

When re-roofing occurs, the chimney stack should 
be more sensitively flashed into the roof plane em
ploying a traditional stepped or more contemporary 
continuous reglet protected flashing technique. At 
the point of re-roofing, metal valley flashings should 
be replaced in keeping with existing context. 

As the rear elevation roof gutter (added at some 
time the building's recent past) seems to be a good 
idea at keeping rainwater from being blown onto the 
house's back door and ponding at the porch being 
a difficult area to drain, it is recommended that a 
metal downspout be introduced to carry the water 
away from the gutter and porch area. Inasmuch as 
the gutter is not original to the building, the alter
native decision would be to consider simply remov
ing the gutter if the device has proven ineffective in 
keeping water from the back porch landing area as 
intended. 

This dwelling should continue to be utilized as a 
year-round residence. Preservation priorities em
phasize exterior rehabilitation and more diligent cy
clical maintenance initiatives. 

WALLS 

The ill-advised red colored cement wash that has 
been broadcast across the face of much of the build
ing's stone plinth should be allowed to naturally 
bleach out over time. Any attempt to clean the stone 
would likely cause further harm to the masonry. The 
pronounced, top-of-plinth cement grout cap should 
be carefully removed and replaced with a new lime 
enriched grout pitched away from the base of build
ing's wood weatherboard siding so as to dispel mois
ture from impacting the frame wall's lower wood 
plates. Grout wash should not be mounded against 
the lower weatherboard. Repainting of plinth cracks 
should be undertaken using lime-enriched mortar. 
Refer to NPS Preservation Brief #1. 

Re-pointing of any failing mortar joints and/or re
placement of missing or ill-advised past masonry 
patchwork should be undertaken by a skilled stone 
mason. In the case of all non-colorized plinth mason
ry, such as noted at the main entry porch, existing 
stone color and mortar joints should be maintained. 

BASE\11ENT 

Evidence of masonry joint weeps requires defining 
where moisture may be entering the building along 
the west elevation of the Cabin. Suspecting that a 
combination of both groundwater infiltration and 
stone plinth waterproofing failures exist, consider
ation should be given to working toward better west 
elevation rainwater evacuation by perhaps some 
means of damp-proofing the buildings west base
ment wall and/or introducing a properly designed 
French drain along the length of the dwelling's west 
elevation. 
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The basement's middle-of-the-room recessed dry 
well within the concrete floor should be periodically 
checked and cleaned out to ensure that appropriate 
moisture weepage is being dispensed in keeping the 
basement floor dry. 

The stone masonry stairs providing access to the 
basement require some joint repairs in both horizon
tal stair treads as well as stairway defining vertical 
masonry walls. 

Effort should be exercised at better upkeep on the 
part of NPS maintenance personnel as well as dwell
ing occupants regarding basement and crawl spaces. 
Re-anchor and/or replace poorly installed basement 
and crawl space batten insulation in keeping with 
best practices installation procedures. This recom
mendation in the name of ensuring effective energy 
efficiency goals and heating cost containment goals. 

Refer to basement accessible structural integrity 
treatment recommendation regarding the house's 
main floor timber beam deflection observations. 

MASONRY STAIRS EI\; f RY PORCHES 
AI\H) TERRACE 

Repair existing vertical and horizontal grout joints at 
main entry stone stair in keeping with other masonry 
repair and re-pointing efforts. Consideration should 
be given to introducing an appropriate and aesthet
ically compatible handrail to the main entry stair as 
well as the basement access stairway in the name of 
improving user safety. 

Attend to minor stone retaining wall repairs by re
painting vertical and horizontal mortar joints at low 
wall serving to define the upper concrete terrace site 
feature. 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Inasmuch as non-original metal sash windows rep
resent the greatest compromise to the historic in
tegrity of dwelling, plans should be set in motion 
to replace the windows with wood windows that 
match the cabin's historic window units in appear
ance and operation. Refer to NPS Preservation Brief 
#9. 

Akin to the historic integrity challenges posed by 
the inappropriate metal windows, non-original ex
terior doors and storm doors, plans should be made 
to replace the exterior doors with wood units that 
match the cabin's historic doors and screen doors in 
appearance and operation. 

' ~ur 114 G r ::i Cu tex• 
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HS-2. Employee Cabin 

INTERIOR SPACES 

Toward the goal of keeping interiors as clean and 
simple in decorative expression as possible, the liv
ing and entry area's lower wall wainscot and upper 
wallpaper finishes should be removed as part of a fu
ture remodeling. Effected living room and entry area 
gypsum board surfaces should be uniformly texture 
finished and painted off-white in matching the rest 
of the cabin's interior spaces. The carpeting within 
living room should be replaced with a more durable 
walking surface or an appropriate low-pile natural 
tone carpeting. 

At the point where the cabin's interior cabinetry is 
in need of being replaced, restraint should be exer
cised in seeing that extremely simple, paint grade 
cabinetry is re-installed throughout the house. 
Countertops and backsplashes should more ideally 
be composed of a light colored solid matrix synthetic 
material. 

Being the most important surviving interior feature 
of the original cabin's construction, the masonry 
fireplace within the living room should be carefully 
treated in any future redecoration of interiors. The 
cast iron fireplace insert's electrical fan wiring should 
be inspected for code compliance compatibility and 
perhaps more effectively wired iffound to be lacking 
in any way. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

NPS regulations and policies should be respected in 
the course of planning for appropriate ADA adapta
tions to cabin as may be required. 

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

As the building's most troubling structural concern, 
the main kitchen area floor's mid-span timber beam 
(as observed overhead within the basement) is in 
need of being evaluated by a structural engineer giv
en the extent of the beam's deflection. It is highly 
likely that the beam will either need to be replaced 
or reinforced based on an engineering consultant's 
recommendations. While advisable to introduce a 
mid-span timber post beneath the deflected beam, 
any attempt at correcting the beam's deflection 
should be avoided as part of this temporary stabili
zation work. 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

Regrade the west immediate site to improve upon 
the positive slope of grade away from the base of 
the dwelling in accommodation of quicker evacua
tion of water from the rear plinth of the cabin. The 
professional advice of a civil engineering consultant 
would be recommended in preparing to act on this 
treatment suggestion. In conjunction with some lim
ited regrading work, it is also advisable to seek a civil 
engineer's input regarding the possible introduction 
of a French drain across the length of the west side 
of the house. 

Surviving historical archaeological site features such 
as a set of clothesline poles and a very early fire hy
drant should be protected in the course of grounlds 
maintenance as such site features should remain in 
place as important cultural features. Refer to NPS 
Preservation Brief #36. 
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LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

Appropriate and aesthetically compatible handrails 
should be added to the main entry stair as well as the 
basement access stairway in the name of improving 
user safety. The design and installation of possible 
new handrails should be very carefully explored with 
an experienced preservation professional. 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuit
ry and corresponding loads should be evaluated by 
an electrical engineering consultant in order to plan 
for any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. 
Electrical distribution and facilitation of equipment 
should be undertaken as part of any future rehabili
tation campaign. 

Consideration should be given to incorporating 
fire-suppression sprinklers within the house at the 
advice of a fire safety engineer. Given that cabin 
HS-2 is a year-round employee residence this rec
ommendation is logical in bringing the cabin into 
alignment with safety considerations for HS-4, which 
had fires sprinklers introduced at some point in the 
recent past. 

Some sensitively designed and appropriately spec
ified immediate site night-lighting should be intro
duce to the cabin's landscape. New site lighting 
should be specified in keeping with the NPS Night 
Skies light pollution avoidance regulations. 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuit
ry and corresponding loads should be evaluated by 
an electrical engineering consultant in order to plan 
for any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. 
Electrical distribution and facilitation of electrical 

equipment should be undertaken as part of any fu
ture rehabilitation campaign. 

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 

In the event of any future rehabilitation activities 
involving the Cabin, tests to determine the pres
ence or substantiate the absence of potentially 
harmful environmental contaminants will be a vital 
first step. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous 
materials or contaminants that could pose an un
acceptable health risk to rehab workers and tutu re 
house occupants, appropriate methods of material 
removal, eradication, and/or containment should 
be undertaken by specific specialists employing ap
proved treatment methods prior to any significant 
dwelling rehab campaign. 
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HS-4. Employee Duplex Cabin 

This dwelling should continue to be utilized as a 
year-round residence. Preservation priorities em
phasize exterior rehabilitation and more diligent 
cyclical maintenance initiatives. 

ROOF 

Given that the existing shingle roof is in very good 
condition, no immediate action is anticipated for 
the Cabin's roof at this time. Nevertheless when a 
new wood shingle roof is anticipated for this Cabin 
(within some 7 to lOyears if well maintained) shingle 
configurations will need to be rethought. With the 
discovery that the building's "wave" pattern shingle 
roof was introduced by NPS personnel without the 
evidence to support that such a decorative roof ever 
existed on this dwelling, it is advisable to return the 
wood shingle roof to its original regular even-spaced 
staggered joint aesthetic. Wood shingles should be 
specified as fire retardant treated and at the same 
time adaptable to being painted finished. 
Refer to NPS Preservation Brief# 19. 

When re-roofing occurs, the chimney stacks should 
be more sensitively flashed into roof planes employ
ing a traditional stepped or more contemporary con
tinuous reglet protected flashing technique. At the 
point of re-roofing, metal valley flashings should be 
replaced in keeping with existing context 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

WALLS 

The pronounced, top-of-plinth cement grout cap 
should be carefully removed and replaced with a 
new lime-enriched grout pitched away from the 
base of building's wood weatherboard siding so 
as to dispel moisture from impacting the frame 
wall's lower wood plates. Grout wash should not 
be mounded against lower weatherboard. Re point
ing of plinth cracks should be undertaken using 
lime-enriched mortar. Refer to NPS Preservation 
Brief #1 

Re-pointing of any failing mortar joints and/or re
placement of missing or ill-advised past masonry 
patchwork should be undertaken by a skilled stone 
mason. 
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HS-4. Employee Duplex Cabin 

BASEMENT 

Evidence of masonry joint weeps within basement 
requires defining where moisture may be entering 
the building along the west elevation of the cabin. 
Suspecting that a combination of both ground-water 
infiltration and stone plinth waterproofing failures 
exist, consideration should be given to working to
ward better west elevation rainwater evacuation by 
perhaps some means of damp-proofing the build
ing's west basement wall and/or introducing a prop
erly designed French drain along the length of the 
dwelling's west elevation. 

The basement's recessed dry well within the con
crete floor should be periodically checked and 
cleaned out as necessary to ensure that appropriate 
moisture weepage is being dispensed in keeping the 
basement floor dry. 

The stone masonry stairs providing access to the 
basement require some joint repairs in both horizon
tal stair treads as well as stairway defining vertical 
masonry walls. 

Effort should be exercised at better upkeep on the 
part of NPS maintenance personnel as well as dwell
ing occupants regarding basement and crawl spaces. 
Re-anchor and/or replace poorly installed basement 
and crawl space batten insulation in keeping with 
best practices installation procedures. This recom
mendation in the name of ensuring effective energy 
efficiency goals and heating cost containment goals. 

MASONRY STAIRS, ENTRY PORCHES 
AND TERRACE 

Repair existing vertical and horizontal grout joints at 
the main entry stone stair, the north elevation side 
stair and landing, as well as the rear landing leading 
to the basement stair. Stone conservation work in 
these areas should be undertaken in keeping with 
other masonry repair and re-pointing efforts. Con
sideration should be given to introducing appropri
ate and aesthetically compatible handrails at the 
main entry stair as well as north elevation stair and 
porch. The basement access stairway should also 
have a handrail anchored to the stairway defining 
masonry wall. Handrails recommended in the name 
of improving user safety. 

STONE MASONRY FIREPLACE 

Provide for a greater area of non-combustible floor
ing to be installed immediately in front of the exist
ing two bedroom unit fireplace. A durable ceramic 
tile material can be used for the expanded hearth 
protection area. 

WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Provide for new interior wood-framed window 
screens at windows were the screens are missing. 
New screens to match original screens. 

All three of the Duplex's non-original exterior doors 
and screen doors should be replaced with appropri
ate new doors and screen doors that match the cab
in's historic doors and screen doors in appearance 
and operation. 
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EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Paint finish unsightly electrical meter box, power 
disconnect box, and cable TV box, as well as all asso
ciated wall mounted conduit, dark brown in match
ing cabin siding color. Use appropriate metal surface 
paint products. 

INTERIOR SPACES 

At the point where the cabin's interior cabinetry is in 
need of being replaced, restraint should be exercised 
in seeing that extremely simple, paint grade cabine
try is re-installed throughout the house. Countertops 
and backsplashes should more ideally be composed 
of a light colored solid matrix synthetic material. 

Being the most important surviving interior feature 
of the original cabin's construction, the masonry 
fireplace within the two bedroom unit's living room 
should be carefully protected from damage during 
any future redecoration of interiors. The cast iron 
fireplace insert's electrical fan wiring should be in
spected for code compliance compatibility and per
haps more effectively wired if found to be lacking in 
any way. 

Replace the closet doors of the master bedroom of 
the larger duplex unit with doors that match other 
existing interior wooden doors. 

Properly back the wall opening and patch new tile 
over the opening where a recessed wall-mounted 
electric heater once existed in the larger unit bath
room. Confirm that electrical wiring leading to this 
heater location has been effectively killed before u n
dertaking wall path procedures. 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

The carpeting within the living room should be 
replaced with a more durable walking surface or 
an appropriate low-pile natural tone carpeting at 
some point in time. 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

Regrade the west immediate site to improve upon 
the positive slope of grade away from the base of 
the dwelling in accommodation of quicker evacua
tion of water from the rear plinth of the Cabin. The 
professional advice of a civil engineering consultant 
would be recommended in preparing to act on this 
treatment suggestion. In conjunction with some 
limited regrading work, it is also advisable to seek 
a civil engineer's input regarding the possible intro
duction of a French drain across the length of the 
west side of the house. Refer to NPS Preservation 
Brief #36. 
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HS-4. Employee Duplex Cabin 

LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
r-r. I /C l\ljC lrL f"'\R~C R / Tlf"'\1\1~ 

Appropriate and aesthetically compatible handrails 
should be added to the main entry stair, north ele
vation landing and stair, as well as the basement ac
cess stairway in the name of improving user safety. 
The design and installation of possible new handrails 
should be very carefully explored with an experi
enced preservation professional. 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuit
ry and corresponding loads should be evaluated by 
an electrical engineering consultant in order to plan 
for any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. 
Electrical distribution and facilitation of equipment 
shou Id be undertaken as part of any future rehabili
tation campaign. 

Some sensitively designed and appropriately spec
ified immediate site night-lighting should be intro
duce to the Cabin's landscape. New site lighting 
should be specified in keeping with the NPS Night 
Skies light pollution avoidance regulations. 

ACCE SSIRIL If Y 

NPS regulations and policies should be respected in 
the course of planning for appropriate ADA adapta
tions to cabin as may be required. 

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
rnl\lTJ\1\/II 11\ 1Tc--

ln the event of any future rehabilitation activities 
involving the Cabin, tests to determine the pres
ence or substantiate the absence of potentially 
harmful environmental contaminants will be a vital 
first step. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous 
materials or contaminants that could pose an un
acceptable health risk to rehab workers and future 
house occupants, appropriate methods of material 
removal, eradication, and/or containment should 
be undertaken by specific specialists employing ap
proved treatment methods prior to any significant 
dwelling rehab campaign. 

1='1\1 IIRONMF TAI_ SYSTl='l\./1~ 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuitry 
and corresponding loads should be evaluated by an 
electrical engineering consultant in order to plan for 
any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. 
Electrical distribution and facilitation of electrical 

equipment should be undertaken as part of any fu
ture rehabilitation campaign. 

Some sensitively designed and appropriately spec
ified immediate site night-lighting should be intro
duce to the Cabin's landscape in keeping with the 
N PS Night Skies light pollution avoidance regula
tions. 

Original crawl space vents, occurring at several lo
cations around the perimeter of the Cabin should be 
reopened and fitted with screen wire in order to pro
vide underfloor cavities with positive air circulation. 
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HS-5. Single Occupancy Cabin 

ROOF 
Attend to remedial roof shingle repairs involving 

replacing missing or seriously broken shingles. Re
paint roof in typical hand-rolled fashion for the near 
term but do start making plans to replace the roof 
within the next two to three years. When a re roofing 
effort is mounted, new shingles and associated met
al valleys and flashings shall match historic roofing 
systems. New wood shingles shall match historic in 
size and exposure. Cedar shingles should be fire ret
rardent treated and painted on both exterior and at
tic facing surfaces prior to installation. Refer to NPS 
Preservation Brief #19 

Properly clean and prep existing metal valleys, 
chimney stack metal flashing, and vent stack boot 
flashings, to receive new protective paint as part of 
short-term roof rehab campaign. 

Provide for the reintroduction of end-gable attic 
space vents in keeping with historic such details as 
exist on similar small cabins. Historic drawings and 
photographs substantiate that such features previ
ously existed. 

EXTERIOR WALLS 

Stabilize and rehabilitate the building's west eleva
tion stone masonry plinth in keeping with historic 
precedence for rustic stylized foundation work asso
ciated with the District's small cabins. 

Re-pointing of any failing mortar joints and/or re
placement of missing or ill-advised past masonry 
patchwork should be undertaken by a skilled stone 
mason. In the need to replace any missing or seri
ously damaged plinth masonry and associated mor
tar joints, such material and workmanship shall be 

executed in a manner matching existing historic 
stone color as well as mortar color and material fin
ish. Refer to N PS Preservation Brief #1. 

For the near term, caulk fill existing weatherboard 
surface cracks and gapped miter jointed corners pri
or to repainting. If surface siding cracks are deemed 
too large to effectively caulk fill or at such point in 
time a more aggressive exterior siding rehabilitation 
campaign can be mounted, replacement weather
boards shall match existing in every way. Do back
prime all replacement siding boards to assist in pre
venting board cupping. 

Future repainting efforts should follow best practic
es material preparations and paint product applica
tions. 

Reintroduce end-gable attic space vents per surviv
ing examples of such historic details. 

Paint existing bathroom exhaust fan vent, occurring 
at south elevation gable, to match dark brown paint
ed exterior walls. Use appropriate metal surface 
paint products. 

MASONRY STAIRS AND PORCHES 

Repair entry stairs and porch masonry joints to en
sure reasonably level walking surfaces. Employ mor
tar grout in keeping with historic joint texture and 
color. 

Stone conservation work in these areas should be 
undertaken in keeping with other masonry repair 
and re-pointing efforts. Consideration should be 
given to introducing appropriate and aesthetically 
compatible handrails at the main east elevation en
try stair. Handrails recommended in the name of im
proving user safety. 
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WOODEN PORCH 

Attend to minor wooden porch repairs focusing on 
board surface anchorage. 

MASONRY CHIMNEY 

Replace deteriorated chimney fire brick, metal flue 
stack sleeve with rain cap, and then reintroduce 
matching veneer stones to full height of chimney in a 
manner to recreate original appearance. In the need 
to replace missing or seriously damaged masonry 
and associated mortar joints, such materials and 
workmanship shall be executed in a manner match
ing existing historic stone color as well as mortar col
or and material finish. Refer to historic drawings and 
photographs. 

WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Provide for new interior wood-framed window 
screens at windows were the screens are missing. 
New screens should match original screens. 

Provide for replacement wooden framed door 
screens in keeping with original period screens at 
both exterior doors. 

EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Paint finish unsightly electrical meter box, power 
disconnect box, and cable TV box, as well as all asso
ciated wall-mounted conduit, dark brown in match
ing cabin siding color. Use appropriate metal surface 
paint products. 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

INTERIOR SPACES 

At the point where the cabin's interior cabinetry is in 
need of being replaced, restraint shou Id be exercised 
in seeing that extremely simple, paint grade cabine
try is reinstalled throughout the house. Cou ntertops 
and backsplashes should more ideally be composed 
of a light colored solid matrix synthetic material. 

Replace the non-historic contemporary fiberglass 
shower enclosure with a new similarly sized, white 
colored fiberglass shower with polycarbon door. 

Provide for appropriate attic ductwork, connection 
fittings, and rain-capped rooftop vent stack in ac
commodation of overhead oven/range ventilator. 

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

Attend to critical stone masonry foundation reha
bilitation work emphasizing the previously described 
west elevation plinth restorative work. 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

Regrade the west immediate site to improve upon 
the positive slope of grade away from the dwelling 
in accommodation of quicker evacuation of water 
from the rear plinth of the Cabin. The profession
al advice of a civil engineering consultant would be 
recommended in preparing to act on this treatment 
suggestion. In conjunction with some limited regrad
ing work, it is also advisable to seek a civil engineer's 
input regarding the possible introduction of a French 
drain across the length of the west side of the house. 
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HS-5. Single Occupancy Cabin 

LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
1.0N /F I\IIF 11.~ OR,~ RVAT IONS 

Appropriate and aesthetically compatible handrails 
should be added to the east elevation main entry 
stair. The design and installation of possible new 
handrails should be very carefully explored with an 
experienced preservation professional. 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuit
ry and corresponding loads should be evaluated by 
an electrical engineering consultant in order to plan 
for any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. 
Electrical distribution and facilitation of equipment 
should be undertaken as part of any future rehabili
tation campaign. 

Repair existing wall-mounted entry door light fixture 
to good working order or replace fixture with appro
priate new fixture (if deemed necessary) in keeping 
with historic rustic character of dwelling. Some sen
sitively designed and appropriately specified imme
diate site night-lighting should be introduce to the 
Cabin's landscape. New site lighting should be spec
ified in keeping with the NPS Night Skies light pollu
tion avoidance regulations. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuitry 
and corresponding loads should be evaluated by an 
electrical engineering consultant in order to plan for 
any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. Elec
trical distribution and facilitation of electrical equip
ment should be undertaken as part of any future re
habilitation campaign. 

Some sensitively designed and appropriately spec
ified immediate site night-lighting should be intro
duce to the cabin's landscape in keeping with the 
N PS Night Skies light pollution avoidance regula
tions. 

Original crawl space vents, occurring at several lo
cations around the perimeter of the Cabin should 
cleared of soil fill that has encroached on vent 
openings in order to continue to provide under
floor cavities with positive air circulation. 

Provide for appropriate attic ductwork, connection 
fittings, and rain-capped rooftop vent stack in ac
commodation of overhead oven/range ventilator. 

POTf N flAl ENVIRONMf NTAl 
r. () N TAM I 1\1 a 1\1 T , 

In the event of any future rehabilitation activities 
involving the Cabin, tests to determine the pres
ence or substantiate the absence of potentially 
harmful environmental contaminants will be a vital 
first step. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous 
materials or contaminants that could pose an un
acceptable health risk to rehab workers and future 
house occupants, appropriate methods of material 
removal, eradication, and/or containment should 
be undertaken by specific specialists employing ap
proved treatment methods prior to any significant 
dwelling rehab campaign. 
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HS-7. Single Occupancy Cabin 

This dwelling should continue to be utilized as a 
seasonal residence. Preservation priorities should 
emphasize exterior rehabilitation and more diligent 
cyclical maintenance initiatives. 

ROOF 

Attend to remedial roof shingle repairs involving 
replacing missing or seriously broken shingles. Re
paint roof in typical hand-rolled fashion for the near 
term but do start making plans to replace the roof 
within the next two to three years. When a re roofing 
effort is mounted, new shingles and associated met
al valleys and flashings shall match historic roofing 
systems. New wood shingles shall match historic in 
size and exposure. Cedar shingles should be fire ret
rardent treated and painted on both exterior and at
tic facing surfaces prior to installation. Refer to NPS 
Preservation Brief #19 

Properly clean and prep existing metal valleys, 
chimney stack metal flashing, and vent stack boot 
flashings, to receive new protective paint as part of 
short-term roof rehab campaign. 

EXTERIOR WALLS 

Stabilize and rehabilitate the southwest corner of 
the building's west elevation stone masonry plinth in 
keeping with historic precedence for rustic stylized 
foundation work associated with the District's small 
cabins. 

Re-pointing of any failing mortar joints and/or re
placement of missing or ill-advised past masonry 
patchwork should be undertaken by a skilled stone 

mason. In the need to replace any missing or seri
ously damaged plinth masonry and associated mor
tar joints, such material and workmanship shall be 
executed in a manner matching existing historic 
stone color as well as mortar color and material fin
ish. Refer to N PS Preservation Brief #1. 

For the near term, caulk fill existing weatherboard 
surface cracks and gapped miter jointed corners pri
or to repainting. If surface siding cracks are deemed 
too large to effectively caulk fill or at such point in 
time a more aggressive exterior siding rehabilitation 
campaign can be mounted, replacement weather
boards shall match existing in every way. Do back
prime all replacement siding boards to assist in pre
venting board cupping. 

Future repainting efforts should follow best practic
es material preparations and paint product applica
tions. 

MASONRY STAIRS AND PORCHES 

Repair main entry and rear entry stairs and mason
ry porches (emphasizing deteriorated mortar joints) 
to ensure reasonably level walking surfaces. Employ 
mortar grout in keeping with historic joint texture 
and color. 

Stone conservation work in these areas should be 
undertaken in keeping with other masonry repair 
and re-pointing efforts. 
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MASONRY CHIMNEY 

Replace deteriorated chimney fire brick, as well as 
metal flue stack sleeve with rain cap to match exist
ing. Stabilize and re-point veneer stones to match 
existing stonework in a manner to recreate original 
appearance to 2'-0" above roof ridge for stone ex
posure. In the need to replace missing or serious
ly damaged masonry and associated mortar joints, 
such materials and workmanship shall be executed 
in a manner matching existing historic stone and 
brick color as well as mortar color and material fin
ish. Refer to historic drawings and photographs. 

WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Provide for new interior wood-framed window 
screens at windows were the screens are missing. 
New screens to match original screens. 

Provide for replacement wooden framed door 
screens in keeping with original period screens at 
both exterior doors. 

EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Paint finish unsightly electrical meter box, power 
disconnect box, and cable TV box, as well as all asso
ciated wall-mounted conduit, dark brown in match
ing Cabin siding color. Use appropriate metal surface 
paint products. 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

INTERIOR SPACES 

At the point where the Cabin's interior cabinetry is in 
need of being replaced, restraint shou Id be exercised 
in seeing that extremely simple, paint grade cabine
try is reinstalled throughout the house. Cou ntertops 
and backsplashes should more ideally be composed 
of a light colored solid matrix synthetic material. 

Replace the non-historic contemporary fiberglass 
shower enclosure with a new similarly sized, white 
colored fiberglass shower with polycarbonate door. 

Provide for appropriate attic ductwork, connection 
fittings, and rain-cover-capped rooftop vent stack in 
accommodation of overhead oven/range ventilator. 

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

Attend to critical stone masonry foundation reha
bilitation work emphasizing the previously described 
southwest elevation plinth restorative work. 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

Regrade the southwest corner of the building's im
mediate site to improve upon the positive slope of 
grade away from the base of the dwelling in accom
modation of quicker evacuation of water from the 
plinth of the Cabin. The professional advice of a civil 
engineering consultant would be recommended in 
preparing to act on this treatment suggestion. 
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HS-7. Single Occupancy Cabin 

LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuit
ry and corresponding loads should be evaluated by 
an electrical engineering consultant in order to plan 
for any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. 
Electrical distribution and facilitation of equipment 
should be undertaken as part of any future reha
bilitation campaign. Repair existing west elevation 
wall-mounted entry door light fixture to good work
ing order or replace fixture with appropriate new 
fixture (if deemed necessary) in keeping with his
toric rustic character of dwelling. Introduce a new 
wall-mounted rear door light fixture on the east ele
vation in keeping with the other District cabins. 

Some sensitively designed and appropriately spec
ified immediate site night-lighting should be intro
duce to the Cabin's landscape. New site lighting 
should be specified in keeping with the NPS Night 
Skies light pollution avoidance regulations. 

ll\JVIRONMLNTAL SYSTLMS 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuitry 
and corresponding loads should be evaluated by an 
electrical engineering consultant in order to plan for 
any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. Elec
trical distribution and facilitation of electrical equip
ment should be undertaken as part of any future re
habilitation campaign. 

Some sensitively designed and appropriately spec
ified immediate site night-lighting should be intro-

duce to the Cabin's landscape in keeping with the 
NPS Night Skies light pollution avoidance regula
tions. 

Original crawl space vents, occurring at several lo
cations around the perimeter of the Cabin, should 
be reopened to allow air to circulate through the 
crawl space. Rehabilitate crawl space vents as re
quired. 

Provide for appropriate attic duct work, connec
tion fittings, and rain-capped rooftop vent stack in 
accommodation of overhead bathroom ventilator. 

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMI ANTS 

In the event of any future rehabilitation activities 
involving the Cabin, tests to determine the pres
ence or substantiate the absence of potentially 
harmful environmental contaminants will be a vital 
first step. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous 
materials or contaminants that could pose an un
acceptable health risk to rehab workers and future 
house occupants, appropriate methods of material 
removal, eradication, and/or containment should 
be undertaken by specific specialists employing ap
proved treatment methods prior to any significant 
dwelling rehab campaign. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

NPS regulations and policies should be respected 
in the course of planning for appropriate ADA adap
tations to Cabin as may be required. 
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HS-8. Double Occupancy Cabin 

In light of NPS employee housing shortages at BRCA 
and the need for this form of double occupancy 
housing, and the fact that the rear building addition 
has existed for most of the dwelling's history, the 
rear bedroom addition should be retained and con
served as being as important as the front core-cab
in's original footprint. 

While aesthetically compromising to the overall ap
pearance of the Cabin, the rear roof plane over-roof 
feature should be retained until a point in time when 
the original double-pitched roof form might be re
instated by removing the over-roof. Such a project 
would involve considerable forethought and plan
ning. 

l... 

Attend to remedial roof shingle repairs involving re
placing missing or seriously broken shingles. Repaint 
roof in typical hand-rolled fashion for the near term 
but do start making plans to replace the roof with
in the next 2 to 3 years. When a reroofing effort is 
mounted, new shingles and associated metal valleys 
and flashings shall match historic roofing systems. 
New wood shingles shall match historic in size and 
exposure. Cedar shingles should be fire retardant 
treated and painted on both exterior and attic facing 
surfaces prior to installation. Refer to NPS Preserva
tion Brief #19 

Properly clean and prep existing metal valleys, 
chimney stack metal flashing, and vent stack boot 
flashings, to receive new protective paint as part of 
short-term roof rehab campaign. 

Provide for the reintroduction of end-gable attic 
space vents in keeping with historic such details as 
exist on similar small cabins. Historic drawings and 
photographs substantiate that such features previ
ously existed. 

~VT[:rll("'\D \f\//1 LL C' 

Stabilize and rehabilitate the building's west and 
south elevation stone masonry plinth in keeping 
with historic precedence for rustic stylized founda
tion work associated with the District's small cabins. 

Re-pointing of any failing mortar joints and/or re
placement of missing or ill-advised past masonry 
patchwork should be undertaken by a skilled stone 
mason. In the need to replace any missing or seri
ously damaged plinth masonry and associated mor
tar joints, such material and workmanship shall be 
executed in a manner matching existing historic 
stone color as well as mortar color and material fin
ish. Refer to N PS Preservation Brief #1. 

For the near term, caulk fill existing weatherboard 
surface cracks and gapped butt-jointed corners prior 
to repainting. If surface siding cracks are deemed too 
large to effectively caulk fill or at such point in time 
a more aggressive exterior siding rehabilitation cam
paign can be mounted, replacement weatherboards 
shall match existing in every way. Do back-prime all 
replacement siding boards to assist in preventing 
board cupping. 

Future repainting efforts should follow best practic
es material preparations and paint product applica
tions. 

Reintroduce end-gable attic space vents per surviv
ing examples of such historic details at other cabins. 

Paint existing bathroom exhaust fan vent, occurring 
at south elevation gable, to match dark brown paint
ed exterior walls. Use appropriate metal surface 
paint products. 
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Evidence of masonry joint weeps and top of base
ment wall spalling of bricks requires defending the 
basement from moisture infiltration along the west 
elevation of the Cabin. Suspecting that a combi
nation of both groundwater infiltration and stone 
plinth water-defense failures exist, consideration 
should be given to working toward better west ele
vation rainwater evacuation by perhaps some means 
of damp-proofing the building's west basement wall 
and/or introducing a properly designed French drain 
along the length of the dwelling's west elevation. 

The basement floor should be cleaned of excess 
earth that has infiltrated the space during a recent 
crawl space plumbing incident. If a basement dry 
well is identified in the cleaning process, the well 
should be periodically checked and cleaned out to 
ensure that appropriate moisture weeps are being 
dispensed in keeping the basement floor dry. 

The wooden ships-ladder stair (in effect an unus
able piece of historical archaeology) that once pro
vided rudimentary access to the root-cellar base
ment should not be used by any NPS personnel. The 
ships-ladder should be stabilized to keep the feature 
from further deterioration, but the ladder should not 
be used into the future. 

Once the basement is cleaned and brick masonry 
repaired in accordance with sound masonry stabili
zation procedures, the basement should be locked 
to prohibit access. A flush mounting, in-floor locking 
mechanism should be fitted to the manhole in the 
floor of the Cabin's addition space, thus rendering 
the basement inaccessible accept by NPS mainte
nance personnel. 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

MASONRY STAIR AND PORCHES 

Repair main entry stairs and porch masonry joints 
to ensure reasonably level walking surfaces. Employ 
mortar grout in keeping with historic join texture and 
color. 

Stone conservation work on the front entry stair 
should be undertaken in keeping with other masonry 
repair and re-pointing efforts. Consideration should 
be given to introducing appropriate and aesthetical
ly compatible handrails at the main east elevation 
entry stair. Handrails recommended in the name of 
improving user safety. 

WOODf N PORCH 

Attend to minor wooden porch repairs focusing on 
board surface anchorage. Wooden stair treads are in 
need of surface board replacement. 

MASONRY C~ llMNE.. Y 

Replace deteriorated chimney fire brick, as well as 
metal flue stack sleeve with rain cap to match exist
ing. In the need to replace missing or seriously dam
aged masonry and associated mortar joints, such 
materials and workmanship shall be executed in a 
manner matching existing historic brick size and col
or as well as mortar color and material finish. Refer 
to historic drawings and photographs. Reintroduce 
cement grout fill to top of brick flue opening abutting 
new metal flue stack. 
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HS-8. Double Occupancy Cabin 

WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Wood casement windows existing at the oldest por
tion of the cabin will require extensive rehabilitation 
work. All window rehab work to be undertaken by 
skilled wood craftsperson. Provide for new interior 
wood-framed window screens at oldest out-swing
ing casement windows and exterior wood-framed 
screens at building addition operable hopper win
dows. All new screens to match original screens. Re
fer to NPS Preservation Brief #9. 

Provide for a more aesthetically appropriate north 
elevation entry door in keeping with the building's 
historic doors. 

Provide for replacement wooden framed door 
screens in keeping with original period screens at 
both exterior doors. 

EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Paint finish unsightly electrical meter box, power 
disconnect box, and cable TV box, as well as all asso
ciated wall mounted conduit, dark brown in match
ing Cabin siding color. Use appropriate metal surface 
paint products. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

NPS regulations and policies should be respected in 
the course of planning for appropriate ADA adapta
tions to Cabin as may be required. 

INTERIOR SPACES 

At the point where the cabin's interior cabinetry is in 
need of being replaced, restraint should be exercised 
in seeing that extremely simple, paint grade cabine
try is reinstalled throughout the house. Cou ntertops 
and backsplashes should more ideally be composed 
of a light colored solid matrix synthetic material. 

Replace the non-historic contemporary fiberglass 
shower enclosure with a new similarly sized, white 
colored fiberglass shower with polycarbonate door. 

Provide for appropriate attic ductwork, connection 
fittings, and rain-capped rooftop vent stack in ac
commodation of overhead oven/range ventilator. 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

Regrade the west immediate site to improve upon 
the positive slope of grade away from the dwelling 
in accommodation of quicker evacuation of water 
from the rear plinth of the cabin. The profession
al advice of a civil engineering consultant would be 
recommended in preparing to act on this treatment 
suggestion. In conjunction with some limited regrad
ing work, it is also advisable to seek a civil engineer's 
input regarding the possible introduction of a French 
drain across the length of the west side of the house. 

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

Attend to critical stone masonry foundation reha
bilitation work emphasizing the previously described 
west elevation plinth restorative work. 
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LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

Appropriate and aesthetically compatible handrails 
should be added to the east elevation main entry 
stair, as well as the side, north elevation wooden en
try stair. 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuit
ry and corresponding loads should be evaluated by 
an electrical engineering consultant in order to plan 
for any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. 
Electrical distribution and facilitation of equipment 
should be undertaken as part of any future rehabili
tation campaign. 

Repair existing wallmounted main entry door light 
fixture to good working order or replace fixture with 
appropriate new fixture (if deemed necessary) in 
keeping with the historic rustic character of dwell
ing. Replace north elevation side entry light fixture 
with more appropriate period inspired fixture. Some 
sensitively designed and appropriately specified im
mediate site night-lighting should be introduce to 
the Cabin's landscape. New site lighting should be 
specified in keeping with the NPS Night Skies light 
pollution avoidance regulations. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuitry 
and corresponding loads should be evaluated by an 
electrical engineering consultant in order to plan for 
any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. 
Electrical distribution and facilitation of electrical 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

equipment should be undertaken as part of any fu
ture rehabilitation campaign. 

Some sensitively designed and appropriately spec
ified immediate site night-lighting should be intro
duce to the Cabin's landscape in keeping with the 
NPS Night Skies light pollution avoidance regula
tions. 

Original crawl space vents, occurring at several lo
cations around the perimeter of the Cabin should be 
cleared of soil fill that has encroached on vent open
ings in order to continue to provide underfloor cavi
ties with positive air circulation. 

Provide for appropriate attic ductwork, connection 
fittings, and rain-capped rooftop vent stack in ac
commodation of overhead oven/range ventilator. 

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 

In the event of any future rehabilitation activities in
volving the Cabin, tests to determine the presence 
or substantiate the absence of potentially harmful 
environmental contaminants will be a vital first step. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous ma
terials or contaminants that could pose an unaccept
able health risk to rehab workers and future house 
occupants, appropriate methods of material remov
al, eradication, and/or containment should be un
dertaken by specific specialists employing approved 
treatment methods prior to any significant dwelling 
rehab campaign. 
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HS-9. Single Occupancy Cabin 

ROOF 

Attend to remedial roof shingle repairs involving re
placing missing or seriously broken shingles. Repaint 
roof in typical hand-rolled fashion for the near term 
but do start making plans to replace the roof with
in the next 2 to 3 years. When a reroofing effort is 
mounted, new shingles and associated metal valleys 
and flashings shall match historic roofing systems. 
New wood shingles shall match historic in size and 
exposure. Cedar shingles should be fire retardant 
treated and painted on both exterior and attic facing 
surfaces prior to installation. Refer to NPS Preserva
tion Brief #19. 

Properly clean and prep existing metal valleys, 
chimney stack metal flashing, and vent stack boot 
flashings, to receive new protective paint as part of 
short-term roof rehab campaign. 

EXTERIOR WALLS 

Stabilize and rehabilitate the southwest corner of 
the building's west elevation stone masonry plinth in 
keeping with historic precedence for rustic stylized 
foundation work associated with the District's small 
cabins. 

Re-pointing of any failing mortar joints and/or re
placement of missing or ill-advised past masonry 
patchwork should be undertaken by a skilled stone 
mason. In the need to replace any missing or seri
ously damaged plinth masonry and associated mor
tar joints, such material and workmanship shall be 
executed in a manner matching existing historic 
stone color as well as mortar color and material fin
ish. Refer to NPS Preservation Brief #1. 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

For the near term, caulk fill existing weather
board surface cracks and gapped miter jointed 
corners prior to repainting. If surface siding cracks 
are deemed too large to effectively caulk fill or at 
such point in time a more aggressive exterior siding 
rehabilitation campaign can be mounted, replace
ment weatherboards shall match existing in every 
way. Do back-prime all replacement siding boards 
to assist in preventing board cupping. 

Future repainting efforts should follow best prac
tices material preparations and paint product ap
plications. 

MASONRY STAIRS AND PORCHES 

Repair main entry stairs and masonry landing (em
phasizing deteriorated mortar joints) to ensure rea
sonably level walking surfaces. Employ mortar grout 
in keeping with historic joint texture and color. 

Given the advanced state of deterioration of the 
rear entry steps, it will be necessary to disassem
ble the existing stonework and reconstruct the rear 
steps with similar new stones laid up to match his
toric stair features. Replace existing rear east eleva
tion entry steps in keeping with historic such ma
sonry. 

Stone conservation work in these areas should be 
undertaken in keeping with other masonry repair 
and re-pointing efforts. 
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HS-9. Single Occupancy Cabin 

MASONRY CHIMNEY 

Replace deteriorated chimney fire brick, as well as 
metal flue stack sleeve with rain cap to match exist
ing. Stabilize and re-point veneer stones to match 
existing stonework in a manner to recreate original 
appearance to 2'-0" above roof ridge for stone ex
posure. In the need to replace missing or serious
ly damaged masonry and associated mortar joints, 
such materials and workmanship shall be executed in 
a manner matching existing historic stone and brick 
color as well as mortar color and material finish. 

WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Provide for new interior wood-framed window 
screens at windows were the screens are missing. 
New screens to match original screens. 

Provide for replacement wooden framed door 
screens in keeping with original period screens at 
both exterior doors. 

STRUCTURAL OBSLRVATIONS 

Attend to critical stone masonry foundation reha
bilitation work emphasizing the previously described 
southwest elevation plinth restorative work. 

ACCE SSIRIL If Y 

NPS regulations and policies should be respected in 
the course of planning for appropriate ADA adapta
tions to Cabin as may be required. 

II\ TERIOR SPACES 

At the point where the Cabin's interior cabinetry is in 
need of being replaced, restraint shou Id be exercised 
in seeing that extremely simple, paint grade cabine
try is reinstalled throughout the house. Cou ntertops 
and backsplashes should more ideally be composed 
of a light colored solid matrix synthetic material. 

Replace the non-historic contemporary fiberglass 
shower enclosure with a new similarly sized, white 
colored fiberglass shower with polycarbonate door. 

Provide for appropriate attic ductwork, connection 
fittings, and rain-cover-capped rooftop vent stack in 
accommodation of overhead oven/range ventilator. 

IMf\/lDIATL SITl 

Regrade the southwest corner of the building's im
mediate site to improve upon the positive slope of 
grade away from the base of the dwelling in accom
modation of quicker evacuation of water from the 
plinth of the cabin. The professional advice of a civil 
engineering consultant would be recommended in 
preparing to act on this treatment suggestion. 

EX TE RIOR LJ TIL If IE S 

Paint finish unsightly electrical meter box, power 
disconnect box, and cable TV box, as well as all as
sociated wall-mounted conduit, dark brown color in 
matching Cabin siding. Use appropriate metal sur
face paint products. 
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LIFE SAFfTY AND USER 
rnl\J lll\llE ICE.. ORSLD 1iu1n ,~ 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuit
ry and corresponding loads should be evaluated by 
an electrical engineering consultant in order to plan 
for any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. 
Electrical distribution and facilitation of equipment 
should be undertaken as part of any future rehabili
tation campaign. 

Repair existing west elevation wall-mounted entry 
door light fixture to good working order or replace 
fixture with appropriate new fixture (if deemed nec
essary) in keeping with historic rustic character of 
dwelling. Introduce a new wall-mounted rear door 
light fixture on the east elevation in keeping with the 
other District cabins. 

Some sensitively designed and appropriately spec
ified immediate site night-lighting should be intro
duce to the cabin's landscape. New site lighting 
should be specified in keeping with the NPS Night 
Skies light pollution avoidance regulations. 

ENVIRONMEl\i TAL SYSTEMS 

Remove the plywood covering the front west eleva
tion crawl space vent and return vent to operational 
condition in allowing air to circulate into crawl space. 
Clear earth and debris undermining effectiveness 
of the east elevation crawl space vent and return 
vent to good working order. Rehabilitate crawl space 
vents as required. 

Provide for appropriate attic ductwork, connection 
fittings, and rain-capped rooftop vent stack in ac
commodation of overhead bathroom ventilator. 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

POTENTIAL ENVIRONIVfNTAL 
CON TAIVINAN TS 

In the event of any future rehabilitation activities 
involving the Cabin, tests to determine the pres
ence or substantiate the absence of potentially 
harmful environmental contaminants will be a vital 
first step. 
In planning to abate any potentially hazardous 

materials or contaminants that could pose an un
acceptable health risk to rehab workers and future 
house occupants, appropriate methods of material 
removal, eradication, and/or containment should 
be undertaken by specific specialists employing ap
proved treatment methods prior to any significant 
dwelling rehab campaign. 
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u 0 

In light of NPS employee housing shortages at BRCA 
and the need for this form of double occupancy 
housing, and the fact that the rear building addition 
has existed for most of the dwelling's history, the 
rear bedroom addition should be retained and con
served as being as important as the front core Cab
in's original footprint. 

While aesthetically compromising to the overall ap
pearance of the Cabin, the rear roof plane over-roof 
feature should be retained until a point in time when 
the original double-pitched roof form might be re
instated by removing the over-roof. Such a project 
would involve considerable forethought and plan
ning. 

ROOF 

Attend to remedial roof shingle repairs involving re
placing missing or seriously broken shingles. Repaint 
roof in typical hand-rolled fashion for the near term 
but do start making plans to replace the roof with
in the next 2 to 3 years. When a reroofing effort is 
mounted, new shingles and associated metal valleys 
and flashings shall match historic roofing systems. 
New wood shingles shall match historic in size and 
exposure. Cedar shingles should be fire retardant 
treated and painted on both exterior and attic facing 
surfaces prior to installation. Refer to NPS Preserva
tion Brief #19. 

Properly clean and prep existing metal valleys, 
chimney stack metal flashing, and vent stack boot 
flashings, to receive new protective paint as part of 
short-term roof rehab campaign. 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

This dwelling should continue to be utilized as a 
seasonal residence. Preservation priorities empha
size exterior rehabilitation and more diligent cyclical 
maintenance initiatives. 

t.X I t.k'.IUk'. VVI LL:::, 

Stabilize and rehabilitate the building's west and 
south elevation stone masonry plinth in keeping 
with historic precedence for rustic stylized founda
tion work associated with the District's small cab
ins. 

Re-pointing of any failing mortar joints and/or re
placement of missing or ill-advised past masonry 
patchwork should be undertaking by a skilled stone 
mason. In the need to replace any missing or se
riously damaged plinth masonry and associated 
mortar joints, such material and workmanship shall 
be executed in a manner matching existing historic 
stone color as well as mortar color and material fin
ish. Refer to N PS Preservation Brief #1. 

For the near term, caulk fill existing weather
board surface cracks and gapped miter jointed 
corners prior to repainting. If surface siding cracks 
are deemed too large to effectively caulk fill or at 
such point in time a more aggressive exterior siding 
rehabilitation campaign can be mounted, replace
ment weatherboards shall match existing in every 
way. Do back-prime all replacement siding boards 
to assist in preventing board cupping. 

Future repainting efforts should follow best prac
tices material preparations and paint product ap
plications. 

Paint existing bathroom exhaust fan vent, occur
ring at south elevation gable, to match dark brown 
painted exterior walls. Use appropriate metal sur
face paint products. 
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HS-10. Double Occupancy Cabin 

INTERIOR SPACES 

At the point where the Cabin's interior cabinetry is in 
need of being replaced, restraint should be exercised 
in seeing that extremely simple, paint grade cabine
try is reinstalled throughout the house. Countertops 
and backsplashes should more ideally be composed 
of a light colored solid matrix synthetic material. 

MASONRY STAIRS AND PORCHES 

Repair main southeast corner entry stairs and porch 
masonry joints to ensure reasonably level walking 
surfaces. Employ mortar grout in keeping with his
toric joint texture and color. 

Stone conservation work on the front entry stair 
should be undertaken in keeping with other masonry 
repair and re-pointing efforts. Consideration should 
be given to introducing appropriate and aesthetical
ly compatible handrails at the main east elevation 
entry stair. Handrails recommended in the name of 
improving user safety. 

Remove non-original concrete landing at north el
evation side entry and create new stone landing for 
this side entry door in keeping with other such exam
ples of surviving historic stone porches and terraces 
within the District. Proposed new masonry flatwork 
and associated mortar joint tooling shall be executed 
in a manner matching existing historic stone color as 
well as mortar color and material finish. 

MASONRY CHIMNEY 

Provide for new metal rain cap to be appropriately 
fitted to existing clay flue stacks in a manner that is 
respectful of original chimney appearance. Relative 
to the historic surviving stone masonry stack work, 
replace missing or seriously damaged masonry and 
associated mortar joints with original matching ma
terials and employing workmanship in a manner con
sistent with existing historic masonry in color as well 
as material finish. Reintroduce cement grout fill to 
top of stone flue opening abutting existing clay flue 
stack as necessary to prevent rainwater from getting 
into internal house flue stack. 

While the position of the historic structures team 
has been to retain as much existing fabric as possible 
relating to existing cabins' chimney stacks, the inci
dent of the excessively tall twin clay flue stacks atop 
this dwelling should be studied carefully with an eye 
to perhaps reducing flue heights if deemed possible. 
Do keep in mind that HS-10 does house a heating 
stove that relies on the chimney for proper smoke 
exhaust. A preservation professional should be con
sulted on this matter. 

EXTERIOR UTILITIES 

Refresh paint finishes of electrical meter box, power 
disconnect box, and cable TV box, as well as all asso
ciated wall-mounted conduit, that have been paint
ed dark brown in matching Cabin siding color. Use 
appropriate metal surface paint products. 
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STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 

Attend to critical stone masonry foundation reha
bilitation work emphasizing the previously described 
west and south elevation's plinth restorative work. 

WINDOWS AND DOORS 

Wood double-hung windows existing at the oldest 
portion of the cabin, as well as wood sash hopper 
windows within the house addition, will require 
some degree of rehabilitation work. All window re
hab work to be undertaken by skilled wood crafts
person. Provide for new exterior wood-framed win
dow screens when missing at the building's operable 
or fixed hopper windows units. All new screens to 
match original screens. Refer to NPS Preservation 
Brief #9. 

Provide for replacement wooden framed door 
screens in keeping with original period screens at 
both exterior doors. 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

Regrade the west and south immediate site areas to 
improve upon the positive slope of grade away from 
the base of the dwelling in accommodation of quick
er evacuation of water from the rear, previously se
riously damaged plinth of the cabin. The profession
al advice of a civil engineering consultant would be 
recommended in preparing to act on this treatment 
suggestion. In conjunction with some limited regrad
ing work, it is also advisable to seek a civil engineer's 
input regarding the possible introduction of a French 
drain across the length of the west elevation and 
south end elevation of the house. 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

LIFE SAFETY AND USER 
CONVENIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

Appropriate and aesthetically compatible handrails 
should be added to the southeast elevation main en
try stair. 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuit
ry and corresponding loads should be evaluated by 
an electrical engineering consultant in order to plan 
for any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. 
Electrical distribution and facilitation of equipment 
should be undertaken as part of any future rehabili
tation campaign. 

Confirm effectiveness of existing wall-mounted 
main entry door light fixture and attend to repairs 
as necessary in keeping with historic rustic character 
of original outdoor lighting. Replace north elevation 
side entry light fixture with more appropriate peri
od inspired fixture. Some sensitively designed and 
appropriately specified immediate site night-lighting 
should be introduce to the cabin's landscape. New 
site lighting should be specified in keeping with the 
NPS Night Skies light pollution avoidance regula
tions. 
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HS-10. Double Occupancy Cabin 

EI\IVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuit
ry and corresponding loads should be evaluated by 
an electrical engineering consultant in order to plan 
for any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. 
Electrical distribution and facilitation of electrical 

equipment should be undertaken as part of any fu
ture rehabilitation campaign. 

Some sensitively designed and appropriately spec
ified immediate site night-lighting should be intro
duce to the cabin's landscape in keeping with the 
NPS Night Skies light pollution avoidance regula
tions. 

Original crawl space vents, occurring at several lo
cations around the perimeter of the Cabin, should 
be cleared of soil fill that has encroached on vent 
openings in order to continue to provide under
floor cavities with positive air circulation. 

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 

In the event of any future rehabilitation activities 
involving the Cabin, tests to determine the pres
ence or substantiate the absence of potentially 
harmful environmental contaminants will be a vital 
first step. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous 
materials or contaminants that could pose an un
acceptable health risk to rehab workers and future 
house occupants, appropriate methods of material 
removal, eradication, and/or containment should 
be undertaken by specific specialists employing ap
proved treatment methods prior to any significant 
dwelling rehab campaign. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

NPS regulations and policies should be respected 
in the course of planning for appropriate ADA ad
aptations to cabin as may be required. 
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HS-6. Laundry/ Wood Vendor Structure 

This modest structure should continue to be utilized 
as a seasonal residence laundry facility. Preservation 
priorities emphasize exterior rehabilitation and more 
diligent cyclical maintenance initiatives. 

ROOF 

Attend to remedial roof shingle repairs involving 
replacing missing or broken shingles. Repaint roof 
in typical hand-rolled fashion for the near term but 
do start making plans to replace the roof within the 
next 2 to 3 years. When a reroofing effort is mount
ed, new shingles, "stripped" patterning, and new 
vent stack boot flashings shall match historic roofing 
systems. New wood shingles shall match historic in 
size and exposure. Cedar shingles should be fire re
tardant treated and painted on both exterior and at
tic facing surfaces prior to installation. Refer to N PS 
Preservation Brief #19 

Properly paint finish proposed new plumbing vent 
stacks and metal vent stack boot flashings with new 
protective paint as part of future reroofing cam
paign. 

In the absence of evidence that the building ever 
had end-gable attic space vents, as found at the 
small cabins, provide new rooftop attic vents in order 
to exhaust space. 

WINOOWS AND DOORS 

Provide for new interior wood-framed window 
screens at operable windows where the screens are 
missing. New screens to match original screens. 

EXTERIOR WALLS 

Provide for a positive grade slope away from the 
laundry's existing cast concrete foundation. 

Introduce new metal flashing behind lowest layer of 
lap wood siding in a manner that provides for im
proved weatherization, and insect/rodent preven
tion at the lower walls of building exterior envelope. 
Detail to be developed whereby metal flashing can 
be installed beneath lowest siding board and lapping 
concrete foundation in a discreet manner, and then 
largely covered with reintroduced bottom-of-wall 
weatherboard. 

Remove exposed yellow colored spray-foam that 
was applied to specific upper exterior wood wall sur
faces. Alternatively caulk seal siding cracks or replace 
wood skin as necessary and then caulk and repaint 
as appropriate. 

For the near-term, caulk fill existing weatherboard 
surface cracks and gapped butt-jointed corners prior 
to repainting. If surface siding cracks are deemed too 
large to effectively caulk fill or at such point in time 
a more aggressive exterior siding rehabilitation cam
paign can be mounted, replacement weatherboards 
shall match existing in every way. Do back-prime all 
replacement siding boards to assist in preventing 
board cupping. 

Future repainting efforts should follow best practic
es material preparations and paint product applica
tions. 

Paint existing dryer vent exhaust covers occurring at 
the base of the east elevation wall. Paint vent covers 
to match dark brown painted exterior walls. Use ap
propriate metal surface paint products. 
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FXTFRIOR UTILITIFS 

Paint finish unsightly electrical meter box, pow
er disconnect box, and all associated wall mounted 
conduit dark brown in matching Cabin siding color. 
Use appropriate metal surface paint products. 

IMMEDIATE SITE 

Regrade around the immediate perimeter of the 
building, emphasizing the southwest corner of the 
building in order to improve upon the positive slope 
of grade away from the building's base in accommo
dation of quicker evacuation of water from the site. 
The professional advice of a civil engineering con
sultant would be recommended in preparing to act 
on this treatment suggestion. Remove deteriorated 
concrete entry door landing and provide for new cast 
concrete landing. 

LIFE SAFETY, USER CONVENIENCE 
OBSERVATIONS Af\JD 
E\IVIRONME\ITAL SYSTEl\/lS 

The dwelling's electrical power distribution circuit
ry and corresponding loads should be evaluated by 
an electrical engineering consultant in order to plan 
for any necessary electrical equipment upgrades. 
Electrical distribution and facilitation of equipment 
should be undertaken as part of any future rehabili
tation campaign. 

Treatment 
Recommendations 

Some sensitively designed and appropriately speci
fied immediate site night-lighting could be introduce 
as part of the laundry's landscape. New site lighting 
should be specified in keeping with the NPS Night 
Skies light pollution avoidance regulations. 

Provide for new plumbing vent stacks at laundry sink 
and washing machines in accordance with contem
porary building codes. In addition, introduce new 
attic space convection venting feature at roof plane. 
Vent stacks to be routed within attic and through 
roof in a properly flashed manner in order to keep 
rainwater from penetrating the building. 
Provide for new cast concrete entry door landing at 

the building's west elevation. 

PU 11:.1\11 IAL l:.NVIRUI\JMENTAL 
rnl\lTAr..111 1 /\ 1Tc 

In the event of any future rehabilitation activities in
volving the laundry, tests to determine the presence 
or substantiate the absence of potentially harmful 
environmental contaminants will be a vital first step. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous ma
terials or contaminants that could pose an unaccept
able health risk to rehab workers and future building 
occupants, appropriate methods of material remov
al, eradication, and/or containment should be un
dertaken by specific specialists employing approved 
treatment methods prior to any significant rehab 
campaign. 
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HS-6. Laundry/ Wood Vendor Structure 

ACCESSIBILITY 

Any building accessibility improvements should re
flect NPS regulations in this regard concerning build
ing entry facilitation and interior of laundry work ac
tivity accommodations. 
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H S-3. The Garage 

This modest structure should continue to be utilized 
as an NPS storage facility. Preservation priorities em
phasize exterior rehabilitation and more diligent cy
clical maintenance initiatives. 

ROOF 

Attend to remedial roof shingle repairs involving re
placing missing or broken shingles. Repaint roof in 
typical hand-rolled fashion for the near term but do 
start making plans to replace the roof within the next 
3 to 5 years. When a reroofing effort is mounted, 
new shingles shall match historic in size and expo
sure. Cedar shingles should be fire retardant treated 
and painted on both exterior and attic facing surfac
es prior to installation. Refer to NPS Preservation 
Brief #19 

In the absence of evidence that the building ever 
had end-gable attic space vents, as found at the 
small cabins, provide new rooftop attic vents (on the 
north elevation roof plane) when implementing new 
roofing campaign in order to exhaust space. 

EXTERIOR WALLS 

For the near term, caulk fill existing weatherboard 
surface cracks and gapped butt-jointed corners prior 
to repainting. If surface siding cracks are deemed too 
large to effectively caulk fill or at such point in time 
a more aggressive exterior siding rehabilitation cam
paign can be mounted, replacement weatherboards 
shall match existing in every way. Do back-prime all 
replacement siding boards to assist in preventing 
board cupping. 

Future repainting efforts should follow best prac
tices material preparations and paint product ap
plications. 

1\/ll\lnnwc; AI\ID nnoRS 

Reglaze broken window pane on east elevation 
window with matching glass. Provide for new ex
terior wood-framed window screens at all windows 
where the screens are missing. New screens to 
match original screens. 

POTE NflAL lNVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINANTS 

In the event of any future rehabilitation activities 
involving the Garage, tests to determine the pres
ence or substantiate the absence of potentially 
harmful environmental contaminants will be a vital 
first step. 

In planning to abate any potentially hazardous 
materials or contaminants that could pose an un
acceptable health risk to rehab workers and future 
building occupants, appropriate methods of ma
terial removal, eradication, and/or containment 
should be undertaken by specific specialists em
ploying approved treatment methods prior to any 
significant rehab campaign. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

Any building accessibility improvements should 
reflect NPS regulations in this regard concerning 
employee work activity accommodations. 
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Treatment 
Recommendations 

HS-1. Ruins of Former Superintendent's House 

Even a considering that the historical archaeological 
material as relates to this cultural landscape resource 
is outside of this project scope of work, it was de
termined by the documentation team that a modest 
word in support for site preservation was in order. 

POTENTIAL FOR 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA 

For practical purposes, the site of the former Super
intendent's House should not be disturbed as a part 
of any utility work or new construction campaigns 
within the immediate proximity of this archaeolog
ical site. 

Refer to previous investigations into this site's po
tential to yield any meaningful archaeological data 
and respond accordingly. Refer to 2010 Cultural 
Landscape study for any noteworthy language. 

Bulkting Fa bric 

Condltbn Synopsis 
SurfaceJComJX)Oent 

I Good Fair 

Walls 

Retaining Wais X 

onaete Steps & Landing X 

I 

STONE MASONRY WALLAND STAIRS 

Stabilize and rehabilitate the former building's stone 
masonry retaining wall as originally served to retain 
the earthen grade forming the missing house's ter
raced building site. 

Re-pointing of any failing mortar joints and/or re
placement of missing stone material should be un
dertaken by a skilled stone mason only after careful 
documentation of surviving masonry work has been 
accomplished. In the need to replace any missing or 
seriously damaged masonry and associated mortar 
joints, such material and workmanship shall be ex
ecuted in a manner matching existing historic stone 
color as well as mortar color and material finish. 

Cast concrete stairs and landing flatwork, as occurs 
within the length of the retaining wall, should be 
maintained in keeping with the masonry wall repairs 
and re-pointing efforts. 

PresetVation El11)hasls 

I Prbritlzation I 
I I I I 

Phase 
Poor Critical Important Derer 

X 1 

X 1 
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